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NASASP-7011(345)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7011(333) through
SP-7011(344)] published by NASA during 1990.
NASA National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationOffice of ManagementScientific and Technical Information Division
Washington, DC 1991
This index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield,
Virginia 22161 at the price of $19.50 domestic; $39.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(333) through NASA SP-
7011(344) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, and by means of
supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and
biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronuatics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by
the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N90-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A90-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
DOSE
U DOSAGE
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the indiviudal Supplements-appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX
The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this index
are arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 138 will be found in Supplement 337
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine & Biology is found in
the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are available
to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, New York 10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library
Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters
may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from ESA — Information Retrieval Service European Space Agency, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis,
75738 CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress established
the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 51 regional de-
positories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference services. At least
one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or microfiche format, is
received and retained by the 51 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO libraries, arranged alphabetically
by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a
Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
| SUBJECT HEADING |
MASS FLOW
I— A simple, mass balance model of carbon (low in a
ecological life support system
tNASA-TM-1021511 p 20 N90-10571
TITLE REPORTNUMBER
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of document content, a
title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the docu-
ment. Under any one subject heading, the acces-
sion numbers are arranged in sequence with the
AIAA accession numbers appearing first.
A-320 AIRCRAFT
A320 crew workload modelling p 137 A90-26287
ABDOMEN
Abdominal pressure transmission in humans during slow
breathing maneuvers p219 A90-36738
ABILITIES
Cockpit resource management skills enhance combat
mission performance in a B-52 simulator
p 132 A90-26241
Riot competency - An analysis of abilities requisite to
professional flight crew development
p 134 A90-26262
Pilots' perception of risks and hazards in general
aviation p253 A90-39641
Comprehension processes in mechanical reasoning
[AD-A210459] p13 N90-11442
Stimulus-response compatibility in spatial precuing and
symbolic identification: Effects of coding practice,
retention, and transfer
[AD-A210745] p 13 N90-11443
Expertise, stress, and pilot judgment
p 141 N90-17284
Feedback effects in computer-based skill learning
[AD-A214560] p 144 N90-17298
Measuring learning ability by dynamic testing
[AD-A215273] p 145 N90-17304
Learning events in the acquisition of three skills
[AD-A219038] p 226 N90-22905
The incremental validity of spatial and
perceptual-psychomotor tests relative to the armed
services vocational aptitude battery
[AD-A220903] p 256 N90-24719
The integration of complex information from auditory and
visual channels under stress
[AD-A222686] p 314 N90-27245
Neurophysiotogical correlates of information processing
abilities during divided attention situations in air traffic
controllers P353 N90-28989
Ability and metacognitive determinants of skill acquisition
and transfer
[AD-A224569] p 354 N90-29776
ABIOGENESIS
Pre-biotic organic matter from comets and asteroids
p64 A90-16160
Sulfur, ultraviolet radiation, and the early evolution of
life p89 A90-20177
The formation of the building blocks of life on the
primordial earth p 169 A90-26766
Nucleic acids and the origins of life
p169 A90-26768
Isotopic characteristics of simulated meteorite organic
matter. I - Kerogen-like material p 194 A90-30616
Mixed-valence hydroxides as bioorganic host minerals
p172 A90-30617
Self-replicating micelles - A chemical version of a minimal
autopoietic system p 172 A90-30621
The universe and the origin of life - Origin of organics
on clays p 198 A90-34276
Chirality and origin of life in space and on planets
p213 A90-34280
Prebiotic syntheses of biologically interesting monomers
in aqueous solutions - Facts and constraints
p 196 A90-34281
Report on the workshop - 'Chemical evolution and
neo-abiogenesis in marine hydrothermal systems'
p305 A9CM8091
Abiotic synthesis of amino acids and imidazole by proton
irradiation of simulated primitive earth atmospheres
p338 A90-48092
Possible amplification of enantiomer excesses through
structural properties of liquid crystals - A model for origin
of optical activity in the biosphere? p 338 A90-48094
Origins of life - An operational definition
p339 A90-48095
The case for the chemoautotrophic origin of life in an
iron-sulfur world p 339 A90-48099
ABNORMALITIES
Decompression sickness affecting the
temporomandibular Joint
[AD-A220959] p 250 N90-24715
ABSORBENTS
Secondary oxygen purifier for molecular sieve oxygen
concentrator
[AD-A217395] p 15 A90-11092
ABSTRACTS
American Society for Gravitational and Space Biology,
Annual Meeting, 5th, Cocoa Beach, FL, Oct. 25-28,1989,
Abstracts p 196 A90-34000
The biogeochemistry of metal cycling
[NASA-CR-4295] p 265 N90-23897
JPRS Report: Science and technology. USSR: Life
sciences
[JPRS-ULS-90-007] p343 N90-29762
JPRS report Science and technology. USSR: Life
sciences
[JPRS-ULS-90-004] p343 N90-29763
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Use of lower body negative pressure as a
countermeasure to negative Gz acceleration
[AD-A213927] p 98 N90-15583
Guidelines for safe human exposure to impact
acceleration, update A
[AD-A215287] p 123 N90-17268
Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
[AD-A216509] p 178 N90-18858
Brain stem evoked responses in altered G
environments
[AD-A220097] p 249 N90-23874
Prevalence of G-induced cervical injury in US Air Force
pilots p 281 N90-25460
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
The application of anthropometric data to the sizing of
aircrew pressure protective G-garments
p15 A90-11093
The use of lower body negative pressure as a means
of -Gz protection p 188 A90-30737
The effect of an anti-ballooning G-suit and a buttstrap
G-suit on G-tolerance p 188 A9O-30738
+Gz-induced loss of consciousness and incapacitation
time during anti-G training p 201 A90-32389
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Hormonal and cardiovascular changes during lower body
negative and positive pressures
[IAF PAPER 89-600] p 39 A90-13632
Recovery to +1Gz and +2Gz following +Gz-induced
loss of consciousness - Operational considerations
p 41 A90-13741
Dorsal light response and changes of its responses
under varying acceleration conditions — in goldfish
p28 A90-16080
Periodic acceleration stimulation in a weightlessness
environment (PAS-WE) - A new science?
p30 A90-15479
Interserosal pressures and circulatory homeostasis
during changes in the gravitational inertia! force
environment p 42 A90-15480
Effect of increased acceleration on lung expansion in
dogs - Prone vs. supine body positions
p33 A90-15500
Artificial gravity for long duration spaceflight
[AAS PAPER 87-190] p 69 A90-16658
Ten years of acceleration research p 70 A90-17402
Pilot reaction to high G stress on the human
centrifuge p 70 A90-17410
The effect of various amounts of lower body negative
pressure on the physiologic effects induced by head-down
UK p 70 A90-17414
Reconfigured lap restraint offers tolerance increase in
+Gz acceleration p80 A90-17438
Change of human tracking ability under +G(y) stress
p74 A90-18619
New perspectives in the treatment of hypoxic and
ischemic brain damage - Effect of gangliosides
p115 A90-24435
Dynamic cardiovascular response to +Gz stress in
aerobically trained individuals p 175 A90-30582
Test of the antiorthostatic suspension model on mice -
Effects on the inflammatory cell response
p 172 A90-30585
Recognizing +Gz-induced loss of consciousness and
subject recovery from unconsciousness on a human
centrifuge p202 A90-33656
A mathematical model for response of the coronary
circulation to high sustained gravitational force fields
p 281 A90-45741
A case of left hypoglossal neurapraxia following G
exposure in a centrifuge p 311 A90-48590
Partial supination versus Gz protection
p311 A90-48592
The effect of various straining maneuvers on cardiac
volumes at 1G and during +Gz acceleration
p344 A90-50701
The effect of +Gz offset rate on recovery from
acceleration-induced loss of consciousness
p346 A90-51396
Cervical dystonia following exposure to high-G forces
p346 A90-51397
Space adaptation syndrome induced by a long duration
-f 3Gx centrifuge run
[AD-A218248] p 208 N90-21518
Mobility of the head and load effects: Experimental
approach in a centrifuge p 284 N90-25473
Risk of cervical injury in real and simulated accidents
p285 N90-25475
Biofidelity of a dummy's neck during automobile collision
testing p285 N90-25477
Influence of gravito-inertial force on vestibular
nystagmus in man
[IZF-1989-24] p316 N90-28325
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
The relation between the levels of free fatty acids and
cortisol in blood serum and +Gz acceleration tolerance
p4 A90-10243
Selected physical training exercises for pilots affecting
the cardiovascular system and leading to increased
acceleration tolerance p5 A90-10249
Measuring heart rate response to the Wingate cycle
ergometer test p 70 A90-17403
Effect of different schedules of assisted positive
pressure breathing on G-level tolerance
p 70 A90-17409
A-1
ACCIDENT PREVENTION SUBJECTINDEX
The effect of various amounts of lower body negative
pressure on the physiologic effects induced by head-down
tilt p70 A90-17414
Reconfigured lap restraint offers tolerance increase in
+Gz acceleration p80 A90-17438
Hydrostatic nomeostatic effects during changing force
environments P 176 A90-30591
The effect of an anti-ballooning G-surt and a buttstrap
G-suit on G-tolerance p 188 A90-30738
A case of G-LOC in a propeller aircraft
p219 A90-36298
Studies on physiological critical index of rhesus monkeys
during exposing to transverse acceleration force
p216 A90-38576
Relationship between +Gz tolerance and physical
characteristics during gradual and rapid onset runs
p277 A90-434S6
GLC - A practical discussion — Gravitational Loss of
Consciousness p280 A90-44652
Adverse effect of negative Gz on subsequent high
positive Gz - A need for research and education
p280 A90-44660
Pulmonary considerations of high sustained +Gz
acceleration and G protection p280 A90-44661
Positive pressure breathing for acceleration protection
and its role in prevention of inflight G-induced loss of
consciousness p311 A90-48591
Partial supination versus Gz protection
p311 A90-48592
Reach performance while wearing the Space Shuttle
launch and entry suit during exposure to launch
accelerations
[SAE PAPER 901357] p 330 A90-49390
Enhanced anatomically representative manikin pelvis
supporting a self-contained instrumentation/electronics
subsystem p 355 A90-50702
Use of lower body negative pressure as a
countermeasure to negative Gz acceleration
[AD-A213927] p 98 N90-15S83
Guidelines for safe human exposure to impact
acceleration, update A
[AD-A215287] p 123 N90-17268
Development of acceleration exposure limits for
advanced escape systems p 211 N90-20055
The +Gz protection in the future: Review of scientific
literature
[AO-A217887] p205 N90-20623
The effects of linear acceleration on perception and
nystagmus p220 N90-22209
Rheoencephalography in simulated aviation
environmental stress
[AD-A221150] p250 N90-24716
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Analyzing knowledge deficiencies in pilot performance
p128 A90-26182
Testing for potential problem pilots and human error in
the cockpit p 133 A90-26256
Human performance/systems safety issues in aircraft
accident investigation and prevention
p154 A90-26297
Exploratory experience in mental process in some
airplane accidents due to human factors
p138 A90-26300
Analysis of air traffic control operating irregularities
p138 A90-26305
Reflections on human error - Matters of life and death
p 181 A90-31327
ACCIDENTS
Arctic cold weather medicine and accidental
hypothermia
[AD-A223090] p 287 N90-26487
Helicopter aircrew helmets and head injury: A protective
effect
[AD-A223024] p 366 N90-29080
ACCLIMATIZATION
Hyperventilation response to cold water immersion -
Reduction by staged entry p 71 A90-17516
ACCUMULATIONS
Interaction of electromagnetic fields with chondrocytes
in gel culture
[AD-A223397] p 343 N90-29765
ACETONITRILE
On the reaction of methyleneaminoacetonitrile in
aqueous media p89 A90-20180
ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM
Acid-base state of the human organism during breathing
in air with various concentrations of carbon dioxide
p174 A90-29080
The effect of hyperthermia on the cardiovascular system
and acid-base composition of blood in dogs
p305 A90-46523
Effects of high altitude hypoxia on lung and chest wall
function during exercise
[AD-A219814] p 248 N90-23869
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Application of active noise reduction for hearing
protection and speech intelligibility improvement
[IZF-1988-21] p63 N90-13042
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Protective effect of various types and regimens of
adaptation to hypoxia on the development of
stress-induced lesions in KM-line rats
p108 A90-24748
ACOUSTIC FREQUENCIES
The effects of acoustic orientation cues on instrument
flight performance in a flight simulator
p288 A90-44629
The effects of acoustic orientation cues on instrument
flight performance in a flight simulator
p352 N90-28985
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Test procedures for the evaluation of helmet and
headset mounted active noise reduction systems
[AD-A212991] p 82 N90-13937
Evaluation of two objective measures of effective
auditory stimulus level
[AD-A214669] p 121 N90-17255
Voice measures of workload in the advanced flight deck:
Additional studies
[NASA-CR-4258] p 259 N90-23887
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Voice analysis to predict the psychological or physical
state of a speaker p 118 A90-26019
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
The simulation of localized sounds for improved
situational awareness p352 N90-28984
ACOUSTICS
Acetylcholinesterase inhibition and information
processing in the auditory cortex
[AD-A216092] p 126 N90-18139
Analyses of the predictability of noise-induced sleep
disturbance
[AD-A220156] p 249 N90-23876
Mental lapses and event-related potentials
[AD-A219454] p 254 N90-23878
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Sound Localization by Human Observers symposium
proceedings
[AD-A212877] p 51 N90-13026
ACTIVATION
Synaptic plasticity and memory formation
[AD-A211368] p 36 N90-12158
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)
Activation: Positive and negative effects of the alarm
system in the brain p 143 N90-17290
ACTIVE CONTROL
Active vibration control for flexible space environment
use manipulators p60 A90-16522
Space Station Freedom active internal thermal control
system - A descriptive overview
[SAE PAPER 891458] p 156 A9O-27427
Active thermal control systems for lunar and Martian
exploration
[SAE PAPER 901243] p 324 A90-49313
Computer aided system engineering and analysis
(CASE/A) modeling package for ECLS systems - An
overview
[SAE PAPER 901267] p 327 A90-49336
The KALI multi-arm robot programming and control
environment p 365 N90-29060
Redundancy in sensors, control and planning of a robotic
system for space telerobotics p375 N90-29847
Real-time cartesian force feedback control of a
teteoperated robot p 377 N90-29857
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
The effect of adaptation to heat and enhanced motor
activity on the thermoregulattve function of the
motoneuronal pool p65 A90-17116
Stress-induced deficits of the human immune system
p 310 A90-48331
Activation: Positive and negative effects of the alarm
system in the brain p 143 N90-17290
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
Emotional state dynamics in the wakefuiness-sleep
cycle p 341 A90-50740
ACTUATORS
Preliminary study of a serial-parallel redundant
manipulator p 363 N90-29048
Preliminary results on noncollocated torque control of
space robot actuators p364 N9O-29057
Portable Dextrous Force Feedback Master for robot
telemanipulation (PDMFF) p365 N90-29058
Time optimal movement of cooperating robots
p371 N90-29815
ACUITY
Development of microcomputer-based mental acuity
tests for repeated-measures studies
[NASA-CR-185607] p 210 N90-21521
ADAPTATION
Psychophysiological mechanisms of adaptation and the
functional asymmetry of the brain — Russian book
p7 A90-10831
Characteristics of body-temperature regulation and the
functional activity of human-skin receptors during seasonal
adaptation to high temperature in an arid area
p7 A90-12410
Plant cell in the process of the adaptation to simulated
microgravity p 25 A90-15054
The role of catecholaminergic synapses in the formation
mechanism of adaptations mediated by polyphenolic
adaptogens p65 A90-17117
Dynamics of the energy characteristics of the human
organism during transmeridional travels
p97 A90-22801
The regulating and activating role of the portal vessel
system in the support of homeostasis in humans subjected
to thermal stress p97 A90-22802
Elevated skin temperature as a criterion of adaptation
to the high temperature of an arid zone
p97 A90-22803
Skeletal muscle adaptation in rats flown on Cosmos
1667 p107 A90-24397
Adaptation of trained and untrained humans to natural
and technogenic extreme factors under the effect of
adaptogens p310 A90-46522
USSR Space Lite Sciences Digest, issue 22
[NASA-CR-3922(26)] p 35 N90-12153
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest issue 23
[NASA-CR-3922(27>] p 36 N90-12154
Studies on predicting the ^synchronization of the
circadian system after transmedian flights
[DFVLR-FB-89-10] p 48 N90-12172
The relationship between subjective and objective
measures of simulator-induced ataxia
[AD-A213095] p 75 N90-13922
The role of attention in visual processing
[AD-A214158] p 101 N90-15588
Psychophysiological correlates of human adaptation in
antarctica
[AD-A216679] p 126 N90-18142
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Method for the realization of autonomy and stationary
principles in the synthesis of ergatic systems
p292 A90-44906
Model-based iterative learning control of Space-Shuttle
manipulator
[AIAA PAPER 90-3398] p 320 A90-47653
Concept of adaptability in space modules
p356 A90-52753
Adaptive information processing in auditory cortex
[AD-A211294] p 47 N90-12166
Payload invariant control via neural networks:
Development and experimental evaluation
[AD-A215740] p146 N90-17306
Appropriateness measurement for computerized
adaptive tests
[AD-A216121] p185 N90-18870
An improved adaptive control for repetitive motion of
robots p373 N90-29831
On discrete control of nonlinear systems with
applications to robotics p380 N90-29893
ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE
Radioprotective effects of ATP and ADP on
membrane-bound enzymes p 33 A90-15635
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
Radioprotective effects of ATP and ADP on
membrane-bound enzymes p33 A90-15635
Conservation of body calcium by increased dietary intake
of potassium: A potential measure to reduce the
osteoporosis process during prolonged exposure to
microgravity p 251 N90-24993
Experiment K-6-10. Effects of zero gravity on myofibril
protein content and isomyosin distribution In rodent skeletal
muscle p272 N90-26464
ADENOSINES
Was adenine the first purine? p 21 A90-10425
Chemical structure of a prebiotic analog of adenosine
p305 A90-46654
ADIPOSE TISSUES
Measurement of body fat by neutron inelastic scattering:
Comments on installation, operation, and error analysis
[DE90-006765] p 179 N90-1886B
ADRENAL GLAND
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
ADRENAL METABOLISM
Participation of cerebral noradranerglc structures in
thermoregulation during the adaptation to cold
p306 A90-48199
ADRENERGICS
Changes in the condition of adrenoreceptors in mountain
dwellers with dextraventricular hypertrophy
p97 A90-22804
A-2
SUBJECTINDEX AEROSPACE SAFETY
Effect of hindlimb suspension on cardiovascular
responses to sympathomimetics and lower body negative
pressure p 108 A90-24399
Analysis of neural systems involved in modulation of
memory storage
[AD-A220230] p 250 N90-24714
ADSORPTION
Pyrophosphate formation from phospho(enol)pyruvate
adsorbed onto precipitated orthophosphate - A model for
prebiotic catalysis of transphosphorylations
p89 A90-20181
The adsorption of nudeotides and polynudeotides on
montmorillonite clay p90 A90-20182
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Vision in dynamic environments
[AD-A213434] p 101 N90-15587
AEROEMBOLISM
Pulmonary hemodynamics, extravascular lung water and
residual gas bubbles following low dose venous gas
embolism in dogs p66 A90-17518
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
The environmental control and life support system
advanced automation project. Phase 1: Application
evaluation p 298 N90-25523
The integration of complex information from auditory and
visual channels under stress
[AD-A222686] p 314 N90-27245
AEROSINUSITIS
Recurrent sinusitis and impairment of eustachian tube
function in air passengers and crew p 247 A90-39649
AEROSOLS
Pilot investigation of indoor-outdoor and personal PM10
(thoracic) and associated ionic compounds and mutagenic
activity
[PB89-222723] p 74 N90-13920
Short-term bioassays may be useful in evaluating
fiber/whisker hazards
[DE90-003707] p 99 N90-16393
Development of eye-safe lidar for aerosol
measurements
[NASA-CR-186905] p 302 N90-26503
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Studies on Habitation Module and interconnecting
elements for a future European space station
[IAF PAPER 89-092] p 55 A90-13305
Concept design of the Special Purpose Dexterous
Manipulator for the Space Station Mobile Servicing
System p 146 A90-23898
Avionics air cooling for Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891459] p 156 A90-27428
Preliminary design of JEM Environmental Control and
Life Support System
[SAE PAPER 891574] p 163 A90-27535
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest Issue 26
[NASA-CR-3922(31)J p 201 N90-21513
Strategic implementation plan
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p 198 A90-34675
Electrophysiological investigation of the functional
organization of the human brain under conditions of
selective attention. I - Normal adults
p 209 A90-34676
Oxklative phosphorylation system during steady-state
hypoxia in the dog brain p 243 A90-40074
The chronic effect of an electrostatic field on certain
biochemical indices of tissues p 305 A90-46524
Biomedical influences on spinal cord function
[AD-A210311] p8 N90-10527
Excitatory amino acids as transmitters in the brain
[AD-A210685] p9 N90-10532
Computational and psychophysteal study of human
vision using neural networks
[AD-A213290] p75 N90-13924
Activation: Positive and negative effects of the alarm
system in the brain p 143 N90-17290
Computing with neural maps: Application to perceptual
and cognitive functions
[AD-A216689] p 126 N90-18143
Development of gamma-emitting, receptor-binding
radiotracers for imaging the brain and pancreas
[DE90-008314] p204 N90-20621
Brain activity during tactical decision-making. Part 3:
Relationships between probe-evoked potentials,
simulation performance, and on-job performance
[AD-A217207] p209 N90-20638
Sparse distributed memory overview
p232 N90-22235
Pyramid image codes p233 N90-22243
DURIP-lnstrumentation for recording and analyzing
multiple input/output saccadic eye movement
neurosensory control
[AD-A219905] p 248 N90-23871
Neurotransmitter and peptide localization in human
brain
[AD-A219964] p 249 N9O-23873
Analysis of neural systems involved in modulation of
memory storage
[AD-A220230] p 250 N90-24714
Experiment K-6-18. Study of muscarinic and gaba
(benzodiazepine) receptors in the sensory-motor cortex,
hippcampus and spinal code p 273 N90-26471
The integrated area measure of visual endogenous
ERPs: Relation to cognitive workload and hemisphere
[AD-A223191]. p 318 N90-27255
Time, space and form in vision
[AD-A213889] p 350 N90-28971
Mufti-user facility for high performance optical recording
of brain activity (DUHIP)
[AD-A223491] p 349 N90-29768
Attention, imagery, and memory: A neuromagnetic
investigation
[AD-A224560] p 354 N90-29775
BRAIN CIRCULATION
Cerebral tissue oxygen status and psychomotor
performance during lower body negative pressure
(LBNP) p114 A90-24426
Blood flow and oxygen saturation in the brain of intact
and anesthetized rabbits under anttorthostatic influence
p 108 A90-24746
Cerebrovascular effects of motion sickness
p108 A90-24747
Effect of unilateral carotid-artery occlusion on the
cerebral blood flow in rats exposed to hypoxia
p108 A90-24749
Functioning of the cerebral circulation system in rabbits
under hyperthermia p 108 A90-24750
Brain glucose utilization under high sensory activation
- Hypoactivation of prefrontal cortex p 176 A90-30586
Blood flow and oxygen tension in the brain of a
Central-Asian tortoise under hyperthermia and
hypothermia p342 A90-52401
Metabolism, seizures, and blood flow in brain following
organophosphate exposure: Mechanisms of action and
possible therapeutic agents
[AD-A217098] p 180 N90-19740
Neurobehavkxal effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans: Elevated carboxyhemoglobin (COHb)
and cerebrovascular responses
[AD-A222840] p 314 N90-27246
BRAIN DAMAGE
New perspectives in the treatment of hypoxic and
ischemic brain damage - Effect of gangliosides
p115 A90-24435
Study of brain supra-slow encephalofluctuograph of
rabbit during simulated weightlessness
p268 A90-44577
BRAIN STEM
Central neurophysiological mechanisms regulating the
inhibition of locomotion p 198 A90-34677
Brain stem evoked responses in altered G
environments
[AD-A220097] p 249 N90-23874
BREADBOARD MODELS
Controlled Ecological Life Support System Breadboard
Project-1988 p 148 A90-24803
Force-reflective teleoperated system with shared and
compliant control capabilities p375 N90-29845
Flight telerobotic servicer control from the Orbtter
p380 N90-29882
BREATHING
Frequency and ventilation: A survey of theoretical and
experimental ventilation modelling
[LR-625] p350 N90-29772
BREATHING APPARATUS
High-frequency ventilation in dogs with three gases of
different densities
[AD-A212862] p 68 N90-14762
Performance evaluation of the Puritan-Bennett
crew-member portable protective breathing device as
prescribed by portions of FAA action notice A-8150.2
[AD-A211113] p82 N90-14772
Comparison of protective breathing equipment
performance at ground level and 8,000 feet attitude using
parameters prescribed by portions of FAA action notice
A-8150.2
[AD-A212852] p 82 N90-14773
The research program at the Civil Aeromedical Institute
concerning protective breathing equipment for use by crew
and passengers in en aviation smoke/fume environment
p 167 N90-17616
BREEDING (REPRODUCTION)
Breeding of hydrogen producing anaerobic bacteria.
Cellulase secretion from transformed Escherichia coli
JM109
[DE90-710739] p 113 N90-18133
BRIGHTNESS
Functional decor in the International Space Station: Body
orientation cues and picture perception
[NASA-TM-102242] p 77 N90-13931
Human factors evaluation of electroluminescent display
Number 1
[DE90-002231] p 83 N90-14777
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
A laboratory study of the effects of diet and bright light
countermeasures to jet lag
[AD-A220148] p249 N90-23875
BROADBAND
Accurate determination of the complex permittivity of
biological tissue at 90 GHz, 70 GHz, and over a broad
band around 35 GHz
[AD-A222062] p309 N90-27240
BROKEN SYMMETRY
Chirality and origin of life in space and on planets
p213 A90-34280
BROMIDES
Effects of cholinergic drugs on exercise performance
and simple reaction time of rhesus monkeys
[AOA219455] p244 N90-23862
Effects of pyridostigmine bromide on A-10 pilots during
execution of a simulated mission: Physiology
[AD-A221222] p 250 N90-24717
BRUSHES
Design of a device to remove lunar dust from space
suits for the proposed lunar base
[NASA-CR-186679] p 296 N90-25496
BRYOPHYTES
Long clinostaton influence on the localization of free
and weakly bound calcium in cell walls of Funaria
hygrometrica moss protonema cells p27 A90-15064
BUBBLES
Gas bubble coalescence in reduced gravity conditions
p30 A90-15446
Pulmonary hemodynamics, extravascular lung water and
residual gas bubbles following low dose venous gas
embolism in dogs p66 A90-1751B
Bubble-induced dysfunction in acute spinal cord
decompression sickness
[AD-A223827] p 196 A90-33715
Hypothesis on bubble volume of attitude decompression
sickness and relation between O2 prebreathing time and
pressure in space suits p 277 A90-44582
BURNS (INJURIES)
Selected anatomic bum pathology review for clinicians
and pathotogists p6 A90-10267
The new generation flight suit p 79 A90-17424
Treatment of laser-induced retinal injuries
[AD-A210284] p8 N90-10526
C-130 AIRCRAFT
A human factors engineering approach to the
development and dynamic evaluation of a prototype
aircrew seat for military aircraft
[AD-A218283] p 366 N90-29779
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Study of advanced system for air revitalization
[SAE PAPER 891575] p 164 A90-27536
Medical guidelines for protecting crews with
flame-suppressant atmospheres
[SAE PAPER 891596] p 120 A90-27555
Performance and quality of sleep wearing NBC
protective clothing — nuclear-biological-chemical
P209 A90-33658
Simulation of cyclic adsorption process for extended
missions p 229 A90-37973
Life support system - Domiers contribution for space
applications p258 A90-41116
Application of a comprehensive G189A ECLSS model
in assessing specific Space Station conditions
[SAE PAPER 901265] p 326 A90-49333
Integrated model of G189A and Aspen-plus for the
transient modeling of extravehicular activity atmospheric
control systems
[SAE PAPER 901268] p 326 A90-49335
Identifying atmospheric monitoring needs for Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901383] p 331 A90-49411
CAFFEINE
Daytime sleepiness, performance, mood, nocturnal
sleep: The effect of benzodiazepine and caffeine on their
relationship
[AD-A210915] p 10 N90-10533
The effect of caffeine on endurance time to exhaustion
at high attitude
[AD-A212069] p 47 N90-12163
Influence of theobromine on heat production and body
temperatures in cold-exposed humans: A preliminary
report
[AD-A217203] p 204 N90-20618
A laboratory study of the effects of diet and bright light
countermeasures to jet lag
[AD-A220148] p249 N90-23875
CALCIFICATION
Experiment K-6-19. Pineal physiology in microgravity:
Relation to rat gonadal function p274 N90-26472
A-16
SUBJECTINDEX CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CALCIUM
Calcium gradient in plant cells with polarized growth in
simulated microgravity p26 A90-1S056
Long clinostation influence on the localization of free
and weakly bound calcium in cell walls of Funaria
hygrometrica moss protonema cells p27 A90-15064
Bone growth and calcium balance during simulated
weightlessness in the rat p 107 A90-24396
Contractile properties of rat soleus muscle after 15 days
of hindlimb suspension p 107 A90-24398
Investigation of resonant ac-dc magnetic field effects
[AD-A211612] p37 N90-12159
Calcium displacement caused by electromagnetic
fields
[AD-A212690] p 50 N90-13023
Conservation of body calcium by increased dietary intake
of potassium: A potential measure to reduce the
osteoporosis process during prolonged exposure to
microgravity p251 N90-24993
Experiment K-6-01. Distribution and biochemistry of
mineral and matrix in the femurs of rats
p270 N90-264S5
Experiment K-6-19. Pineal physiology in microgravity:
Relation to rat gonadal function p 274 N90-26472
CALCIUM METABOUSM
Calcium homeostasis in prolonged hypokinesia
p43 A90-15492
Effects of simulated weightlessness on rat osteocalcin
and bone calcium p112 A90-27627
Experiment K-6-19. Pineal physiology in microgravity.
Relation to rat gonadal function p 274 N90-26472
CALCULI
Renal calculi in Army aviators p279 A90-44638
CALDERAS
Caldera microorganisms — Russian book
p215 A90-36154
CALIBRATING
Effective calibration of heat flux transducers for
experimental use
[AD-A218262] p 207 N90-20636
CAMERAS
Speech versus manual control of camera functions
during a telerobotjc task p 189 A90-31353
Three-dimensional camera space manipulation
p320 A90-46400
Tracking a head-mounted display in a room-sized
environment with head-mounted cameras
[AD-A222545] p 335 N90-27266
CANCER
Mortality and cancer incidence in a cohort of commercial
airline pilots p 175 A90-30581
Recent developments in estimates of cancer risk from
ionizing radiation
[SAE PAPER 901344] p 313 A90-49379
Short-term bioassays may be useful in evaluating
fiber/whisker hazards
[DE90-003707] p 99 N90-16393
Proceedings of a workshop on Carcinogenic Potential
of Extremely Low Frequency Magnetic Fields
[DE90-614340] p 208 N90-21520
CANOPIES
Measurement techniques, evaluation criteria and injury
probability assessment methodologies developed for Navy
ejection and crashworthy seat evaluations
p 285 N90-25479
CANOPIES (VEGETATION)
Dynamics of carbon dioxide exchange of a wheat
community grown in a semi-closed environment
p 95 N9O-16689
CAPACITANCE
Coronary arterial capacitance and subendocardia!
vascular patency throughout the cardiac cycle
p177 N90-18855
CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Sympathetic nerves control the new formation of
microvessels induced by adaptation to hypoxia
p281 A90-45125
CAPILLARY FLOW
Effects of microgravity on microcirculation
p346 A90-51666
CAPTURE EFFECT
Capture control for manipulator arm of free-flying space
robot
[AIAA PAPER 90-3432] p 321 A90-47685
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
Heatstroke pathophysiology: The energy depletion
model
[AD-A212156] p47 N90-12164
CARBOHYDRATES
Physical performance and carbohydrate consumption in
CF commandos during a 5-day field trial
[AD-A217204] p 204 N90-20619
Work enhancement and thermal changes during
intermittent work in cool water after carbohydrate
loading
[AD-A222877] p315 N90-27247
CARBON
Carbon use efficiency in optimal environments — for
photosynthesis in CELSS
[SAE PAPER 891572] p 112 A90-27533
Model of carbon fixation in microbial mats from 3,500
Myr ago to the present p243 A90-39821
Carbon and hydrogen metabolism of green algae in light
and dark
[DE90-008648] p 200 N90-20612
CARBON COMPOUNDS
New total organic carbon analyzer
[SAE PAPER 901354] p 329 A90-49387
CARBON CYCLE
Evidence for anoxygenic photosynthesis from the
distribution of bacteriochlorophylls in the Black Sea
p24 A90-14631
Carbon balance and productivity of Lemna gibba, a
candidate plant for CELSS p58 A90-15430
Carbon cycling by cellulose-fermenting nitrogen-fixing
bacteria p30 A90-15442
A simple, mass balance model of carbon flow in a
controlled ecological life support system
[NASA-TM-102151] p 20 N90-10571
CARBON DIOXIDE
Mass analysis for the Space Station ECLSS using the
balance spreadsheet method
[SAE PAPER 891502] p 158 A90-27469
Phase III Simplified Integrated Test (SIT) results - Space
Station ECLSS testing
[SAE PAPER 901252] p 325 A90-49321
Synergistic effects of nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide
following acute inhalation exposures in rats
[PB89-214779] p 35 N90-12150
Effects of atmospheric mix and toxic fumes on military
performance
[PB89-223630] p 49 N90-13015
Dynamics of carbon dioxide exchange of a wheat
community grown in a semi-closed environment
p95 N90-16689
Carbon dioxide and water exchange rates by a wheat
crop in NASA's biomass production chamber Results from
an 86-day study (January to April 1989)
[NASA-TM-102788] p 268 N90-25453
Gas exchange characteristics as indicators of the basic
limiting factors in photosynthesis
[DE90-012399] p 276 N90-26481
Development of membrane process for carbon dioxide
separation from diving atmosphere
[AD-A222606] p 302 N90-26504
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Effect of CO2 and O2 on development and fructification
of wheat in closed systems p 57 A90-15428
The case for cellulose production on Mars
[AAS PAPER 87-232] p 60 A90-16531
CELSS engineering - Proportional control of CO2 using
higher plants
[SAE PAPER 891573] p 163 A90-27534
Acid-base state of the human organism during breathing
in air with various concentrations of carbon dioxide
p 174 A90-29080
Dynamics of carbon dioxide exchange of a wheat
community grown in a semi-closed environment
p95 N90-16689
Carbon dioxide and water exchange rates by a wheat
crop in NASA's biomass production chamber Results from
an 86-day study (January to April 1989)
[NASA-TM-102788] p 268 N90-25453
Proximate composition of seed and biomass from
soybean plants grown at different carbon monoxide (CO2)
concentrations
[NASA-TM-103496] p 276 N90-26480
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
Space Station Freedom carbon dioxide removal
assembly
[SAE PAPER 891449] p 155 A90-27419
Preliminary evaluation of a membrane gas separation
unit for Space Station Freedom atmosphere revitalization
subsystem
[SAE PAPER 891450] p 156 A90-27420
Carbon dioxide and water vapor high temperature
electrolysis
[SAE PAPER 891506] p 159 A90-27473
C02 processing and O2 reclamation system selection
process for future European space programmes
[SAE PAPER 891548] p 162 A90-27511
CMIF ECLS system test findings
[SAE PAPER 891552] p 162 A90-27515
Study of advanced system for air revitalization
[SAE PAPER 891575] p 164 A90-27536
Study of air revitalization system for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 891576] p 164 A90-27537
Advanced portable life support system component
integration and system testing
[SAE PAPER 891580] p 164 A90-27540
Metal oxide regenerate carbon dioxide removal system
for an advanced portable life support system
[SAE PAPER 891595] p 165 A90-27554
Simulation of cyclic adsorption process for extended
missions p229 A90-37973
Integrated model of G189A and Aspen-plus for the
transient modeling of extravehicular activity atmospheric
control systems
[SAE PAPER 901268] p 326 A90-49335
ECLS technology development programme - Results
and further activities
[SAE PAPER 901289] p 327 A90-49349
Advanced air revitalization system modeling and
testing
[SAE PAPER 901332] p 328 A90-49370
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
Establishing functional states of the respiratory and
thermoregulatory systems during work in an atmosphere
containing a high level of carbon dioxide
P175 A90-29081
CARBON ISOTOPES
An isotopic study of biogeochemical relationships
between carbonates and organic carbon in the Greenhorn
Formation p 66 A90-17483
New constraints on early Tertiary palaeoproductivity
from carbon isotopes in foraminifera p67 A90-17772
CARBON MONOXIDE
Human health studies of carbon monoxide (CO) under
conditions of military weapons systems crewman
exposures. Protocol 1: Formation of COHb
[AD-A210344] p9 N90-10528
Effects of atmospheric mix and toxic fumes on military
performance
[PB89-223630] p 49 N90-13015
Proximate composition of seed and biomass from
soybean plants grown at different carbon monoxide (CO2)
concentrations
[NASA-TM-103496] p 276 N90-26480
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans: Elevated carboxyhemoglobin (COHb)
and cerebrovascular responses
[AD-A222840] p314 N90-27246
CARBONATES
An isotopic study of biogeochemical relationships
between carbonates and organic carbon in the Greenhorn
Formation p 66 A90-17483
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans: Elevated carboxyhemoglobin (COHb)
and cerebrovascular responses
[AD-A222840] p314 N90-27246
CARBOXYLATION
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
[AD-A213886] p 98 N90-15582
CARCINOGENS
Risk analysis: Fundamental concepts, regulatory
toxicology, and relative comparisons from radiation
biology
[DE90-002466] p 177 N90-18856
Proceedings of a workshop on Carcinogenic Potential
of Extremely Low Frequency Magnetic Reids
[OE90-614340] p208 N90-21520
DNA damage and repair in human skin: Pathways and
questions
[DE90-015126] p 347 N90-28966
CARDIAC VENTRICLES
Changes in the condition of adrenoreceptors in mountain
dwellers with dextraventricular hypertrophy
p97 A90-22804
CARDIOGRAPHY
Vector cardiograph experiment in Space Shuttle
p174 A90-28834
Effects of cardiac phase on diameter measurements
from coronary tineangiograms p 202 A90-33304
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
Selected physical training exercises for pilots affecting
the cardiovascular system and leading to increased
acceleration tolerance p5 A90-10249
Hormonal and cardiovascular changes during lower body
negative and positive pressures
[IAF PAPER 89-600] p 39 A90-13632
Cardiorespiratory responses to simulated
weightlessness in man p44 A90-15505
Difference in cardiovascular responses to blood pooling
patterns between LBNP and head up tilting stimulated after
supine cycling in women p 45 A90-15509
Exercise strategies and assessment of Cardiorespiratory
fitness in space
[AAS PAPER 87-236] p 46 A90-16535
Cardiovascular responses to microgravity - Adaptation,
maladjustment and countermeasures
[AAS PAPER 87-157] p 72 A90-17716
The effects of space flight on the cardiopulmonary
system
[AAS PAPER 87-164] p 73 A90-17721
A-17
CAROTID SINUS REFLEX SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of a central redistribution of fluid volume on
response to lower-body negative pressure
p95 A90-20145
Effect of hindlimb suspension on cardiovascular
responses to sympathomimetics and lower body negative
pressure p 108 A90-24399
Functioning of the cerebral circulation system in rabbits
under hyperthermia p 108 A90-24750
Cardiovascular response to 4 hours of 6-deg head-down
tilt or of 30-deg head-up tilt bed rest
p117 A90-26015
Dynamic cardiovascular response to +Gz stress in
aerobically trained individuals p 175 A90-30582
Functional state of earner-stationed pilots in the initial
period of service p202 A90-32600
Weightlessness and the cardiovascular system
p218 A90-36291
Use of automated systems for the assessment of the
health and the adaptive potentials of humans
p 310 A90-46521
The effect of hyperthermia on the cardiovascular system
and acid-base composition of blood in dogs
p305 A90-46523
Effects of acute hypoxia on cardiopulmonary responses
to head-down tilt p 310 A90-48583
Computer simulation of cardiovascular changes during
extended duration space flights
[SAE PAPER 901359] p 314 A90-49392
Orcadian dynamics of the parameters of the human
cardiorespiratory system during physical exercise and
changes in the gaseous medium p 344 A90-50823
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 22
[NASA-CR-3922(26>] p 35 N90-12153
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 23
[NASA-CR-3922(27)] p 36 N90-12154
Heatstroke pathophysiology: The energy depletion
model
[AD-A212156] p 47 N90-12164
Cardiovascular, renal, electrolyte, and hormonal
changes in man during gravitational stress,
weightlessness, and simulated weightlessness: Lower
body positive pressure applied by the antigravity suit
[NASA-TM-102232] p 49 N90-13013
The development of a model of the human responses
to load carnage p83 N90-14775
Monitoring chaos of cardiac rhythms
[DE90-000692] p 98 N90-15580
The role of blood volume in determining the
cardiovascular adjustments to exercise
p 177 N90-18854
Elevated central venous pressure: A consequence of
exercise training-induced hypervolemia
[NASA-TM-102965] p 204 N90-20617
A comparison of the mechanisms of cold- and
microgravity-induced fluid loss
[AD-A218098] p206 N90-20631
Effect of fluid countermeasures of varying osmolarity
on cardiovascular responses to orthostatic stress
p 251 N90-24978
Hemodynamic and ADH responses to central blood
volume shifts in cardiac-denervated humans
[NASA-TM-103471] p 287 N90-26485
Cardiovascular deconditioning of cosmonauts: Role,
importance and applications of the lower body negative
pressure
[ETN-90-97507] p 347 N90-28964
Prevalence of hypertension among active duty
personnel
[AD-A223892] p 347 N90-28968
Fluid and electrolyte homeostasis during spaceflight:
Elucidation of mechanisms in a primate
[NASA-CR-177548] p 383 N90-29085
Optimism and cardiovascular reactivity to psychological
and cold pressor stress
[AD-A223818] p 349 N90-29771
Physiological metrics of mental workload: A review of
recent progress
[NASA-CR-187290] p 354 N90-29777
CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
Carotid baroreflex response following 30 days exposure
to simulated microgravity p 44 A90-15502
CARRIER FREQUENCIES
Time-frequency factors in auditory perception
[AD-A211491] p49 N90-13016
CARTESIAN COORDINATES
Cartesian control of redundant robots
p 358 N90-29004
Measurement of hand dynamics in a microsurgery
environment Preliminary data in the design of a btmanual
telemicro-operation test bed p 359 N90-29010
CARTILAGE
Interaction of electromagnetic fields with chondrocytes
in gel culture
[AD-A223397] p 343 N90-29765
CASE HISTORIES
Clinical aspects of inflight inoapacitations in commercial
aviation p 118 A90-26017
CASUALTIES
Prediction of thermal stress casualties
[AD-A212356] p 50 N90-13022
Field assessment of wet bulb globe temperature: Present
and future
[AD-A218224] p 207 N90-20635
CATABOLISM
Metabolism of branched-chain amino acids in leg
muscles from tail-cast suspended intact and
adrenalectomized rats p92 A90-21910
A program for the study of skeletal muscle catabolism
following physical trauma
[AD-A216569] p 178 N90-18859
CATALASE
Catalase-positive microperoxisomes in rat soleus and
extensor digitorum longus muscle fiber types
p92 A90-21915
CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
A systematic approach to training: A training needs
assessment p257 N90-25059
CATALYSIS
Pyrophosphate formation from phospho(enol)pyruvate
adsorbed onto precipitated orthophosphate - A model for
prebiotic catalysis of transphosphorylations
p89 A90-20181
Photocatalytic post-treatment in waste water
reclamation systems
[SAE PAPER 891508] p 159 A90-27475
Development of the catalytic oxidczer technology for the
European space programme
[SAE PAPER 891533] p 160 A90-27497
ECUT: Energy Conversion and Utilization Technologies
program. Biocatalysis project
[NASA-CR-186866] p 269 N90-25458
CATALYSTS
The chemical basis for the origin of the genetic code
and the process of protein synthesis
[NASA-CR-186590] p217 N90-22205
Computer simulation of chemical reactions in synthetic
model compounds and genetically engineered active
sites
[AD-A222611 ] p 276 N90-26483
CATECHOLAMINE
Effect of ultrahigh-dose ionizing radiation on the content
of cathecholamine mediators in various regions of the rat
brain p34 A90-15641
The role of catecholaminergic synapses in the formation
mechanism of adaptations mediated by potyphenolic
adaptogens p65 A90-17117
Changes in the neutral peptide-hydrolases of blood and
catecholamines of tissues during adaptation to alpine
hypoxia p66 A90-17273
Changes in the catecholamine contents in the blood
plasma of rats exposed to high temperatures
p195 A90-32543
A network model of catecholamine effects - Gain,
signal-to-noise ratio, and behavior p317 A90-47247
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[ AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
The effects of graded exercise at sea level on plasma
proenkephalin peptide F and catecholamine responses
[AD-A218195] p 206 N90-20633
CATHETOMETERS
Abdominal pressure transmission in humans during slow
breathing maneuvers p219 A90-36738
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Effects of visual display separation upon primary and
secondary task performances p 187 A90-30731
Effects of miniature CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) location
upon primary and secondary task performances
[AD-A210223] p 20 N90-10573
Effect of extraneous color-coded targets on identification
of targets on CRT displays
[AD-A219473] p 254 N90-23879
CAUSES
Review of serious aircraft accidents in the Belgian Air
Force: Causes and comparison with selection data
p140 N90-17277
CELL DIVISION
Insulin and insulin-like growth (actor-1 induce
pronounced hypertrophy of skeletal myofibers in tissue
culture
[NASA-CR-187026] p 343 N90-28960
CELL MEMBRANES (BIOLOGY)
Gravity and the membrane-solution interface -
Theoretical investigations p26 A90-15059
Plant cell plasma membrane structure and properties
under dinostatting p26 A90-15061
Long clinostation influence on the localization of free
and weakly bound calcium in cell walls of Funaria
hygrometrica moss protonema cells p27 A90-15064
How did the first cells appear? p 63 A90-16035
Radiation biochemistry of membrane lipids — Russian
book p215 A90-36148
Electronic modulation of biomaterial functions
p 244 A90-41265
Gravitropism in plants: Hydraulics and wall growth
properties of responding cells p86 N90-13950
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Weightlessness and elementary biological processes —
Russian book p 1 A90-12490
Biological effects of lunar soil — Russian book
p2 A90-12491
Importance of the 1g controls in interpreting the results
of an experiment on plant gravitropism (Biorack, 01
mission)
[IAF PAPER 89-609] p 24 A90-13637
Plant cell in the process of the adaptation to simulated
microgravity p 25 A90-15054
Normalisation of bone cellular responses occurs
between 7 and 14 days of simulated weightlessness in
rats
 P31 A90-15486
Resonance effect of coherent millimeter-range
electromagnetic radiation on living organisms
p90 A90-20456
Facilities for cell-biology research in weightlessness
p91 A90-21730
In vitro differentiation of quail neural crest cells into
sensory-like neuroblasts p94 A90-23194
The response of living cells to very weak electric fields
- The thermal noise limit p 94 A90-23369
Gravity-dependent phenomena at the scale of the single
cell p 198 A90-34035
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells p 243 A90-39647
Binding of alpha-fetoprotein by immobilized monoclonal
antibodies during episodes of zero-gravity obtained by
parabolic flight p 279 A90-44634
Origins of life - An operational definition
p339 A90-48095
Electroporation: Theory of basic mechanisms
[AD-A210196] p2 N90-10520
Genetic engineering of single-domain magnetic
particles
[AD-A210332] p2 N90-10521
Heatstroke pathophysiology: The energy depletion
model
[AD-A212156] p 47 N90-12164
Generation of free radicals during cold injury and
rewarming
[AD-A213088] p67 N90-13915
Life science research in space
[ESA-SP-1105] p68 N90-13917
Cells in Space
[NASA-CP-10034] p83 N90-13939
Fundamental results from microgravity cell experiments
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study
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protection program
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effect
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Effect on the cardiac function of repeated LBNP during
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Helmet-mounted head restraint
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Hydration effects on human physiology and
exercise-heat performance
[AD-A217969] p 206 N90-20629
Hemodynamic and ADH responses to central blood
volume shifts in cardiac-denervated humans
[NASA-TM-103471] p 287 N90-26485
Fluid and electrolyte homeostasis during spaceflight:
Elucidation of mechanisms in a primate
[NASA-CR-177548] p 383 N90-29085
Renal response to seven days of lower body positive
pressure in the squirrel monkey
[NASA-CR-183355] p343 N90-29761
HEMODYNAMICS
Fluid distribution pattern induced by intravenous fluid
loading during HOT
[IAF PAPER 89-599] p 39 A90-13631
Gravitational influence on systemic arterial dynamics
using a 3-etement Windkessel model p44 A90-15506
Regional aortic pressure apparent phase velocity in the
baboon during 70 degree tJtt p44 A90-15507
Hemodynamics of leg veins during a 30 days bed rest
- Effect of lower body negative pressure (LBNP)
p45 A90-1S508
Difference in cardiovascular responses to blood pooling
patterns between LBNP and head up tilting stimulated after
supine cycling in women p 45 A90-15509
Increasing central blood volume with head-down tilting
would inhibit water intake during mild pedaling at 25 C
and 35 C room temperatures in woman
p45 A90-15510
HEMOGLOBIN
Human health studies of carbon monoxide (CO) under
conditions of military weapons systems crewman
exposures. Protocol 1: Formation of COHb
[AD-A210344] p9 N90-10528
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
[AD-A213886] p 98 N90-15582
Computation of the unsteady facilitated transport of
oxygen in hemoglobin
[NASA-TM-102251] p 106 N90-16400
HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE
Development activities for the European EVA Space Suit
System (ESSS)
[SAE PAPER 891544] p 162 A90-27508
The development status of the Hermes environmental
control and life support subsystem
[SAE PAPER 891547] p 162 A90-27510
Development of the suit enclosure of the European EVA
space suit
[SAE PAPER 901244] p324 A90-49314
EVA life support design advancements
[SAE PAPER 901245] p 324 A90-49315
The development of the Human Waste Collection
Assembly for HERMES
[SAE PAPER 901287] p327 A90-49347
Habftability studies for Hermes - A status of simulation
and validation
[SAE PAPER 901388] p332 A90-49416
Hermes-crew integration aspects
[SAE PAPER 901390] p332 A90-49417
DNSS: German/Norwegian work team Space Subsea.
Environmental control and life support subsystems
(technical matters), phase 2
[ETN-90-95905] p 105 N90-16398
The European EVA suit An optimized tool for
Hermes/MTFF in-orbit operations p 261 N90-24296
HERA and EVA co-operation scenarios
p 261 N90-24299
The Hermes robot arm teleoperation and control
concept p261 N90-24301
HERA teleoperation test facility p262 N90-24303
HEURISTIC METHODS
Designing good experiments to test bad hypotheses
[AD-A218977] p 225 N90-22900
Laboratory replication of scientific discovery processes
[AD-A219273] p 227 N90-22913
An expert system to advise astronauts during
experiments: The protocol manager module
p298 N90-25522
Investigation of automated task learning, decomposition
and scheduling
[NASA-CR-186791] p 290 N90-26488
Resolution of seven-axis manipulator redundancy: A
heuristic issue p336 N90-27331
Robot Acting on Moving Bodies (RAMBO): Interaction
with tumbling objects p 361 N90-29022
HIBERNATION
Neurochemistry of hibemation in mammals — Russian
book p34 A90-16057
Protein synthesis in the organs of long-tailed Siberian
suslik (Cttellus undulatus) at different functional states
p66 A90-17249
Comparative neurophysiological analysis of
thermoregulatory muscular activity in hibernating and
nonhibemating animals during the development of
hypothennia p 198 A90-34678
HIERARCHIES
A 17 degree of freedom anthropomorphic manipulator
p357 N90-29001
Methods and strategies of object localization
p 361 N90-29020
HIGH ACCELERATION
Rheoencephalograpny in simulated aviation
environmental stress
[AD-A221150] p250 N90-24716
Effects of head mounted devices on head-neck dynamic
response to +G(sub t> accelerations
p284 N90-25471
HIGH ALTITUDE
A case of decompression sickness in a commercial
pilot p5 A90-10260
Propranolol and the compensatory circulatory responses
to orthostasis at high altitude p40 A90-13736
Audio and visual ultrasonic monitoring of altitude
decompression sickness p70 A90-17404
Development of an advanced high altitude flight suit
p80 A90-17436
The effect of hypoxia on the activity of
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in rat erythrocytes
p 341 A90-50790
Comparison of protective breathing equipment
performance at ground level and 8,000 feet altitude using
parameters prescribed by portions of FAA action notice
A-8150.2
[AD-A212852] p82 N90-14773
Hypooaric nypoxia (380 torr) decreases intraceflular and
total body water in goats
[AD-A218192] p200 N90-20615
HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
Hemodynamic responses to acute hypoxia, hypobaria,
and exercise in subjects susceptible to high-altitude
pulmonary edema p73 A90-17942
Periodic breathing and O2 saturation in relation to sleep
stages at high altitude p117 A90-26013
Effect of high-altitude hypoxia on the pulmonary blood
circulation in rats p 171 A90-29024
High-altitude medicine and pathology — Book
p175 A90-29499
Local blood flow in the brain and femur-muscle tissues
in hypoxia under normobarism and hypobarism
p198 A90-34675
Hypothesis on bubble volume of altitude decompression
sickness and relation between O2 prebreathing time and
pressure in space suits p277 A90-44582
Threshold altitude resulting in decompression sickness
p277 A90-44626
High altitude protective equipment - A review of pressure
systems p292 A90-44651
The effect of caffeine on endurance time to exhaustion
at high altitude
[AD-A212069] P 47 N90-12163
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
Altitude symptomatology and mood states during a climb
to 3,630 meters p117 A90-26012
Potential for reduction of decompression sickness by
prebreathing with 100 percent oxygen while exercising
[SAE PAPER 891490] p 120 A90-27457
High altitude protective equipment-A review of pressure
systems p292 A90-44651
Physiological reserves of the human organism and the
high-altitude environment — Russian book
p310 A90-46625
Metacognitjon and retrieval from long-term memory at
Mount Everest
[AD-A211629] p 52 N90-12177
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
Effects of high altitude hypoxia on lung and chest wall
function during exercise
[AD-A219814] p248 N90-23869
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Transport aircraft crew and decompression hazards -
Study of a positive pressure schedule
p278 A90-44627
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
Behaviour of single-cell organisms exposed to
hypergravity
[IAF PAPER 89-607] p 23 A90-13635
Selective hypergravity stimulation: Its effects on the
human balance and gait functions - A model to assess,
in normal gravity conditions, some aspects of the
perturbations induced on human body by microgravity
conditions
[IAF PAPER ST-89-016] p 40 A90-13729
Temperature regulation in rats exposed to a 2 G field
p32 A90-15499
Ten years of acceleration research p 70 A90-17402
Two cases of neck injury induced by high-G forces during
air-to-air combat maneuvers p 201 A90-32390
Effect of centrifugation acceleration for 3 week's 2G
on growth in developing cockerels p244 A90-41819
Changes of blood cells after hyper-gravity exposure
p267 A90-43458
The electrocardiographic response to high +Gz
centrifuge training p278 A90-44632
High G training and superficial phlebitis - A case
report p279 A90-44639
Thermoregulatory responses to +3Gz in rats at different
time of day p268 A90-44776
A mathematical model for response of the coronary
circulation to high sustained gravitational force fields
p 281 A90-45741
Heart rate and pulmonary function while wearing the
launch-entry crew escape suit (LES) during + Gx
acceleration and simulated Shuttle launch
[SAE PAPER 901358] p 330 A90-49391
Effects of angular speed in responses of Paramecium
tetraurelia to hypergravity p342 A90-51664
HIGH PRESSURE
Hypotheses on the mechanisms of the high-pressure
neurological syndrome p 65 A90-16694
Cellular and molecular mechanisms of high pressure
inotropy in cardiac muscle
[AD-A211695] p48 N90-12170
HIGH RESOLUTION
Biological son x ray contact microscopy: Imaging living
CHO-SC1 cells and other biological materials
[DE90-007560] p 199 N90-20610
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Elevated skin temperature as a criterion of adaptation
to the high temperature of an arid zone
p97 A90-22803
Effects of heat stress on cognitive and psychomotor
performance, with and without head cooling
p118 A90-26243
Changes in the catecholamine contents in the blood
plasma of rats exposed to high temperatures
p195 A90-32543
Changes in the heat exchange and the nutritional state
of humans during transfers to hot climate regions
p344 A90-50824
Pharmacological correction by Asparkam of the
functional state of army pilots in a hot climate
p345 A90-50849
HISTAMINES
The influence of serotonine and histamine, introduced
in small closes, on body temperature
p306 A90-48200
HISTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Identifying motor and sensory myelinated axons in rabbit
peripheral nerves by histochemical staining for carbonic
anhydrase and chotinesterase activities
p92 A90-21913
Quantitation and immunocytochemical localization of
ubiquitin conjugates within rat red and white skeletal
muscles p92 A90-21914
Contraction-free, fume-fixed longitudinal sections of
fresh frozen muscle p93 A90-21916
Rat limb unloading - Soleus histochemistry,
ultrastructure, and electromyography
p268 A90-44274
Experiment K-6-03. Gravity and skeletal growth, part 1.
Part 2: Morphology and histochemistry of bone cells and
vasculature of the tibia; Part 3: Nuclear volume analysis
of osteoblast histogenesis in periodontal ligament cells;
Part 4: Intervertebral disc swelling pressure associated with
microgravity p270 N90-26457
Experiment K-6-08. Biochemical and histochemical
observations of vastus medialis p 271 N90-26462
HISTOLOGY
Biochemical and histochemical observations of vastus
medialis from rats flown in Cosmos 1887 (experiment
K608) p31 A90-15484
Changes of muscle function and size with bedrest
p43 A90-15501
The investigation of paniculate matter in the lungs of
smoke inhalation death victims p 124 N90-17617
The effects of blast trauma (impulse noise) on hearing:
A parametric study source 2
[AD-A221731] p316 N90-27253
HOLOGRAPHY
Tracking a head-mounted display in a room-sized
environment with head-mounted cameras
[AD-A222545] p 335 N90-27266
HOMEOSTASIS
Interserosal pressures and circulatory homeostasis
during changes in the gravitational inertia! force
environment p42 A90-15480
Calcium homeostasis in prolonged hypokinesia
p43 A90-15492
The regulating and activating role of the portal vessel
system in the support of homeostasis in humans subjected
to thermal stress p97 A90-22802
A-48
SUBJECT INDEX HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
The effect of hyperdynamic fields on the oxidative
metabolism of the paraventricular nucleus
p278 A90-44633
Effect of low air velocities on thermal homeostasis and
comfort during exercise at space station operational
temperature and humidity p263 N90-24975
Fluid and electrolyte homeostasis during spaceflight:
Elucidation of mechanisms in a primate
[NASA-CFM 77548] p 383 N90-29085
HORMONE METABOLISMS
Changes in kidney response to ADH under hypogravity
- Rat models and possible mechanisms
p30 A90-15482
Plasma stress hormones in resting rats - Eighty four
day study p32 A90-15489
Plasma ANF concentrations during head-down bed rest
of various duration (from several hours to one month) -
Role of LBNP countermeasure p44 A90-1SS03
Hormonal regulation of fluid and electrolytes during
prolonged bed rest - Implications for microgravity
p247 A90-40750
HORMONES
Changes in Orcadian rhythm of multiple hormones and
their relationship with individual susceptibility in simulated
weightlessness
[IAF PAPER 89-565] p 37 A90-13608
Hormonal and cardiovascular changes during lower body
negative and positive pressures
[IAF PAPER 89-600] p39 A90-13632
Hormonal changes after parabolic flight - Implications
on the development of motion sickness
p311 A90-48588
Cardiovascular, renal, electrolyte, and hormonal
changes in man during gravitational stress,
weightlessness, and simulated weightlessness: Lower
body positive pressure applied by the antigravrty suit
[NASA-TM-102232] p 49 N90-13013
Effects of microgravity on growth hormone concentration
and distribution in plants p85 N90-13947
Peripheral nervous velocity of conduction in fighter
pilots P142 N90-17287
Alterations in the metabolic and sympathetic response
to cold exposure after cold air acclimation
[AD-A216817] p 127 N90-18144
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
Experiment K-6-20. The effect of spaceflight on pituitary
oxytooin and vasopressin content of rats
p274 N90-26473
HOVERING
Superimposed perspective visual cues for helicopter
hovering above a moving ship deck p254 A90-42455
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Modeling of the detection of unforeseeable situations
by an operator p 102 A90-21305
Active participation in highly automated systems: Turning
the wrong stuff into the right stuff
[AD-A210218] p20 N90-10572
Demonstration of replicable dimensions of health
behaviors
[AD-A211920] p46 N90-12161
Fear-potentiated startle as a model system for analyzing
learning and memory
[AD-A212131] p53 N90-13029
A guide to reasoning under uncertainty
[REPT-72/87/R486U] p 77 N90-13932
Cognitive and Neural Sciences Division 1989
programs
[AD-A212634] p 78 N90-14769
Human behavior
[PB90-780008] p 100 N90-15584
Pre-treatment with tyrosine reverses hypothermia
induced behavioral depression
[AD-A215211] p123 N90-17265
Sensations of temperature and humidity during
intermittent exercise and the influence of underwear knit
structure
[AD-A215285] p 123 N90-17266
Human Behaviour in High Stress Situations in Aerospace
Operations
[AGARD-CP-458] p 140 N90-17275
Performance recovery following startle: A laboratory
approach to the study of behavioral response to sudden
aircraft emergencies p 142 N90-17286
Personality assessment in aviation selection
p142 N90-17289
Activation: Positive and negative effects of the alarm
system in the brain p 143 N90-17290
Human performance models
[FFI-90/7002] p302 N90-26502
Rule acquisition events in the discovery of problem
solving strategies
[AD-A222428] p 334 N90-27265
HUMAN BEINGS
Characteristics of the oxygen-transport function of
erythrocytes during acute altitude hypoxia
p96 A90-21851
Flow measurements in a model of the mildly curved
femoral artery of man p 173 A90-28074
Characteristics of trace processes in different regions
of the human cortex p 174 A90-29076
QuasMxxiformal remapping for compensation of human
visual field defects - Advances in image remapping for
human field defects p210 A90-32110
Thermoregulatory responses to intermittent exercise are
influenced by knit structure of underwear
[AD-A209087] p 15 N90-10541
Individual differences in associative learning and
forgetting
[AD-A212765] p 54 N90-13034
Computational and psychophysical study of human
vision using neural networks
[AD-A213290] p 75 N90-13924
Spatiotemporal characteristics of visual localization,
phase 2
[AD-A212934] p 77 N90-13929
An architectural model of visual motion understanding
[AD-A214327] p 101 N90-15589
Psychophysiological correlates of human adaptation in
antarctfca
[AD-A216679] p 126 N90-18142
Alterations in the metabolic and sympathetic response
to cold exposure after cold air acclimation
[AD-A216817] p 127 N90-18144
Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
[AD-A216509] p 178 N90-18858
Influence of theobromine on heat production and body
temperatures in cold-exposed humans: A preliminary
report
[AD-A217203] p204 N90-20618
A review of the literature on the toxicity of rare-earth
metals as it pertains to the engineering demonstration
system surrogate testing
[DE90-008049] p 204 N90-20620
Networks for image acquisition, processing and
display p230 N90-22218
Human motion perception: Higher-order organization
p 231 N90-22226
Brain stem evoked responses in altered G
environments
[AD-A220097] p 249 N90-23874
An investigation into techniques for landmark
identification of 3D images of human subjects, phase 1
[AD-A218614] p250 N90-24713
Rheoencephalography in simulated aviation
environmental stress
[AD-A221150] p250 N90-24716
Effects of protracted ionizing radiation dosage on
humans and animals: A brief review of selected
investigations
[AD-A222240] p 309 N9O-27241
HUMAN BODY
Effects of transition from supine to upright positions on
central hemodynamics in patients with chest pain
syndrome p43 A90-15490
Predicting the postradiative radiosensitivity of mammals
and man according to the LD50 criterion after acute
external irradiation p34 A90-15639
A procedure for studying changes of the common center
of gravity in humans (stabilometry) p 69 A90-17274
An autoanalyzer test for the quantttation of
platelet-associated IgG p74 A90-19125
Measurement of maximum arrest force in performance
tests of fall protection equipment p 154 A90-26850
Skeletal segment development for an advanced
manikin p 186 A90-27704
Principles of variability in the control of the precision
movements of humans p 292 A90-44908
An interactive graphics-based model of the lower
extremity to study orthopaedic surgical procedures
p355 A90-51079
Introduction to extremely-low-frequency electric and
magnetic fields
[DE90-002662J p 94 N90-15578
The application of optimal control theory for analysis
of human jumping and pedaling p103 N90-15590
Guidelines for safe human exposure to impact
acceleration, update A
[AD-A215287] p 123 N90-17268
Measurement of body fat by neutron inelastic scattering:
Comments on installation, operation, and error analysis
[DE90-006765] p 179 N90-18868
The USAF Advanced Dynamic Anthropomorphic
Manikin (ADAM) p211 N90-20062
Kinematic and kinetic analyses of drop landings
p207 N90-21517
Noninvasive estimation of fluid shifts between body
compartments by measurement of bioelectric
characteristics p 251 N9O-24976
Quantitative assessment of human motion using video
motion analysis p 298 N90-25518
Biodynamic simulations of an aircraft pilot/passenger
in various crash environments
[NIAR-90-6] p300 N90-26494
HUMAN CENTRIFUGES
Selected physical training exercises for pilots affecting
the cardiovascular system and leading to increased
acceleration tolerance p 5 A9O-10249
Unilateral centrifugaton of the otoliths as a new method
to determine bilateral asymmetries of the otolith apparatus
in man
[IAF PAPER 89-566] p 37 A90-13609
Influence of gravitoinerdal force on vestibular nystagmus
in man observed in a centrifuge p42 A90-15078
Ten years of acceleration research p 70 A90-17402
Measuring heart rate response to the Wingate cycle
ergometer test p70 A90-17403
Pilot reaction to high G stress on the human
centrifuge p70 A90-17410
Gz sensitive automatic reclining aircrewmember seat
p79 A90-17427
Change of human tracking ability under +G(y) stress
p74 A90-18619
Periodic acceleration stimulation in space
[SAE PAPER 891434] p119 A90-27405
+Gz-induced loss of consciousness and incapacitafon
time during anti-G training p 201 A90-32389
Recognizing -f Gz-induced loss of consciousness and
subject recovery from unconsciousness on a human
centrifuge p202 A90-33656
Vestibule-ocular responses in man to +Gz
hypergravity p246 A90-39645
The electrocardiographs response to high +Gz
centrifuge training p278 A90-44632
Research centrifuge accommodations on Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901304] p 308 A90-49356
Neck injury prevention possibilities in a
high-G-enviroment experience with high sustained -+- G(sub
z) training of pilots in the GAF IAM human centrifuge
P284 N90-25474
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
The use of graphs in the ergonomic evaluation of tall
pilots' sitting posture p 13 A90-10262
Human factors and productivity on Space Station
Freedom
[IAF PAPER 89-087] p 55 A90-13301
Simulation by personal workstation for Man-Machine
Interface design
[IAF PAPER 89-089] p 55 A90-13302
The next 40 years in space - Aspects of human factors
in space research
[IAF PAPER 89-091] p 37 A90-13304
Using computer graphics to design Space Station
Freedom viewing
[IAF PAPER 89-093] p 56 A90-13306
The effects of automation on work in space
[IAF PAPER 89-583] p 57 A90-13620
A zero-g CELSS/recreation facility for an earth/Mara
crew shuttle
[AAS PAPER 87-235] p 61 A90-16534
Individual differences, mission parameters, and
spaceflight environment habitability
[AAS PAPER 87-240] p 61 A90-16539
Considerations for the living areas within space
settlements
[AAS PAPER 87-242] p 61 A90-16541
Human aspects of mission safety
[AAS PAPER 87-193] p 76 A90-16661
Hidden dependence in human errors
p 81 A90-17835
International Symposium on Aviation Psychology, 5th,
Columbus, OH, Apr. 17-20, 1989, Proceedings. Volumes
1 &2 p 128 A90-26176
Training for situafonal awareness — in flight crews
P128 A90-26181
The manufacturer's role in training program development
— for aircraft pilots p 149 A90-26188
An evaluation of integrated commercial flight training
P129 A90-26194
Dual-career military reserve aircrewmembers - Human
factors impact on aviation safety p 130 A90-26196
Principles of design for complex displays - A comparative
evaluation p150 A90-26209
Time-dependent sampling and tough-input accuracy -
Why the 'first touch' is different from the 'first kiss' —
display devices in aircraft cockpits p 151 A90-26215
A methodology for determining information management
requirements from a crew oriented mission scenario
p 153 A90-26242
TASKILLAN - A simulation to predict the validity of
multiple resource models of aviation workload
P136 A90-26286
The processing demands of tracking strategies — in
aircraft p 137 A90-26289
A-49
HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORIES SUBJECTINDEX
Exploratory experience in mental process in some
airplane accidents due to human factors
p 138 A90-26300
Human factors in ATC operations - Anticipatory
clearances p 138 A90-26304
Measurement of maximum arrest force in performance
tests of fall protection equipment p 154 A90-26850
Maintaining human productivity during Mars transit
[SAE PAPER 891435) p 139 A90-27406
A human factors evaluation of Extravehicular Activity
[SAE PAPER 891472] p 157 A90-27440
Crew system dynamics - Combining humans and
automation
[SAE PAPER 891530] p 160 A90-27494
Results and applications of a space suit range-of-motion
study
[SAE PAPER 891592] p 165 A90-27551
Human factors in EMS helicopter operations —
Emergency Medical Service p 180 A90-28185
Overview of NASA Rotorcraft Human Factors
Research p 187 A90-28186
The European EVA suit enclosure - Challenges in the
development and design of a new spacesutt
[SAE PAPER 891545] p 187 A90-28572
The ESA astronaut sleep restraint - Its development and
use onboard Spacelab and MIR p 187 A90-28950
Simulation technology - A key to effective man-machine
integration for future combat rotorcrafl systems
p187 A90-30116
Engineering creativity in computer-aided design
(Psychological aspects) — Russian book
p 180 A90-30282
Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 33rd, Denver,
CO, Oct 16-20,1989, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p188 A90-31326
Situation awareness - Icons vs. alphanumerics
p188 A90-31332
Modeling air traffic controller performance in highly
automated environments p 181 A90-31336
Investigation of display issues relevant to the
presentation of aircraft fault information
p188 A90-31339
The effect of increasing task complexity on the
fleld-of-view requirements for a visually coupled system
p 189 A90-31345
Predictive performance models and multiple task
performance p 182 A90-31346
On developing theory-based functions to moderate
human performance models in the context of systems
analysis p 189 A90-31348
A general model of mixed-initiative human-machine
systems p 189 A90-31352
The effect of pressure suit gloves on hand
performance p 189 A90-31354
A cross-cultural survey of personal preferences in design
and operation of a lunar base p 182 A90-31360
Crew quarters for Space Station p 190 A90-31361
Role of human factors widening in new aircraft design
p228 A90-35686
Terminal instrument procedure chart print size and style
- Human factors implications p 228 A90-36288
Human factors and safety considerations of night vision
systems flight p258 A90-40380
Method for the realization of autonomy and stattonarity
principles in the synthesis of ergatic systems
p292 A90-44906
Evaluation of the effect of pilot errors on flight safety
p292 A90-44907
Ergonomic support of aircraft development processes
p292 A90-44909
Human factors in the presentation of
computer-generated information - Aspects of design and
application in automated flight traffic
p 321 A90-49270
Designing space habitats for human productivity
[SAE PAPER 901204] p 322 A90-49279
Human requirements for quality life in lunar base
[SAE PAPER 901207] p 322 A90-49282
Human subjects concerns in ground based ECLSS
testing - Managing uncertainty in closely recycled
systems
[SAE PAPER 901251] p 325 A90-49320
IVA and EVA work place design for a man-tended
system
[SAE PAPER 901415] p 332 A90-49423
Habemsi study - A study on human factors for space
station design
[SAE PAPER 901416] p 332 A90-49424
Design considerations for future planetary space suits
[SAE PAPER 901428] p 333 A90-49429
Selected readings in human factors — Book
p355 A90-50250
Techniques for optimizing human-machine information
transfer related to real-time interactive display systems
[NASA-TM-100450] p 12 N90-11441
Selective removal of organics for water reclamation
[NASA-CR-185959] p21 N90-11445
Task analysis of the UH-60 mission and decision rules
for developing a UH-60 workload prediction model. Volume
1: Summary report
[AD-A210763] p21 N90-11446
Wrist orientation effect on grip strength and
endurance
[PB89-200935] p 61 N90-12179
Psychological mechanisms involved in the disorientaton
of pilots due to flight conditions
[ETN-89-95014] p63 N90-13040
Human factors research in aircrew performance and
training
[AD-A213285] p82 N90-13938
Human factors issues in performing life science
experiments in a 0-G environment p86 N90-13952
Human factors aspects of decision support systems
p82 N90-14408
MIPs and BIPs are megaflops: Limits of unidimensional
assessments
[DE89-015707] p78 N90-14770
Human factors survey of advanced instrumentation and
controls
[DE90-002477] p 83 N90-14776
Human factors evaluation of electroluminescent display
Number 1
[DE90-002231] p 83 N90-14777
Imaging probabilities, geometry and ergonomics in
limited visibility helicopter operations
p103 N90-15060
Model for measuring complex performance in an aviation
environment
[DE90-002055] p 100 N90-15585
Assessment of visual function in aerospace medicine
[BMVG-FBWM-89-5] p 105 N90-16397
Human factors in the naval environment A review of
motion sickness and btodynamfc problems
[AD-A214733] p 121 N90-17258
Space station wardroom habitability and equipment
study
[NASA-CR-4246] p 166 N90-17308
Proximity compatibility and information display: The
effects of space and color on the analysis of aircraft stall
conditions
[AD-A214488] p166 N90-17309
Prescribing spectacles for aviators
[AD-A214B30] p 166 N90-17310
Attenuating the luminous output of the AN/PVS-5A night
vision goggles and its effects on visual acuity
[AD-A214895] p 166 N90-17311
Physiological evaluation of men wearing three different
lexicological protective systems
[AD-A215527] p 167 N90-17313
Anthropometry of a fit test sample used in evaluating
the current and improved MCU-2/P masks
[AD-A215173] p 192 N90-18873
Evaluation of helmet retention systems using a pendulum
device
[AD-A215489] ' p 192 N90-18874
Human factors issues in aircraft maintenance and
inspection
[AD-A215724] p 192 N90-18875
Human factors engineering testing of aircraft cockpit
lighting systems
[AD-A216853] p 192 N90-19743
A human factors testbed for ground-vehicle telerobotics
research
[DE90-006618] p 193 N90-19746
The USAF Advanced Dynamic Anthropomorphic
Manikin (ADAM) p211 N90-20062
Human factors in fighter software development
[PD-CF-9003] p212 N90-21522
The effect of windscreen bows and HUD pitch ladder
format on pilot performance during simulated flight
[AD-A218139] p 212 N90-21523
Insights into complex human performance
[DE90-006957] p 223 N90-22214
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series approach
[AD-A215534] p 123 N90-17271
A cepstral analysis of EEG (Electroencephalographic)
signals in motion sickness studies
[AD-A215663] p 124 N90-17273
MOTION SIMULATION
Compensatory tracking in disturbance tasks and target
following tasks. The influence of cockpit motion on
performance and control behavior
[LR-511] p78 N90-13933
Simulator sickness in the AH-1S (Cobra) flight
simulator
[AD-A214S62] p 121 N90-17254
Analysis of the accuracy of a proposed target motion
analysis procedure
[AD-A219481] p254 N90-23880
Curvature estimation in orientation selection
[AD-A221481] p 315 N90-27249
On the simulation of space based manipulators with
contact p364 N90-29056
Vestibular responses and motion sickness during pitch,
roll, and yaw sinusoidal whole-body oscillation
[AD-A223898] p 349 N90-29767
The control of space manipulators subject to spacecraft
attitude control saturation limits p378 N90-29871
MOTION SIMULATORS
Simulator induced sickness in the CP-140 (Aurora) flight
deck simulator
[AD-A213096] p 75 N90-13923
MOTIVATION
The effect of incentives on the reliability and validity of
cognitive speed tests
[AD-A211346] p 62 N90-12181
Human behavior
[PB90-780008] p 100 N90-15584
Ability and metacognitive determinants of skill acquisition
and transfer
[AD-A224569] p 354 N90-29776
MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Three-dimensional medical image analysis using local
dynamic algorithm selection on a multiple-instruction,
multiple-data architecture
[AD-A218024] p206 N90-20630
A discrete decentralized variable structure robotic
controller • p373 N90-29835
MULTISENSOR APPLICATIONS
Multisensor integration - A methodological study — of
information systems p 152 A90-26220
Intelligent signal processing techniques for multi-sensor
surveillance systems
[AD-A218890] p 224 N90-22895
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The application of kriging in the statistical analysis of
anthropometric data, volume 1
[AD-A220613] p 260 N90-23891
The application of kriging in the statistical analysis of
anthropometric data, volume 2
[AD-A220614] p 260 N90-23892
The application of kriging in the statistical analysis of
anthropometric data, volume 3
[AD-A220615] p 260 N90-23893
MUSCLES
Responses to changed perfusion pressure in working
muscles - Factors to be considered in exercise testing in
space flights? p42 A90-15481
Biochemical and Wstochemteal observations of vastus
medialis from rats flown in Cosmos 1887 (experiment
K608) p31 A90-15484
Hindlimb suspension suppresses muscle growth and
satellite cell proliferation p67 A90-17941
Contraction-free, fume-fixed longitudinal sections of
fresh frozen muscle p93 A90-21916
Local Mood flow in the brain and femur-muscle tissues
in hypoxia under normobarism and hypobarism
p198 A90-34675
Autonomic nervous system partially controls muscular
activity in man p277 A90-43454
Cellular and molecular mechanisms of high pressure
inotropy in cardiac muscle
[AD-A211695] p 48 N90-12170
The development of a model of the human responses
to load carriage p83 N90-14775
Temperature regulation during upper body exercise: Able
bodied and spinal cord injured
[AD-A215130] p122 N90-17264
Research in human performance related to space: A
compilation of three projects/proposals
p264 N90-24983
Electronystagmographic findings following cervical
injuries p282 N90-25466
Effects of microgravity on rat muscle
p269 N90-26453
Experiment K-6-02. Biomedical, biochemical and
morphological alterations of muscle and dense, fibrous
connective tissues during 14 days of spaceflight
p270 N90-26456
Experiment K-6-04. Trace element balance in rats during
spaceflight p 271 N90-2645B
Experiment K-6-07. Metabolic and morphologic
properties of muscle fibers after spaceflight
p 271 N90-26461
Experiment K-6-08. Biochemical and histochemical
observations of vastus medialis p 271 N90-26462
Experiment K-6-09. Morphological and biochemical
investigation of microgravity-induced nerve and muscle
breakdown. Part 1: Investigation of nerve and muscle
breakdown during spaceflight; Part 2: Biochemical analysis
of EDL and PLT muscles p272 N90-26463
Experiment K-6-10. Effects of zero gravity on myofibril
protein content and isomyosin distribution in rodent skeletal
muscle p272 N90-26464
Experiment K-6-11. Actin mRNA and cytochrome c
mRNA concentrations in the tricepts brachia muscle of
rats p272 N90-26465
Experiment K-6-21. Effect of microgravity on 1)
metabolic enzymes of type 1 and type 2 muscle fibers
and on 2) metabolic enzymes, neutransmitter amino acids,
and neurotransmttter associated enzymes in motor and
somatosensory cerebral cortex. Part 1: Metabolic enzymes
of individual muscle fibers; part 2: metabolic enzymes of
hippocampus and spinal cord p274 N90-26474
Computer aided mechanogenesis of skeletal muscle
organs from single cells in vitro
[NASA-CR-187025] p 342 N90-28959
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
Sympathetic nerve activity related to local fatigue
sensation during static contraction p3 A90-10041
Use of quantitative electromyography (EMG) in the
evaluation of fatigue associated with pressure glove
work
[SAE PAPER 891473] p 120 A90-27441
The effect of caffeine on endurance time to exhaustion
at high altitude
[AD-A212069] p47 N90-12163
Effects of high altitude hypoxia on lung and chest wall
function during exercise
[AD-A219814] p 248 N90-23869
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
Effects of periodic weight support on medial
gastrocnemius fibers of suspended rats
p 1 A90-10040
Water content and distribution in tissues of several
visceral organs in conditions of lowered muscle activity
p67 A90-19253
The influence of posture on the thermoregulatory activity
of shoulder muscles p97 A90-22805
Contractile properties of rat soleus muscle after 15 days
of hindlimb suspension p 107 A90-24398
Influence of 7 days of hindlimb suspension and
intermittent weight support on rat muscle mechanical
properties p110 A90-26010
Atropine - Effects on glucose metabolism
[AD-A222551] p 196 A90-33659
Rat limb unloading - Soleus histochemistry,
ultrastructure, and electromyography
p268 A90-44274
Thyroarytenoid muscle activity during hypoxia,
hypercapnia, and voluntary hyperventilation in humans
p277 A90-44275
Modulation of cutaneous flexor responses induced in
man by vibration-elicited proprioceptive or exteroceptive
inputs p346 A90-51395
Dynamical modifications to the head, load factors from
additional weight p284 N90-25472
Effects of microgravity on rat muscle
p269 N90-26453
Experiment K-6-07. Metabolic and morphologic
properties of muscle fibers after spaceflight
p 271 N90-26461
Evaluation of physiological and psychological
impairment of human performance in cold stressed
subjects
[AD-A223635] p 349 N90-29769
MUSCULAR STRENGTH
Age effects on rat hindlimb muscle atrophy during
suspension unloading pl71 A90-29597
Wrist orientation effect on grip strength and
endurance
[PB89-200935] p 61 N90-12179
Physical performance and carbohydrate consumption in
CF commandos during a 5-day field trial
[AD-A217204] p 204 N90-20619
The relationship of isometric grip strength, optimal
dynamometer settings, and certain anthropometric
factors
[AD-A222046] p 334 N90-27264
MUSCULAR TONUS
Comparative neurophysiological analysis of
thermoregulatory muscular activity in hibernating and
nonhibemating animals during the development of
hypothermia p 198 A90-34678
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Microgravity and musculoskeletal system of mammals
p25 A90-1S052
The effect of suspension on nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor number and affinity at the rat neuromuscular
junction p31 A90-15483
Microgravity-induced changes in human bone strength
p43 A90-15493
Skeletal muscle antioxidant enzyme levels in rats after
simulated weightlessness, exercise and dobutamine
p32 A90-15498
Changes of muscle function and size with bedrest
p43 A90-15501
Bone and muscle maintenance in long-term space flight,
with commentary on the aging process
[AAS PAPER 87-156] p72 A90-17715
Metabolism of branched-chain amino acids in leg
muscles from tail-cast suspended intact and
adrenalectomized rats p92 A90-21910
Effects of oxygen deprivation on incubated rat soleus
muscle p92 A90-21912
Quanftation and immunocytochemical localization of
ubiquitin conjugates within rat red and white skeletal
muscles p92 A90-21914
Catalase-positive microperoxisomes in rat soleus and
extensor digitorum longus muscle fiber types
p92 A90-2191S
Atrophy of the soleus muscle by hindlimb unweighting
p 107 A90-24395
Skeletal muscle adaptation in rats flown on Cosmos
1667 p 107 A90-24397
Mouse tail-suspension as a model of microgravity -
Effects on skeletal, neural and muscular systems
[SAE PAPER 891489] p 111 A90-27456
Descending pathways to the cutaneus tmnci muscle
motoneuronal cell group in the cat p 112 A90-27622
Skeletal segment development for an advanced
manikin p 186 A90-27704
The skeletal system and weightlessness — Russian
book p 171 A90-30283
Descending pathways to the cutaneus trunci muscle
motoneuronal cell group in the cat p 195 A90-33322
The effects of microgravity on the skeletal system - A
review p203 A90-34278
Effect of centrifugation acceleration for 3 week's 2G
on growth in developing cockerels p 244 A90-41819
Effect of body suspension hypokinesia on skeletal
muscle trained previously by endurance exercise
p244 A90-41820
The mitochondrial volume and fiber type transition of
skeletal muscle after suspension hypokinesia in rat
p267 A90-43459
Changes in geometrical and btomechanical properties
of immature male and female rat tibia
p306 A90-48587
A program for the study of skeletal muscle catabolism
following physical trauma
[AD-A216569] p 178 N90-188S9
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
A-69
MUTAGENS SUBJECT INDEX
Conservation of body calcium by increased dietary intake
of potassium: A potential measure to reduce the
osteoporosis process during prolonged exposure to
mfcrogravity p251 N90-24993
Neck injury prevention possibilities in a
high-G-enviroment experience with high sustained + Q(sub
z) training of pilots in the GAP IAM human centrifuge
p284 N90-25474
Experiment K-6-07. Metabolic and morphologic
properties of muscle fibers after spaeefUght
p 271 N90-26461
Insulin and insulin-like growth factor-1 induce
pronounced hypertrophy of skeletal myofibers in tissue
culture
[NASA-CR-187026] p 343 N90-28960
HUTAGENS
Pilot investigation of indoor-outdoor and personal PM10
(thoracic) and associated ionic compounds and mutagenic
activity
[PB89-222723] p 74 N90-13920
MUTATIONS
Radiation effects in Caenorhabditis elegans -
Mulagenesis by high and low LET ionizing radiation
p67 A90-19301
Response of Carausius morosus to spaceflight
environment p 109 A90-25331
The nematode C. elegans - A model animal system for
the detection of genetic and developmental lesions
[SAE PAPER 891488] p 111 A90-27455
MYOCARDIUM
Cellular and molecular mechanisms of high pressure
inotropy in cardiac muscle
[AD-A211695J p48 N90-12170
Coronary arterial capacitance and subendocardial
vascular patency throughout the cardiac cyde
p177 N90-188S5
MYOELECTRIC POTENTIALS
The effects of fixation and restricted visual field on
vectiorHnduced motion sickness p278 A90-44631
MYOPIA
Present status of radial keratotomy myopia surgery -
Aerospace considerations p279 A90-44636
N
NAP-OF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION
Computer vision techniques for rotorcraft low attitude
flight P232 N90-22237
NAPHTHALENE
Human body regional convectfve heat transfer
determination using sublimating naphthalene disks
[AD-A212170] p47 N90-12165
NASA PROGRAMS
NASA telerobot testbed development and core
technology demonstration p 14 A90-10365
NASA spinoffs to bioenglneerlng and medicine
[IAF PAPER 89-683] p40 A90-13673
Overview of NASA Rotorcraft Human Factors
Research P 187 A90-28186
vision Science and Technology at NASA: Results of a
Workshop
[NASA-TM-102214-REV-1] p 230 N90-22216
Design of sensors for control of closed loop life support
[NASA-CR-186656] p 300 N90-26490
NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
Space robotics in the-90s p57 A90-14998
The Life Sciences program at the NASA Ames Research
Center - An overview p30 A90-1S478
Current status and future direction of NASA's Space
Life Sciences Program
[AAS PAPER 87-152] p 66 A90-17713
Invasion of the spacebots p 102 A90-21633
NASA's first dexterous space robot
p147 A90-23911
NASA/NBS reference model — of Telerobot Control
System Architecture p 147 A90-23914
Evolution and advanced technology — of Right
Telerobotic Servicer p 147 A90-23915
Conceptual design of a closed loop nutrient solution
delivery system for CELSS implementation in a
micro-gravity environment
[SAE PAPER 891586] p 165 A90-27545
Life sciences strategy — for future NASA space
[AAS PAPER 88-227] p 267 A90-43480
Application of the pentaiodide strong base resin
disinfectant to the U.S. space program
[SAE PAPER 901380] p 331 A90-49408
NATURAL LANGUAGE (COMPUTERS)
Complexity of human language comprehension
[AO-A214591] P144 N90-17299
Cortnoctiofusm &no contposiuon&l sovn&ntics
[AD-A219029] p 225 N90-22904
NAVIGATION
A human factors testbed for ground-vehicle telerobotics
research
[DE90-006618] p 193 N90-19746
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Telerobotics, volume 1
[NASA-CR-186856] p357 N90-29000
Automation and robotics technology for intelligent mining
systems p360 N90-29018
NECK (ANATOMY)
Two cases of neck injury induced by high-G forces during
air-to-air combat maneuvers p 201 A90-32390
A case of left hypogtossal neurapraxia following G
exposure in a centrifuge p311 A90-48590
Cervical dystonia following exposure to Ngh-G forces
p346 A90-51397
Factor analytic reduction of the carotid-cardiac
baroreflex parameters p 99 N90-16693
Guidelines for safe human exposure to impact
acceleration, update A
[AD-A215287] p 123 N90-17268
Neck Injury in Advanced Military Aircraft Environments
[AGARD-CP-471] p 281 N90-25459
Prevalence of G-induced cervical injury in US Air Force
pilots p 281 N90-25460
A kinematic/dynamic model for prediction of neck injury
during impact acceleration p283 N90-25469
Effects of head mounted devices on head-neck dynamic
response to +G(sub z) accelerations
p284 N90-2S471
Neck injury prevention possibilities in a
high-G-enviroment experience with high sustained +G(sub
z) training of pilots in the OAF IAM human centrifuge
p2S4 N90-25474
Risk of cervical injury in real and simulated accidents
p285 N90-25475
Biofidelity of a dummy's neck during automobile collision
testing p285 N90-25477
OmnkJirectional human head-neck response
[SAE-861893] p 285 N90-25478
NEGATIVE IONS
Threshold photodetachment spectroscopy of the I +
HI transition state region
[AO-A218410] p217 N90-22883
NERVES
A case of left hypoglossal neurapraxia following G
exposure in a centrifuge p311 A90-48590
Perception of complex auditory patterns
[AD-A219626] p 248 N90-23867
Radiological investigation of the vertebral column of
candidates for military flying training the the Royal
Norwegian Air Force p282 N90-25463
Experiment K-6-09. Morphological and biochemical
investigation of microgravity-induced nerve and muscle
breakdown. Part 1: Investigation of nerve and muscle
breakdown during spaceflight; Part 2: Biochemical analysis
of EDL and PIT muscles p272 N90-26463
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Lack of effect of vasopressin replacement on renin
hypereecretion in Brartteboro rats p 112 A90-27626
3-D components of a biological neural network visualized
in computer generated imagery. II - Macular neural network
organization p 307 A90-49049
Computational and psychophysical study of human
vision using neural networks
[AD-A213290] p 75 N90-13924
NETWORK ANALYSIS
Networks for image acquisition, processing and
display p230 N90-22218
NETWORK SYNTHESIS
The structural memory: A network model for human
perception of serial objects
[CWI-CS-R8829] p 77 N90-13930
Investigation of automated task learning, decomposition
and scheduling
[NASA-CR-186791] p 290 N90-26488
NEURAL NETS
Effect of vibration on the impulse activity of cortical
neurons and their responses to the stimulation of the
posterior hypothalamus and the vestibular Deiter nucleus
p 91 A90-21853
Canal-otolith interaction in the presence of otolith
asymmetry p 91 A90-21854
Morphological study of the innervation pattern of the
rabbit sinoatrial node p93 A90-23193
In vitro differentiation of quail neural crest cells into
sensory-like neuroblasts p 94 A90-23194
3-0 components of a biological neural network visualized
in computer generated imagery. I - Macular receptive field
organization p 112 A90-27611
A network model of catecholamine effects - Gain,
signal-to-noise ratio, and behavior p 317 A90-47247
3-D components of a biological neural network visualized
in computer generated imagery. II - Macular neural network
organization p 307 A90-49049
Integration of neurobiological and computational
analyses of the neural network essentials for conditioned
taste aversions
[AD-A210228] p 12 N90-10537
Computational and psychophysical study of human
vision using neural networks
[AD-A213290] p 75 N90-13924
Payload invariant control via neural networks:
Development and experimental evaluation
[AD-A215740] p146 N90-17306
Stochastic interactive activation and the effect of context
on perception
[AD-A218929] p 224 N90-22898
ConnectJonisrn and compositional semantics
[AD-A219029] p 225 N90-22904
DURIP-lnstrumentation for recording and analyzing
multiple input/output saccadic eye movement
neurosensory control
[AD-A219905] p 248 N90-23871
Neuromorphic optical signal processing and image
understanding for automated target recognition
[AD-A219827] p255 N90-23884
Investigation of automated task learning, decomposition
and scheduling
[NASA-CR-186791] p 290 N90-26488
Assembly via disassembly: A case in machine perceptual
development
[NASA-CR-186867] p 301 N90-26497
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Telerobotics, volume 1
[NASA-CR-186856] p 357 N90-29000
Design of a monitor and simulation terminal (master)
for space station telerobotics and telestience
p 363 N90-29051
A procedure concept for local reflex control of
grasping p374 N90-29839
NEURITIS
Prerequisites for the occurrence and the progress
characteristics of lumbosacral radteulitis in flight personnel
with joint-tropism anomalies p 219 A90-37763
NEUROLOGY
Biomedical influences on spinal cord function
[AD-A210311] p8 N90-10527
Excitatory amino acids as transmitters in the brain
[AD-A210685] p9 N90-10532
Biological investigations of adaptive networks: Neuronal
control of conditioned responses
[AD-A211043] p 10 N90-10534
Organization of a large-scale cortical network
[AD-A216829] p 178 N90-18863
Neurotransmitter and peptide localization in human
brain
[AD-A219964] p 249 N90-23873
Decompression sickness affecting the
temporomandibular joint
[AD-A220959] p 250 N90-24715
NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION
The effect of suspension on nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor number and affinity at the rat neuromuscular
junction p31 A90-15483
Anatomical study of the final common pathway for
vocalization in the cat p 34 A90-16284
Identifying motor and sensory myelinated axons in rabbit
peripheral nerves by histochemical staining for carbonic
anhydrase and cholinesterase activities
p92 A90-21913
Descending pathways to the cutaneus trunci muscle
motoneuronal cell group in the cat p 112 A90-27622
Excitatory amino acids as transmitters in the brain
[AD-A210685]
 P9 N90-10532
Extrathalamic modulation of cortical function
[AD-A211044] p10 N90-10535
Synaptc plasticity and memory formation
[AD-A211368] p 36 N90-12158
Neurotransmitter and peptide localization in human
brain
[AD-A219964] p 249 N90-23873
NEURONS
The impulse activity of thermoregulatory-center neurons
in a thermoneutral environment p 342 A90-52403
Pre-treatment with tyrosine reverses hypothermia
induced behavioral depression
[AD-A215211] p123 N90-17265
Acetylcholinesterase inhibition and information
processing in the auditory cortex
[AD-A216092J p 126 N90-18139
Organization of a large-scale cortical network
[AD-A216829] p 178 N90-18863
Non-linear analysis of visual cortical neurons
[AD-A221543] p315 N90-27250
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
Biochemical correlates of neurosensory changes in
[IAF PAPER 89-598] p 39 A90-13630
Neurochemistry of hibernation in mammals — Russian
book p34 A90-16057
A-70
SUBJECTINDEX NUCLEOTIDES
Anatomical study of the final common pathway for
vocalization In the cat p34 A90-16284
Hypotheses on the mechanisms of the high-pressure
neurological syndrome p6S A90-16694
Neurobehavkxal and magnetic resonance imaging
findings in two cases of decompression sickness
p72 A90-17524
Neurophysiological mechanisms of oculomotor behavior
in mammals p110 A90-26378
Mouse tail-suspension as a model of microgravity -
Effects on skeletal, neural and muscular systems
[SAE PAPER 891489] p111 A90-27456
American Society for Gravitational and Space Biology,
Annual Meeting, 5th, Cocoa Beach, FL, Oct 25-28,1989,
Abstracts p 196 A90-34000
Central neurophysiological mechanisms regulating the
inhibition of locomotion p 198 A90-34677
Comparative neurophysiological analysis of
thermoregulatory muscular activity in hibernating and
nonhibemating animals during the development of
hypothermia p 198 A90-34678
Biological investigations of adaptive networks: Neuronal
control of conditioned responses
[AD-A211043] p10 N90-10534
Synaptic plasticity and memory formation
[AD-A211368] p 36 N90-12158
Computational and psychophysical study of human
vision using neural networks
[AD-A213290] p 75 N90-13924
Sensory conflict in motion sickness: An observer theory
approach p 221 N90-22957
DURIP-lnstnjmentation for recording and analyzing
multiple input/output saccadic eye movement
neurosensory control
[AD-A219905] p 248 N90-23871
Analysis of neural systems involved in modulation of
memory storage
[AD-A220230] p 250 N90-24714
Curvature estimation in orientation selection
[AD-A221481] P315 N90-27249
Time, space and form in vision
[AD-A213889] p 350 N90-28971
Neurophysiological correlates of information processing
abilities during divided attention situations in air traffic
controllers p353 N90-28989
NEUROTRANSMITTERS
Morphological and functional organization of aminergic
systems and their role on the cerebral motor activity
p195 A90-32568
Neurochemical processes in the central nervous system
during hypothermia — Russian book
p215 A90-36150
RU 24969-induced emesis in the cat - 5-HT1 sites other
than 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B or 5-HT1C implicated
p307 A90-49041
Peripheral nervous velocity of conduction in Tighter
pilots p142 N90-17287
Neurotransmitter and peptide localization in human
brain
[AD-A219964] p 249 N90-23873
Experiment K-6-18. Study of muscarinic and gaba
(benzodiazepine) receptors in the sensory-motor cortex,
hippcampus and spinal code p 273 N90-26471
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATION
Neutral buoyancy methodology for studying satellite
servicing EVA crewmember interfaces
p190 A90-31356
Emulation of the Eva Soviet suit for neutral buoyancy
simulations
[SAE PAPER 901246] p 324 A90-49316
Telerobotic application to EVA p 261 N90-24298
NEUTRON SCATTERING
Measurement of body fat by neutron inelastic scattering:
Comments on installation, operation, and error analysis
[DE90-006765] p 179 N90-18868
NICOTINAMIDE
Chemical evolution of dehydrogenases - Amino acid
pentacyanoferrate (II) as possible intermediates
p89 A90-20179
NICOTINIC ACID
Niacin ingested at night causes severe hypotension
[AD-A217896] p 205 N90-20624
NIGHT
Niacin ingested at night causes severe hypotension
[AD-A217896] p 205 N90-20624
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT)
Electroluminescent lights for formation flights
p150 A90-26208
Measuring stress of helicopter pilots - An analysis of
deficiencies in critical flight situations
p 133 A90-26249
Human factors and safety considerations of night vision
systems flight using thermal imaging systems
[AD-A223226] p 334 N90-27263
NIGHT VISION
Compatibility of the aviation night vision imaging systems
and the aging aviator p 6 A90-10270
Human factors and safety considerations of night vision
systems flight p 258 A90-40380
Doing it better in the dark — night vision goggles image
intensification systems technology p280 A90-44653
Predicting the performance of night vision devices using
a simple contrast model p295 A90-45219
Polycarbonate opthtalmtc lenses and night vision
goggles in U.S. Army aviation p295 A90-45220
Compatibility of aircraft cockpit lighting and image
intensification night imaging systems
p296 A90-45242
Visual acuity and stereopsis with night vision goggles
[AD-A211552] p 47 N90-12167
A Schemer-principle pocket optometer for
serf-evaluation and biofeedback accommodation training
[AD-A213171] p51 N90-13027
Imaging probabilities, geometry and ergonomics in
limited visibility helicopter operations
p103 N90-15060
Attenuating the luminous output of the AN/PVS-5A night
vision goggles and its effects on visual acuity
[AD-A214895] p 166 N90-17311
Human factors engineering testing of aircraft cockpit
lighting systems
[AD-A216853] p 192 N90-19743
Relationship between flexibility of closure and success
in pilot night vision sensor system training
[AD-A221439] p 223 N90-22890
Helmet-mounted pilot night vision systems: Human
factors issues p236 N90-22930
The application of kriging in the statistical analysis of
anthropometric data, volume 1
[AD-A220613] p 260 N90-23891
The application of kriging in the statistical analysis of
anthropometric data, volume 3
[AD-A220615] p260 N90-23893
Human factors and safety considerations of night vision
systems flight using thermal imaging systems
[AD-A223226] p 334 N90-27263
The measurement of dark adaptation level in the
presence of glare
[PB90-155987] p316 N90-28323
Human factors and safety considerations of night vision
systems flight
[USAARL-89-12] p 337 N90-28332
NITROGEN
Tolerance to acute hypoxia as related to physical
efficiency p4 A90-10246
Regulation of nitrogen uptake and assimilation: Effects
of nitrogen source, root-zone pH, and aerial CO2
concentration on growth and productivity of soybeans
[NASA-CR-177546] p 168 N90-18147
NITROGEN DIOXIDE
Synergistic effects of nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide
following acute inhalation exposures in rats
[PB89-214779] p 35 N90-12150
NITROGENATION
Study on the nitrogen fixation system required for plant
culture in a lunar base
[IAF PAPER 89-575] p 56 A90-13614
Carbon cycling by cellulose-fermenting nitrogen-fixing
bacteria p30 A90-15442
NOISE (SOUND)
Recognition of environmental sounds
[AD-A214942] p 145 N90-17302
Auditory perception of complex sounds
[AD-A219927] p 249 N90-23872
NOISE INJURIES
A laboratory simulation of selected in-field influences
on hearing protector performance p191 A90-31371
NOISE INTENSITY
Sustained peripheral vasoconstriction while working in
continuous intense noise p 278 A90-44628
Evaluation of two objective measures of effective
auditory stimulus level
[AD-A214669] p 121 N90-17255
Analyses of the predictability of noise-induced sleep
disturbance
[AD-A220156] p 249 N90-23876
NOISE MEASUREMENT
Evaluation of two objective measures of effective
auditory stimulus level
[AO-A214669] p 121 N90-17255
NOISE REDUCTION
A laboratory simulation of selected in-field influences
on hearing protector performance p 191 A90-31371
Application of active noise reduction for hearing
protection and speech intelligibility improvement
[IZF-1988-21] p63 N90-13042
Test procedures for the evaluation of helmet and
headset mounted active noise reduction systems
[AD-A212991] p 82 N90-13937
NOISE THRESHOLD
Recognition of environmental sounds
[AD-A214942] p 145 N90-17302
Binaural masking: An analysis of models
[AO-A221668] p315 N90-27252
NONHOLONOMIC EQUATIONS
Redundancy of space manipulator on free-flying vehicle
and its nonholonomic path planning p 369 N90-29797
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
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introduction: The role of exercise in the etiology of
exertional heatstroke
[AD-A212242] p 50 N90-13020
Exercise countermeasures for bed rest deconditioning
[NASA-TM-101045] p 75 N90-13926
Measurement of mechanical work and energy
expenditure in running and bicycling p81 N90-13935
Potential for reduction of decompression sickness by
prebreathing with 100 percent oxygen while exercising
[AD-A213449] p98 N90-15581
The application of optimal control theory for analysis
of human lumping and pedaling pl03 N90-15590
Effectiveness of progressive resistance training for
increasing maximal repetitive lifting capacity
[AO-A215286] p 123 N90-17267
The role of blood volume in determining the
cardiovascular adjustments to exercise
p177 N90-18854
The reliability of clinical measurements of forward
bending obtained by the use of the modified
fingertip-to-floor method
[AD-A217907] p205 N90-20627
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenaJ-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
Hydration effects on human physiology and
exercise-heat performance
[AD-A217969] p 206 N90-20629
The effects of graded exercise at sea level on plasma
proenkephalin peptide F and catecholamine responses
[AD-A218195] p 206 N90-20633
Kinematic and kinetic analyses of drop landings
p207 N90-21517
Effects of cholinergk) drugs on exercise performance
and simple reaction time of rhesus monkeys
[AD-A219455] p 244 N90-23862
Effect of low air velocities on thermal homeostasis and
comfort during exercise at space station operational
temperature and humidity p263 N90-24975
Overtraining and exercise motivation: A research
prospectus p256 N90-24982
The use of underwater dynamometry to evaluate two
space suits p264 N90-24995
Effects of microgravity on rat muscle
p269 N90-26453
Experiment K-6-09. Morphological and biochemical
investigation of microgravrty-induced nerve and muscle
breakdown. Part 1: Investigation of nerve and muscle
breakdown during spaceflight; Part 2: Biochemical analysis
of EDL and PLT muscles p272 N90-26463
Joint US/USSR study: Comparison of effects of
horizontal and head-down bed rest
[NASA-TP-3037] p347 N90-28965
PHYSICAL FACTORS
Voice analysis to predict the psychological or physical
state of a speaker p118 A90-26019
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Tolerance to acute hypoxia as related to physical
efficiency p4 A90-10246
Exercise strategies and assessment of cardiorespiratory
fitness in space
[AAS PAPER 87-236] p 46 A90-16535
Automation of fitness management for extended space
missions
[AAS PAPER 87-239] p 46 A90-16538
Bone and muscle maintenance in long-term space flight
with commentary on the aging process
[AAS PAPER 87-156] p 72 A90-17715
Cardiovascular responses to microgravity - Adaptation,
maladjustment, and countermeasures
f AAS PAPER 87-157] p 72 A90-17716
Soviet manned space flight - Progress through space
medicine
[AAS PAPER 87-158] p 72 A90-17717
Work capacity during 30 days of bed rest with isotonic
and isokinetic exercise training p 73 A90-17940
Artificial gravity as a countermeasure in long-duration
manned space flight p116 A90-24817
Motion sickness susceptibility and aerobic fitness • A
longitudinal study p116 A90-26009
Relationship between +Gz tolerance and physical
characteristics during gradual and rapid onset runs
p277 A90-43456
Adaptation of trained and untrained humans to natural
and technogenic extreme factors under the effect of
adaptogens p310 A90-46522
Human exercise capabilities in space
[SAE PAPER 901200] p312 A90-49276
Demonstration of replicable dimensions of health
behaviors
[AD-A211920] p46 N90-12161
The effect of concurrent strength and endurance training
on electromechanical delay, maximum voluntary
contraction, and rate of force development
[AD-A213316] p 51 N90-1302S
Effectiveness of progressive resistance training for
increasing maximal repetitive lifting capacity
[AD-A215286] p 123 N90-17267
Physiological and perceptual responses to prolonged
treadmill load carriage
[AD-A218910] p 221 N90-22886
Effects of high altitude hypoxia on lung and chest wall
function during exercise
[AD-A219814] p248 N90-23869
The relationship of isometric grip strength, optimal
dynamometer settings, and certain anthropometric
factors
[AD-A222046] p 334 N90-27264
Physiological reactions to heat stress; quantifying the
effects of individual parameters
[IZF-1989-30] p316 N90-28326
PHYSICAL WORK
Investigation of the effects of external supports on
manual lifting
[PB90-103367] p166 N9O-17307
Teleoperator comfort and psychometric stability: Criteria
for limiting master-controller forces of operation and
feedback during telemanipulatton p359 N90-29009
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
Simulation of G(x) forces using horizontal impulse
accelerators p220 A90-38500
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSES
Policy considerations of Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV) infection in U.S. Naval Aviation personnel
p115 A90-24436
Effects of pyridostigmine bromide on A-10 pilots during
execution of a simulated mission: Physiology
[AD-A221222] p 250 N90-24717
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Biorhythmic mechanisms of adaptive self-regulation of
functions - The interconnection and cyclicity of the
intercomponent and intersystem interactions
p69 A90-17120
The effect of various amounts of lower body negative
pressure on the physiologic effects induced by head-down
tilt p70 A90-17414
Influence of single hindlimb support during simulated
weightlessness in the rat p110 A90-26321
Age related changes in physical performance and
physiological functions of JASDF pilots
p 276 A90-43382
An overview of the space medicine program and
development of the Health Maintenance Facility for Space
Station p276 A90-43453
Relationship between +GZ tolerance and physical
characteristics during gradual and rapid onset runs
p277 A90-43456
Biological effects of power frequency electric and
magnetic fields: Background paper
[PB89-209985] p 10 N90-11439
Synergistic effects of nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide
following acute Inhalation exposures in rats
[PB89-214779] p 35 N90-12150
Effects of atmospheric mix and toxic fumes on military
performance
[PB89-223630] p 49 N90-13015
Biochemical and physiological changes in glider pilots
during multjhour flights
[DLR-FB-89-29] p 49 N90-13018
Exploring the living universe: A strategy for space life
sciences
[NASA-TM-101891] p 87 N90-14778
Use of lower body negative pressure as a
countermeasure to negative Gz acceleration
[AD-A213927J p 98 N90-15583
The 1988-1989 NASA space/gravitational biology
accomplishments
[NASA-TM-4160] p113 N90-17251
Investigation of the effects of external supports on
manual lifting
[PB90-103367] p 166 N90-17307
The role of blood volume in determining the
cardiovascular adjustments to exercise
p177 N90-18854
Effects of pulsed and CW (Continuous Wave) 2450 MHz
radiation on transformation and chromosomes of human
lymphocytes in vitro
[AD-A216500] p 177 N90-18857
Heat exhaustion in a rat model: Lithium as a biochemical
probe
[AD-A219361] p217 N90-22884
Physiological and perceptual responses to prolonged
treadmill load carriage
[AD-A218809] p 247 N90-23865
Strategies to sustain and enhance performance in
stressful environments
[AD-A221224] p 245 N90-24711
Research in human performance related to space: A
compilation of three projects/proposals
p264 N90-24983
Biochemical and physiological changes in glider pilots
during multi-hour flights
[ESA-TT-1183] p286 N90-25484
Further studies of 60 Hz exposure effects on human
function
[DE90-014377] p 346 N90-28962
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Development of the Space Station Freedom
Environmental Health System
[SAE PAPER 901260] p312 A90-49329
Wrist orientation effect on grip strength and
endurance
[PB89-200935] p 61 N90-12179
Pre- and postflight postural control of the D1 Spacelab
mission astronauts examined with a tilting room
[IZF-1988-25] p63 N90-13039
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Decreased swelling pressure of rat nucleus pulposus
associated with simulated weightlessness
p 31 A90-15485
Normalisation of bone cellular responses occurs
between 7 and 14 days of simulated weightlessness in
rats p31 A90-15486
Plasma stress hormones in resting rats - Eighty four
day study p32 A90-15489
Characteristics of the response of animals belonging
to various typological groups to high-frequency and
microwave electromagnetic radiation p34 A90-15638
Pilot reaction to high G stress on the human
centrifuge p70 A90-17410
Hyperventilation response to cold water immersion -
Reduction by staged entry p71 A90-17516
Diaphragm, genioglossus, and triangularis sterrd
responses to poikilocapnic hypoxia p 90 A90-20983
Dynamics of the energy characteristics of the human
organism during transmeridional travels
P97 A90-22801
Motion sickness susceptibility and aerobic fitness - A
longitudinal study pH6 A90-26009
Effect of hypoxia on VO2 kinetics during pseudorandom
binary sequence exercise p117 A90-26014
Biogenic amines/metabolic response profiles of pilots
- An approach to study physiological responses
P118 A90-26248
Assessing the blood circulation system function during
exposure to ergothermic loads p174 A90-29078
Age effects on rat hindlimb muscle atrophy during
suspension unloading p 171 A90-29597
Experimental study of the whole-body response in a
vibrational environment II - The effect of whole-body
vibration on the pulmonary ventilation of unanesthetized
dogs ptgs A90-32388
Change in the sleep-wakefulness cycle in cats in
response to electrical stimulation of the orbital cortex
P195 A90-32578
Head-down bed rest impairs vagal baroreflex responses
and provokes orthostatic hypotension
P203 A90-33716
Intrapericardial denervaton - Radial artery blood flow
and heart rats responses toLBNP p 215 A90-36739
Rapid decompression to 50,000 feet - Effect on heart
rate response p 246 A90-39642
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Vestibule-ocular responses in man to +Gz
hypergravity p 246 A90-39645
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells p243 A90-39647
Responses of rats to 3-week centrifugal accelerations
p267 A90-43457
The electrocardtographic response to high +Gz
centrifuge training p 278 A90-44632
Adverse effect of negative Qz on subsequent high
positive Gz - A need for research and education
p280 A90-44660
Use of automated systems for the assessment of the
health and the adaptive potentials of humans
p310 A90-46521
Physiological reserves of the human organism and tha
high-altitude environment — Russian book
p310 A90-46625
Earth horizontal axis rotational responses in patients with
unilateral peripheral vestibular deficits
p318 A90-49069
Onset of behavioral effects in mice exposed to 10 Gy
Co-60 radiation p341 A90-51392
Daytime sleepiness, performance, mood, nocturnal
sleep: The effect of benzodiazepine and caffeine on their
relationship
[AD-A210915] p10 N90-10533
Biological investigations of adaptive networks: Neuronal
control of conditioned responses
[AD-A211043] p10 N90-10534
Thermoregulatory responses to intermittent exercise are
influenced by knit structure of underwear
[AD-A209087] p 15 N90-10541
Cardiovascular, renal, electrolyte, and hormonal
changes in man during gravitational stress,
weightlessness, and simulated weightlessness: Lower
body positive pressure applied by the antigravity suit
[NASA-TM-102232] p 49 N90-13013
The relationship between subjective and objective
measures of simulator-induced ataxia
[AD-A213095] p 75 N90-13922
Gravity receptors and responses p 85 N90-13948
The development of a model of the human responses
to toad carriage p83 N90-14775
Factor analytic reduction of the carotid-cardiac
baroreflex parameters p 99 N90-16693
The characteristics of physiological responses and
tolerance evaluation of pressure breathing
[AD-A214991] p122 N90-17262
Pre-treatment with tyrosine reverses hypothermia
induced behavioral depression
[AD-A215211] p123 N90-17265
Sensations of temperature and humidity during
intermittent exercise and the influence of underwear knit
structure
[AD-A215285] p 123 N90-17266
Psychological and physiological responses of blacks and
Caucasians to hand cooling
[AD-A215646] p 124 N90-17272
Stress and performance during a simulated flight in a
F-16 simulator p 142 N90-17285
Performance recovery following startle: A laboratory
approach to the study of behavioral response to sudden
aircraft emergencies p 142 N90-17286
Physiological evaluation of men wearing three different
lexicological protective systems
[AD-A215527] p 167 N90-17313
The importance of pathophysiological parameters in fire
modelling of aircraft accidents p 125 N90-17618
Influence of theobromine on heat production and body
temperatures in cold-exposed humans: A preliminary
report
[AD-A217203] p 204 N90-20618
A comparison of the mechanisms of cold- and
microgravity-induced fluid loss
[AD-A2180S8] p 206 N90-20631
Effective calibration of heat flux transducers for
experimental use
[AD-A218262] p 207 N90-20636
Physiological and perceptual responses to prolonged
treadmill load carnage
[AD-A218910] p221 N90-22886
The physiological cost of wearing the propellent
handler's ensemble at the Kennedy Space Center
[NASA-TM-1027B6] p 241 N90-22966
Physiological and perceptual responses to prolonged
treadmill load carriage
[AD-A218809] p 247 N90-23865
Effect of laser glare and aircraft windscreen on visual
search performance under low ambient lighting
[AD-A219456] p 259 N90-23888
Effect of fluid countermeasures of varying osmolarity
on cardiovascular responses to orthostatic stress
p 251 N90-24978
The retrieval of information from secondary memory:
A review and new findings
[AD-A222760] p 290 N90-26489
Physiological reactions to heat stress; quantifying the
effects of individual parameters
[IZF-1989-30] p316 N90-28326
Fluid and electrolyte homeostasis during spaceflight
Elucidation of mechanisms in a primate
[NASA-CR-177548] p 383 N90-29085
Renal response to seven days of lower body positive
pressure in the squirrel monkey
[NASA-CR-183355] p 343 N90-29761
Vestibular responses and motion sickness during pitch,
roll, and yaw sinusoidal whole-body oscillation
[AD-A223898] p 349 N90-29767
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Effect of cold adaptatic.i of rats in ice water on their
radiation resistance p1 A90-10950
Selective hypergravity stimulation: Its effects on the
human balance and gait functions - A model to assess,
in normal gravity conditions, some aspects of the
perturbations induced on human body by microgravfty
conditions
[IAF PAPER ST-89-016] p 40 A90-13729
Modifications of bone atrophy seen with hindlimb
suspension by exercise and dobutamine
p 31 A90-15487
Calcium homeostasis in prolonged hypokinesia
p43 A90-15492
Radtoprotective properties of a Co(lll) bkxomplex
p33 A90-15634
Increasing the radtoresistance of mice with ivastimul
p33 A90-15636
Heat loss caused by immersing the hands in water
p71 A90-17517
The minimal fragment of the P substance, which retains
the properties of this peptide p93 A90-22819
Age-related changes in performance of pilots
p288 A90-43381
Wrist orientation effect on grip strength and
endurance
[PB89-200935] p 61 N90-12179
Physiological and perceptual responses to prolonged
treadmill load carriage
[AD-A218910] p221 N90-22886
Electrocardiogram of military aircraft pilots measured
during real flight missions: Study of the variability of the
cardiac rhythm in correlation with working stress
[ETN-90-97453] p316 N90-28324
PHYSIOLOGY
Regulation of nitrogen uptake and assimilation: Effects
of nitrogen source, root-zone pH, and aerial CO2
concentration on growth and productivity of soybeans
[NASA-CR-177546] p168 N90-18147
Studies of 60-Hz exposure effects on human function
[OE90-009473] p 220 N90-22210
The physiological cost of wearing the propellent
handler's ensemble at the Kennedy Space Center
[NASA-TM-102786] p 241 N90-22966
Research in human performance related to space: A
compilation of three projects/proposals
p264 N90-24983
Effects of microgravity on rat bone, cartlage and
connective tissues p270 N90-26454
Joint US/USSR study: Comparison of effects of
horizontal and head-down bed rest
[NASA-TP-3037] p 347 N90-28965
Physiological metrics of mental workload: A review of
recent progress
[NASA-CR-187290] p 354 N90-29777
PHYTOTRONS
A modeling system for control of the thermal and fluid
dynamics of the NASA CELSS Crop Growth Research
Chamber
[SAE PAPER 891570] p 163 A90-27531
A telescience monitoring and control concept for a
CELSS plant growth chamber
[SAE PAPER 891585] p 165 A90-27544
Atmosphere control for plant growth flight experiments
[SAE PAPER 891587] p 165 A90-27546
PILOT ERROR
Geographic disorientation - Approaching and landing at
the wrong airport p11 A90-10261
Training for situational awareness — in flight crews
p 128 A90-26181
Analyzing knowledge deficiencies in pilot performance
p128 A90-26182
General aviation pilot perceptions of deteriorating
weather conditions p 131 A90-26229
Sanity, common sense and air safety - Keys to
understanding pilot error p131 A90-26232
Beyond CRM to decisional heuristics - An airline
generated model to examine accidents and incidents
caused by crew errors in deciding — Cockpit Resource
Management p 131 A90-26237
The U.S. naval aircrew coordination training program
p132 A90-26240
Fitts and Jones' analysis of pilot error - 40 years later
p133 A90-26253
Testing for potential problem pilots and human error in
the cockpit p 133 A90-26256
A human performance re-interpretation of factors
contributing to an airline aviation accident
p 138 A90-26298
ATC control and communications problems - An
overview of recent ASRS data p 139 A90-26307
Reflections on human error - Matters of life and death
p 181 A90-31327
Evaluation of the effect of pilot errors on flight safety
p292 A90-44907
Fatigue, pilot deviations and time of day
[NASA-CR-185369] p 62 N90-13035
Review of serious aircraft accidents in the Belgian Air
Force: Causes and comparison with selection data
p 140 N90-17277
Accidents in fighter aircraft caused by human (actors.
Why do they occur p 140 N90-17278
Spatial displays as a means to increase pilot situational
awareness p 239 N90-22951
Spatial disorientation incidents in the RNLAF F16 and
F5 aircraft and suggestions for prevention
p 351 N90-28973
Loss of alertness and consciousness from pilot position
during long range flight p353 N90-28990
PILOT PERFORMANCE
Effects of a single dose of acetaminophen on the
selectivity of attention in pilots p4 A90-10247
Pathogenesis of the pain syndrome in pilots during the
course of a prolonged flight, and its prophylaxis
p7 A90-12275
Recovery to -t-1Gz and +2Gz following +Gz-induced
loss of consciousness - Operational considerations
p 41 A90-13741
The occurrence of the vection illusion among helicopter
pilots while flying over water p 52 A90-13743
Probable bends at 14,000 feet - A case report
p41 A90-13744
Galactic cosmic radiation exposure and associated
health risks for air carrier crewmembers
p41 A90-13745
The spousal factor in pilot stress p 52 A90-13747
The effect of occupational work load on the functional
state of naval-aviation flight personnel
p 41 A90-14425
Pilot performance is increased after alternating hypo-
and hypergravity states p 45 A90-15511
Marijuana, aging, and task difficulty effects on pilot
performance p77 A90-17514
Psychomotor screening for USAF pilot candidates -
Selecting a valid criterion p 77 A90-17515
Effects of gravitoinertial force variations on vertical gaze
direction during oculomotor reflexes and visual fixation
p71 A90-17521
A flight surgeon's personal view of an emerging illness
p71 A90-17522
The influence of alcohol and aging on radio
communication during flight p95 A90-20142
An index of pilot workload p 102 A90-21310
Causes of the decline in the state of well-being in pilots
during flight II p 97 A90-21852
Trends and individual differences in response to
short-haul flight operations p 127 A90-24431
Pilot-vehicle analysis of multiaxis tasks
P127 A90-25996
International Symposium on Aviation Psychology, 5th,
Columbus, OH, Apr. 17-20, 1989, Proceedings. Volumes
1 &2 p128 A90-26176
Training for situational awareness — in flight crews
p 128 A90-26181
Analyzing knowledge deficiencies in pilot performance
p 128 A90-26182
Use of flight simulators to investigate the effects of
alcohol and other drugs on pilot performance. I
p149 A90-26199
Use of flight simulators to investigate the effects of
alcohol and other drugs on pilot performance. II
p 130 A90-26200
Is VERTIGUARD the answer? — for fighter aircraft
control during pilot spatial disorientation
p 151 A90-26213
Pilot assessment of the AH-64 helmet mounted display
system p 151 A90-26217
Pilot evaluation of selected colors and scales using a
digitized map display p 151 A90-26218
Pilot response to avoidance regions depicted on
alternate TCAS II resolution advisory displays
p152 A90-26223
Pilot training - Artificial intelligence vs. pilot intelligence
p153 A90-26226
A contextual analysis of pilot decision making
p 131 A90-26228
General aviation pilot perceptions of deteriorating
weather conditions p 131 A90-26229
The work, sleep, and well-being of British charter
pilots p 132 A90-26244
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A reappraisal of aging and pilot performance
p132 A90-26246
Cabin crew and super long haul flight - Preliminary
findings p 132 A90-26247
Biogenic amines/metabolic response profiles of pilots
- An approach to study physiological responses
p118 A90-26248
Measuring stress of helicopter pilots - An analysis of
deficiencies in critical flight situations
p 133 A90-26249
Fatigue and safety - A reassessment
p133 A90-26251
Linear structural modeling of pilot risk perception -
Solutions to problems of non-normal response
distributions p 133 A90-26252
Differences in cockpit communication
p153 A90-26255
Testing for potential problem pilots and human error in
the cockpit p 133 A90-26256
Cobra communications switch integration program
p153 A90-26260
Pilot competency - An analysis of abilities requisite to
professional flight crew development
p134 A90-26262
Using the Canadian Automated Pilot Selection System
to predict performance in primary flying training - Straight
and level flight p134 A90-26264
Selecting student naval pilots for training pipelines and
post-graduate flying duty assignments
p134 A90-26268
The DLR test system for ab-inifo pilot selection
p134 A90-26269
The use of surrogate measurement for the prediction
of flight training performances p 134 A90-26270
Leader personality and crew effectiveness - A
full-mission simulation experiment p 135 A90-26271
Managerial leadership assessment - Personality
correlates of and sex differences in ratings by leaders,
peers, and followers p 135 A90-26272
Personality based clusters as predictors of aviator
attitudes and performance p 135 A90-26273
Apparent limitations of head-up-displays and thermal
imaging systems p 153 A90-26276
An empirical investigation of the effect of virtual
collimated displays on visual performance
p154 A90-26283
TASKILLAN - A simulation to predict the validity of
multiple resource models of aviation workload
p 136 A90-26286
STALL validation — Saturation of Tactical Aviator Load
Limits P 137 A90-26288
The processing demands of tracking strategies — in
aircraft P 137 A90-26289
Dissociation revisited - Workload and performance In
a simulated flight task p 137 A90-26290
In-flight and post-flight assessment of pilot workload in
commercial transport aircraft using SWAT — Subjective
Workload Assessment Technique p 137 A90-26292
ATC control and communications problems - An
overview of recent ASRS data p 139 A90-26307
Spatial orientation of pilots (Psychological aspects) —
Russian book p 181 A90-30289
Effects of visual display separation upon primary and
secondary task performances p 187 A90-30731
Spatial cognition and navigation p 181 A90-31328
Situation awareness - Icons vs. alphanumeric^
p 188 A90-31332
Investigation of display issues relevant to the
presentation of aircraft fault information
p188 A90-31339
The effects of visual cues to realism and perceived
impact point during final approach p 182 A90-31350
Crew structure, automation and communication -
Interaction of social and technological factors on complex
systems performance p 182 A90-31364
Aircrew performance as a function of automation and
crew composition - A simulator study
p183 A90-31365
Information processing components and knowledge
representations - An individual differences approach to
modeling pilot judgment p 183 A90-31367
Stress and cognitive performance in trainee pilots
0183 A90-31368
Performance-based tests, personality attributes, and
training outcome among landing craft air cushion (LCAC)
vehicle operators
[AD-A221947] P183 A90-31370
Training potential of muWplayer air combat simulation
p183 A90-31374
Attention allocation in situation awareness
p 184 A90-31379
Effects of variations in head-up display pitch-ladder
representations on orientation recognition
p 191 A90-31380
Operator workload in the UH-60A Black Hawk - Crew
results vs. TAWL model predictions p 184 A90-31386
Functional state of carrier-stationed pilots In the initial
period of service p202 A90-32600
Model for human use of motion cues in vehicular
control p208 A90-33062
Pilots' knowledge of blood alcohol levels and the 0.04
percent blood alcohol concentration rule
p202 A90-33657
The effect of repeated doses of 30 mg pyridostigmine
bromide on pilot performance in an A-4 flight simulator
p202 A90-33660
Medical or administrative? Personality disorders and
maladaptive personality traits in aerospace medical
practice p222 A90-36286
Terminal instrument procedure chart print size and style
- Human factors implications p228 A90-36288
Presbyopia in pilots p218 A90-36289
Helmet mounted displays - Evaluation of impact on the
operator p258 A90-40384
Pilot - Mental and physical performance — Book
p287 A90-42663
Age-related changes in performance of pilots
p288 A90-43381
Age related changes in physical performance and
physiological functions of JASDF pilots
p276 A90-43382
Pilots' learning abilities and their ages in aircraft transition
trainings. I - Analysis of final grades in transition
trainings p288 A90-43383
USAF spatial disorientation training
p280 A90-44654
Spatial disorientation in flight - Scope and limitations
of training p280 A90-44655
Back from the past - The helmet integrated system of
Albert Bacon Pratt (1916) p293 A90-45202
Helmet-mounted displays for helicopter pilotage - Design
configuration trade-offs, analyses, and test
p293 A90-45204
Predicting the performance of night vision devices using
a simple contrast model p295 A90-45219
Pharmacological correction by Asparkam of the
functional state of army pilots in a hot climate
p345 A90-50849
The effect of higher education variables on cadet
performance during 1987 light aircraft training
[AD-A210199] p 12 N90-10536
Fatigue, pilot deviations and time of day
[NASA-CR-185369] p 62 N90-13035
Spatial tests for aviators
[IZF-1988-15] p63 N90-13041
Human factors research in aircrew performance and
training
[AD-A213285] p 82 N90-13938
Workload induced spatio-temporal distortions and safety
of flight
[DE89-016613] p 78 N90-14771
Imaging probabilities, geometry and ergonomics in
limited visibility helicopter operations
P103 N90-15060
Model for measuring complex performance in an aviation
environment
[DE90-002055] p 100 N90-15585
Keeping the pilot in the loop
[RAE-TM-FM-18] p 105 N90-16396
Accidents in fighter aircraft caused by human factors.
Why do they occur p 140 N90-17278
Psychological reactions of pilots involved in accidents
in the Swedish Air Force p 140 N90-17279
Personality characteristics of USAF pilot candidates
p 141 N90-17281
Expertise, stress, and pilot judgment
p 141 N90-17284
Stress and performance during a simulated flight in a
F-16 simulator p 142 N90-17285
Peripheral nervous velocity of conduction in fighter
pilots p142 N90-17287
The trials and tribulations of RAF defence mechanism
testing p 143 N90-17291
Predicting Air Combat Maneuvering (ACM)
performance p 143 N90-17294
Development of a performance-based test of gaze
capability: A threshold approach
[AD-A214675] p145 N90-17301
Proximity compatibility and information display: The
effects of space and color on the analysis of aircraft stall
conditions
[AD-A214488] p 166 N90-17309
Checklist reading problems in airplanes equipped with
speech recognition systems
[ILR-MITT-223(1989)] p 167 N90-17314
Visual behavior in the F-15 simulator for air-to-air
combat
[AD-A218648] p 223 N90-22893
Spatial displays as a means to increase pilot sttuational
awareness p239 N90-22951
Synthetic perspective optical flow: Influence on pilot
control tasks p240 N90-22956
Target selection in anti-tank helicopter operations:
Relative weight of cues in target evaluation judgements
[FOA-C-50072-5.2] p 255 N90-23881
Target selection in anti-tank operations: Effects of
experience
[FOA-C-50073-5.2] p 255 N90-23882
Mode of presentation of cues in policy capturing: A
comparison between verbal and pictorial presentation of
targets in judgement of probability to fire
[FOA-C-50074-5.2] p 255 N90-23883
Effects of pyridostigmine bromide on A-10 pilots during
execution of a simulated mission: Physiology
[AD-A221222] p 250 N90-24717
Activities report of the National Aerospace Medical
Center
[ETN-90-96936] p 256 N90-24721
An empirically derived figure of merit for the quality of
overall task performance p265 N90-25058
Mobility of the head and load effects: Experimental
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Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, OK.
Comparison of protective breathing equipment
performance at ground level and 8,000 feet altitude using
parameters prescribed by portions of FAA action notice
A-8150.2
[AD-A212852] p 82 N90-14773
Effects of monitoring under high and low taskload on
detection of flashing and colored radar targets
[AD-A220313] p 260 N90-23895
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, DC.
Airliner cabin ozone: An updated review
[AD-A219264] p 242 N90-22970
Florida Technological Unlv, Orlando.
Design and implementation of sensor systems for control
of a closed-loop life support system
[NASA-CR-186675] p 296 N90-25497
Florida Unrv, Gainesville.
Engineering sciences design. Design and
implementation of components for a bioregenerative
system for growing higher order plants in space
[NASA-CR-186056] p 68 N90-14761
High-frequency ventilation in dogs with three gases of
different densities
[AD-A212862] p 68 N90-14762
Auditory pattern memory: Mechanisms of tonal
sequence discrimination by human observers
[AD-A214494] p 120 N90-17253
Multimedia system control
[AD-A219392] p 242 N90-22971
Implementation of sensor and control designs for
bioregenerative systems
[NASA-CR-186655] p 275 N90-26479
Design of sensors for control of closed loop life support
systems
[NASA-CR-186656] p 300 N90-26490
Complex auditory signals
[AD-A224127] p 348 N90-28969
Telepresence system development for application to the
control of remote robotic systems p 369 N90-29799
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, Rome (Italy).
Factors affecting practical application of food
irradiation
[DE90-631277] p 383 N90-29914
Food and Drug Administration, Rockvllle, MD.
Biological effects of hyperthermia and potential risk
associated with ultrasonic exposure
[PB89-100702] p76 N90-14768
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp, Palo Alto,
CA.
Kinematics, controls, and path planning results for a
redundant manipulator p 358 N90-29005
Ford Aerospace Corp, Palo Alto, CA.
Preliminary results on noncollocated torque control of
space robot actuators p 364 N90-29057
Fordham Untv, New York, NY.
The effects of simulated hypogravity on murine bone
marrow cells p 251 N90-24989
Forechungslnstttut fuer Anthropotechnlk, Wachtberg
(Germany, F.R.).
Human factors aspects of decision support systems
p82 N90-14408
The photo-colorimetric space as a medium for the
representation of spatial data p 235 N90-22927
Franklin and Marshall Coll, Lancaster, PA.
Response to reflected-force feedback to fingers in
teleoperations p374 N90-29837
General Electric Co, Moffett Field, CA.
The rodent Research Animal Holding Facility as a barrier
to environmental contamination
[SAE PAPER 891517] p 111 A90-27482
A telescience monitoring and control concept for a
CELSS plant growth chamber
[SAE PAPER 891585] p 165 A90-27544
General Electric Co, Schenectady, NY.
The kinematics and dynamics of space manipulators -
The virtual manipulator approach p 320 A90-46399
George Mason Untv, Fairfax, VA.
Recognition of environmental sounds
[AD-A214942] p 145 N90-17302
George Washington Unlv, Washington, DC.
Consideration for solar system exploration - A system
to Mars
[AAS PAPER 87-163] p 80 A90-17720
The effects of space flight on the cardiopulmonary
system
[AAS PAPER 87-164] p 73 A90-17721
Effect of a central redistribution of fluid volume on
response to lower-body negative pressure
p95 A90-20145
The 1988-1989 NASA space/gravitational biology
accomplishments
[NASA-TM-4160] p 113 N90-17251
Publications of the Exobiology Program for 1988: A
special bibliography
[NASA-TM-4169] p 169 N90-17316
Development of gamma-emitting, receptor-binding
radtotracers for imaging the brain and pancreas
[DE90-008314] p 204 N90-20621
Georgia Inst of Tech, Atlanta.
Active participation in highly automated systems: Turning
the wrong stuff into the right stuff
[AD-A210218] p20 N90-10572
Man-machine interface for the control of a lunar transport
machine
[NASA-CR-184935] p 296 N90-25495
Riot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-186730] p 300 N90-26492
Automatic information processing and high performance
skills: Acquisition, transfer, and retention
[AD-A221744] p319 N90-27260
Modeling, design, and control of flexible manipulator
arms: Status and trends p367 N90-29782
Technology and task parameters relating to the
effectiveness of the bracing strategy
p 367 N90-29785
A discrete decentralized variable structure robotic
controller p 373 N90-29835
Georgia State Untv, Atlanta.
The NASA/LRC Computerized Test System
p208 A90-33327
Comparative psychology and the great apes - Their
competence in learning, language, and numbers
p209 A90-34001
Lana chimpanzee learns to count by 'numath' - A
summary of a videotaped experimental report
p 196 A90-34002
Video-task assessment of learning and memory in
Macaques (Macaca mulatta) - Effects of stimulus
movement on performance p 197 A90-34021
Effects of competition on video-task performance in
monkeys (Macaca mulatta) p317 A90-49039
German Air Force, Fuerstenfeldbnik (Germany, F.R.).
Neck injury prevention possibilities in a
high-G-enviroment experience with high sustained +G(sub
z) training of pilots in the GAP 1AM human centrifuge
p284 N90-25474
Glavkosmos, Moscow (USSR).
EVA space suit. General concepts of design and
arrangement p 104 N90-15976
Good Samaritan Hospital and Medical Center,
Portland, OR.
Age-related changes in human posture control: Motor
coordination tests
[NASA-CR-185855] p 61 N90-12178
Gordon Research Conferences, Inc, Kingston, Rl.
The 1989 Gordon Research Conference on
Chronobiology
[AD-A221972] p 309 N90-28322
Grumman Aerospace Corp, Bethpage, NY.
A human factors evaluation of Extravehicular Activity
gloves
[SAE PAPER 891472] p 157 A9O-27440
Grumman Aerospace Corp, Reston, VA.
Vacuum resource provision for Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891453] p 156 A90-27423
H
Haifa Unrv. (Israel).
Attention in dichoptic and binocular vision
p184 A90-31384
Hamburg Unrv. (Germany, F.R.).
The expression of a circadian rhythm in two strains of
Chlamydomonas reinhardii in space p29 A90-15083
Voluntary presetting of the vestibular ocular reflex
permits gaze stabilization despite perturbation of fast head
movements p 240 N90-22960
Experimental tests on the minimal visual acuity required
for safe air crew and air control personnel performance
p348 N90-28987
Hamilton Standard Management Services, Houston,
TX.
Test results on reuse of reclaimed shower water - A
summary
[SAE PAPER 891443] p 155 A90-27414
Hampton Untv, VA.
Multi-media authoring - Instruction and training of air
traffic controllers based on ASRS incident reports
p138 A90-26306
Risk assessment methodologies for target fragments
produced in high-energy nudeon reactions
p312 A90-49066
A systematic approach to training: A training needs
assessment p 257 N90-25059
Harry Diamond Labs, Adelphl, MD.
Bioelectromagnetic effects of the Electromagnetic Pulse
(EMP)
[AD-A221552] p 309 N90-27243
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Visual-vestibular interaction in humans during
earth-horizontal axis rotation p 317 A90-49048
Renal response to seven days of lower body positive
pressure in the squirrel monkey
[NASA-CR-183355] p 343 N90-29761
Harvard Untv, Cambridge, MA.
Survival of pathogenic bacteria under nutrient starvation
conditions
[SAE PAPER 901381] p 308 A90-49409
The effects of luminance boundaries on color
perception
[AD-A216741] p178 N9O-18860
DURIP: Computational modeling of cognitive
[AD-A219934] p 255 N90-23886
The effects of luminance boundaries on color
perception
[AD-A221544] p315 N90-27251
Hearth Effects Research Lab, Research Triangle Park,
NC.
Human health studies of carbon monoxide (CO) under
conditions of military weapons systems crewman
exposures. Protocol 1: Formation of COHb
[AD-A210344] p9 N90-10528
Effects of atmospheric mix and toxic fumes on military
performance
[PB89-223630] p 49 N90-13015
Hebrew Unrv, Jerusalem (Israel).
Carbon balance and productivity of Lemna gibba, a
candidate plant for CELSS p58 A90-15430
Hewlett-Packard Labs, Pato Alto, CA.
The method of constant stimuli is inefficient
p 140 A90-27636
Honeywell, Inc, Minneapolis, MN.
Determining robot actions for tasks requiring sensor
interaction p378 N90-29868
Houston Unrv, dear Lake, TX.
The evaluative imaging of mental models - Visual
representations of complexity
[AIAA PAPER 89-3030] p 11 A90-10530
A rationale for atmospheric monitoring on Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891514] p 160 A90-27480
Identifying atmospheric monitoring needs for Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901383] p 331 A90-49411
Identifying atmospheric monitoring needs for Space
Station Freedom p264 N90-24977
Houston Unlv, TX.
Quasi-conformal remapping for compensation of human
visual field defects - Advances in image remapping for
human field defects p210 A90-32110
Influence of iodine on the treatment of spacecraft
humidity condensate to produce potable water
[SAE PAPER 901355] p 329 A90-49388
Knowledge-based control of an adaptive interface
p264 N90-24987
Human Engineering Labs, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD.
Effect of contralateral masking parameters on difference
limen for intensity
[AD-A214169] p 125 N90-18135
Comparison of oculometer and head-fixed reticle with
voice or switch and touch panel for data entry on a generic
tactical air combat display
[AD-A217231] p212 N9O-20646
Aiding the decision maker Perceptual and cognitive
issues at the human-machine interface
[AD-A217862] p 212 N90-20648
The role of attention in information processing
implications for the design of displays
[AD-A219252] p 288 N90-25486
Counterair situation awareness display for Army
aviation p 357 N90-28982
Human Systems Dtv, Brooks AFB, TX.
Environmental quality and occupational health Special
Emphasis Area Plan (SEAP)
[AD-A214738] p 121 N90-17259
Huntingdon Research Centre Ltd. (England).
Modelling time to irtcapacitation and death from toxic
and physical hazards in aircraft fires
p125 N90-17619
I
IBM Italia, Rome.
Assembly of objects with not fully predefined shapes
p377 N90-298S9
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE JPL
IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY.
Human vision, visual processing, and digital display;
Proceedings of the Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Jan. 18-20,
1989
[SPIE-1077] p252 A90-38864
Idaho National Engineering Lab, Idaho Fads.
Model for measuring complex performance in an aviation
environment
[DE90-002055] p 100 N90-1558S
Insights into complex human performance
[DE9O-006957] p 223 N90-22214
Idaho Unrv, Moscow.
Greenhouse design for a Martian colony: Structural, solar
collection and light distribution systems
[NASA-CR-186818] p 302 N90-26S01
ILUANA Aviation Sciences, Us Cruces, NM.
The eyes prefer real images p 237 N90-22938
Illinois Inat of Tech, Chicago.
Computer generation of a tutorial dialogue
[AD-A211976] p 46 N90-12162
Illinois Unhr, Champaign.
Visual scanning with or without spatial uncertainty and
time-sharing performance p 182 A90-31342
Appropriateness measurement for computerized
adaptive tests
[AD-A216121] P185 N90-1B870
Adding a dimension: Time as a factor in the
generalizability of predictive relationships
[AO-A219679] p 259 N90-23890
The retrieval of information from secondary memory:
A review and new findings
[AD-A2J2760] p 290 N90-26489
Physiological metrics of mental workload: A review of
recent progress
[NASA-CR-187290] p 354 N90-29777
Illinois Univ., Chicago.
Interactive displays in medical art p 237 N90-22940
Illinois Unhr, Savoy.
Frame of reference for electronic maps - The relevance
of spatial cognition, mental rotation, and componential task
analysis p 150 A90-26207
Predictive performance models and multiple task
performance P 182 A90-31346
The integration of complex information from auditory and
visual channels under stress
[AD-A222686] p 314 N90-27245
Illinois Unhr., Urbana.
TASKILLAN - A simulation to predict the validity of
multiple resource models of aviation workload
p 136 A90-26286
Spatial cognition and navigation p 181 A90-31328
visually guided control of self motion
p184 A90-31385
Systematicity as a selection constraint in analogical
mapping
[AD-A216029] p185 N90-18869
The interactive digital video interface
p 237 N90-22941
Reciprocal relationships between the immune and
central nervous system
[AD-A221259] p 245 N90-24712
Photosynthesis in intact plants
[DE90-013699] p 276 N90-26482
Illinois Unhr, Urbana-Champalgn.
Expertise, stress, and pilot judgment
p 141 N90-17284
Real-time measurement of mental workload: A feasibility
study p290 N90-25540
Psychophysiological assessment of pilot workload in an
applied setting
[AD-A222707] p 302 N90-26507
Illinois Unhr. at Urbana-Champalgn, Savoy.
Proximity compatibility and information display: The
effects of space and color on the analysis of aircraft stall
conditions
[AD-A214488] p 166 N90-17309
Indiana Unhr, Bloomlngton.
The amphibian egg as a model system for analyzing
gravity effects p28 A90-15074
Subcellular components of the amphibian egg - Insights
provided by gravitational studies p28 A90-15075
An isotopic study of biogeochemical relationships
between carbonates and organic carbon in the Greenhorn
Formation p66 A90-17483
Perception of complex auditory patterns
[AD-A219626] p 248 N90-23867
Instttut d'Aeronomle SpaUale de Belglque, Brussels.
Principle guidelines for the psychological screening of
candidate pilots for the Belgian Air Force
p 143 N90-17292
Instttut de Recherche de Transports, Bron (France).
BioftOelity of a dummy's neck during automobile collision
testing p 285 N90-25477
Instttut National de Recherche d'lnfomtatlque et
d'Automatique, Le Chesnay (France).
Trinocular stereovision using figural continuity, dealing
with curved objects p370 N90-29802
Instttut National de Recherche d'lnf ormaoque et
d'AutomaUque, Rennes (France).
Temporal logics meet telerobotics
p382 N90-29905
Institute tor Clrcadlan Physiology, Boston, MA.
Fluid and electrolyte riomeostasis during spaceflight
Elucidation of mechanisms in a primate
[NASA-CR-177548] p 383 N90-29085
Renal response to seven days of lower body positive
pressure in the squirrel monkey
[NASA-CR-183355] p 343 N90-29761
Pharmacological resetting of the Orcadian sleep-wake
cycle effects of triazolam on reentrainment of arcadian
rhythms in a diurnal primate
[AD-A224227] p 343 N90-29764
Institute for Perception RVO-TNO, Soesterberg
(Netherlands).
Pro- and postflight postural control of the 01 Spacelab
mission astronauts examined with a tilting room
[IZF-1988-25] p63 N90-13039
Spatial tests for aviators
[IZF-1988-15] p63 N90-13041
Application of active noise reduction for hearing
protection and speech intelligibility improvement
[IZF-1988-21] p63 N90-13042
Prediction of success in flight training by single- and
dual-task performance p143 N90-17293
Standardized tests for research with environmental
stressors: The AGARD STRES battery
p 144 N90-17295
Vestibular examination of motion sick student pilots
[IZF-1988-22] p 180 N90-19738
The effect of moisture absorption in clothing on the
human heat balance
[AD-A217899] p 205 N90-20626
Space adaptation syndrome induced by a long duration
+ 3Gx centrifuge run
[AD-A218248] p 208 N90-21518
On the relation between various levels of target
acquisition
[IZF-1989-38] p289 N90-25492
PHIND, an analytical model to predict target acquisition
distance with image intensifiers
[IZF-1989-45] p289 N90-25493
Influence of gravito-inertal force on vestibular
nystagmus in man
[IZF-1989-24] p316 N90-28325
Physiological reactions to heat stress; quantifying the
effects of individual parameters
[IZF-1989-30] p316 N90-28326
Physical characteristics of clothing materials with regard
to heat transport
[IZF-1989-10] p337 N90-28336
Categorization and identification of simultaneous
Italian Air Force Aerospace Medical Center, Rome.
Neurophysicriogical correlates of information processing
abilities during divided attention situations in air traffic
controllers
 P353 N90-28989
Japan Broadcasting Corp, Tokyo.
How to reinforce perception of depth in single
two-dimensional pictures p237 N90-22937
Jet Propulsion Lab, California Inst ot Tech,
[IZF-1989-22] p338 N90-28337
Calculation of clothing insulation and vapour
resistance
[IZF-1989-49] p338 N90-28338
Situational awareness and vestibular stimulation: The
influence of whole-body rotation upon task performance
[IZF-1989-14] p353 N90-28994
Cognition versus sensation: A paradigm for
reorientaton
[IZF-1989-20] p353 N90-28995
Proprioception in aircraft control
[IZF-1989-43] p366 N90-29082
Institute of Aviation Medicine, Madrid (Spain).
Evaluation of the performance capability of the aviator
under hypoxic conditions operational experience
p348 N90-28991
Institute of Aviation Medicine, Oslo (Norway).
Stress and performance during a simulated flight in a
F-16 simulator p 142 N90-17285
Institute of Blomedlcal Problems, Moscow (USSR).
Cosmos 1887 mission overview - Effects of microgravity
on rat body and adrenal weights and plasma
constituents p 197 A90-34013
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells p243 A90-39647
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).
Factors affecting practical application of food
irradiation
[DE90-631277] p 383 N90-29914
Human error classification and data collection
[OE90-631408] p383 N90-29915
Iowa Unhr, Iowa City.
Man-in-the-controMoop simulation of manipulators
p242 N90-23063
Israeli Air Force Aeromedlcal Center, Tel Hashomer.
The descent from the Olimpus: The effect of accidents
on aircrew survivors p 141 N90-17280
NASA telerobot testbed development and core
technology demonstration p 14 A90-10365
Advances in space robotics
[IAF PAPER 89-052] p 55 A90-13279
Space robotics in the '90s p 57 A80-14998
Phase separated membrane bioreactor - Results from
model system studies p60 A90-15447
Radiation effects in Caenorhabditis elegans -
Mutagenesis by high and low LET ionizing radiation
p67 A90-19301
Evolution and advanced technology
p 147 A90-23915
Human life support during interplanetary travel and
domicile. I - System approach
[SAE PAPER 891431] p 154 A90-27402
The nernatode C. elegans - A model animal system for
the detection of genetic and developmental lesions
[SAE PAPER 891488] p 111 A90-27455
Row measurements in a model of the mildly curved
femoral artery of man p 173 A90-28074
Training for spacecraft technical analysts
p 183 A90-31373
Effects of cardiac phase on diameter measurements
from coronary cineangiograms p 202 A90-33304
Planning for space telerobotics - The Remote Mission
Specialist p291 A90-43156
On dynamics and control of multi-link flexible space
manipulators
[AIAA PAPER 90-3396] p 320 A90-47651
LifeSat - Radiation research
[SAE PAPER 901228] p 307 A90-49300
Effect of joint imperfections on static control of adaptive
structures as space cranes p 355 A90-50542
Remote mission specialist - A study in real-time, adaptive
planning p 356 A90-52946
The NASA SET) sky survey: Recent developments
p64 N90-12804
Model system studies with a phase separated membrane •
bioreactor p86 N90-13954
Design challenges for space bioreactors
p86 N90-13955
Apparatus for imaging deep arterial and coronary
lesions
[NASA-CASE-NPO-17439-1-CU] p 99 N90-16391
Displays for telemanipulation p 239 N90-22948
The making of the mechanical universe
p240 N90-22961
Telerobotic architecture for an on-orbit servicer
p262 N90-24302
ECUT: Energy Conversion and Utilization Technologies
program. Biocatalysis project
[NASA-CR-186866] p 269 N90-25458
The telerobot testbed: An architecture for remote
servicing p 299 N90-25538
The JPL telerobot operator control station: Operational
experiences p 300 N90-25565
Pseudomonas diagnostic assay
[NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1-CU] p 308 N90-27239
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Telerobotics, volume 1
[NASA-CR-186856] p 357 N90-29000
A new approach to global control of redundant
manipulators p 357 N90-29002
Kinematic functions for the 7 DOF robotics research
arm p358 N90-29003
A system architecture for a planetary rover
p360 N90-29015
The NASA/OAST telerobot testbed architecture
p360 N90-29016
Causal simulation and sensor planning in predictive
monitoring p362 N90-29037
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Telerobotics, volume 2
[NASA-CR-186857] p 362 N90-29044
Characterization and control of self-motions in redundant
manipulators p362 N90-29045
The JPL telerobot operator control station. Part 1:
Hardware p363 N90-29049
The JPL telerobot operator control station. Part 2:
Software p 363 N90-29050
Performance evaluation of a 6 axis high fidelity
generalized force reflecting teleoperator
p363 N90-29052
C-7
JIL Systems, Inc. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Implementation and design of a teleoperatton system
based on a VMEBUS/68020 pipelined architecture
p364 N90-29053
Experiences with the JPL telerobot testbed: Issues and
insights P365 N90-29059
The KALI multi-arm robot programming and control
environment P365 N90-29060
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Teterobofics, volume 3
[NASA-CR-186858] P 367 N90-29780
Use of 3D vision for fine robot motion
p 370 N90-29804
Autonomous sensor-based dual-arm satellite grappling
p370 N90-29809
Stability analysis of multiple-robot control systems
p371 N90-29811
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Teterobotics, volume 4
[NASA-CR-186859] P373 N90-29830
Construction and demonstration of a 9-string 6 DOF
force reflecting joystick for telerobotics
p373 N90-29836
The JAU-JPL anthropomorphic telerobot
p374 N90-29838
A procedure concept for local reflex control of
grasping p374 N90-29839
ROTEX-TRIIFEX: Proposal for a joint FRG-USA
UMerobotfc flight experiment p374 N90-29842
Force-reflective teleoperated system with shared and
compliant control capabilities p375 N90-29845
Global models: Robot sensing, control, and
sensory-motor skills P375 N90-29849
Proceedings of the NASA Conference on Space
Telerobotics, volume 5
[NASA-CR-186860] p 379 N90-29874
JIL Systems, Inc, Arlington, VA.
DOCTORD Database System user's guide, June 1989:
dBase 3 PLUS PhysicUin/(Part B Medicare): Personal
computer reference system and user's guide
[PB90-100181] P98 N90-15579
Johns HopMns Univ., Baltimore, MD.
Fatigue, pilot deviations and time of day
[NASA-CR-185369] p62 N90-13035
Johno Hoptdns Untv, Laurel, MD.
Structural alterations in the cornea from exposure to
infrared radiation
[AD-A215340] P 123 N90-17269
, A study of low level laser retinal damage
[AD-A218919] P 221 N90-22887
Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington, VA.
JPRS Report Science and technology. USSR: Life
sciences
[JPRS-ULS-90-007] p343 N90-29762
JPRS report: Science and technology. USSR: Life
sciences
[JPRS-ULS-90-004] P 343 N90-29763
Kaiser Electronics, San Jose, CA.
Helmet-mounted displays; Proceedings of the Meeting,
Orlando, FL. Mar. 28, 29, 1989
[SPIE-1116] P292 A90-45201
Kansas State Unhr, Manhattan.
Test of the antkxthostatic suspension model on mice -
Effects on the inflammatory cell response
p 172 A90-30585
Binding of alpha-fetoprotein by immobilized monoclonal
antibodies during episodes of zero-gravity obtained by
parabolic flight p279 A90-44634
Application of the pentaiodide strong base resin
disinfectant to the U.S. space program
[SAE PAPER 901380] P 331 A90-49408
The role of blood volume in determining the
cardiovascular adjustments to exercise
p177 N90-18854
Automation of closed environments in space for human
comfort and safety
[NASA-CH-186834] P 301 N90-26500
Kansas Univ., Lawrence.
Measuring learning ability by dynamic testing
[AD-A215273] P 145 N90-17304
Displays, instruments, and the multi-dimensional world
of cartography P238 N90-22942
Katholtetce Untv, Nijmegen (Netherlands).
Was adenine the first purine? p 21 A90-10425
Kentucky UmV, Lexington.
Exercise-training protocols for astronauts in
microgravrty p96 A90-20981
Khon Kaen Univ. (Thailand).
Effects of stretching and disuse on amino acids in
muscles of rat hind limbs p92 A90-21911
Kings Coll, London (England).
Accurate determination of the complex permittivity of
biological tissue at 90 GHz, 70 GHz, and over a broad
band around 35 GHz
[AD-A222062] p 309 N90-27240
Krug International, Houston, TX.
Medical impact analysis for the Space Station
p115 A90-24437
An overview of the Space Station Freedom
environmental health system
[SAE PAPER 891538] p 161 A90-27502
Microbial identification system for Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891540] p 161 A90-27504
Biofilm formation and control in a simulated spacecraft
water system - Interim results
[SAE PAPER 891543] p 161 A90-27507
Energy absorption, lean body mass, and total body fat
changes during 5 weeks of continuous bed rest
p 176 A90-30584
Threshold altitude resulting in decompression sickness
p277 A90-44626
Intraocular pressure, retinal vascular, and visual acuity
changes during 48 hours of 10-deg head-down tilt
p310 A90-48586
Space Station requirements for in-flight exercise
countermeasures
[SAE PAPER 901259] p 312 A90-49328
Development of the Space Station Freedom
Environmental Health System
[SAE PAPER 901260] p312 A90-49329
Microbiology facilities aboard Space Station Freedom
(SSF)
[SAE PAPER 901262] p 308 A90-49330
Recent experiences with iodine water disinfection in
Shuttle
[SAE PAPER 901356] p 329 A90-49389
Computer simulation of cardiovascular changes during
extended duration space flights
[SAE PAPER 901359] p314 A90-49392
Space Station Freedom viewed as a 'tight building'
[SAE PAPER 901382] p331 A90-49410
The effects of acoustic orientation cues on instrument
flight performance in a flight simulator
p352 N90-28985
Krug International, San Antonio, TX.
Determining a bends-preventing pressure for a space
suit p 15 A90-11091
Reach performance while wearing the Space Shuttle
launch and entry suit during exposure to launch
accelerations
[SAE PAPER 901357] p 330 A9CM9390
Heart rate and pulmonary function while wearing the
launch-entry crew escape suit (LES) during + Gx
acceleration and simulated Shuttle launch
[SAE PAPER 901358] p 330 A90-49391
Potential for reduction of decompression sickness by
prebreathing with 100 percent oxygen while exercising
[AD-A213449] p 98 N90-15581
Aircrew life support systems enhancement
[AD-A222626] p 302 N90-26505
L
Laboratolre de Mededne Aerospatiale,
Bretigny-our-Orge (France).
Mobility of the head and load effects: Experimental
approach in a centrifuge p 284 N90-25473
Target acquisition under load factors: Advantages and
disadvantages of a helmet mounted sight
p357 N90-28983
Tracking performance and influence of field of view
p352 N90-28988
Laboratolre de Psychologic Experimentale, Grenoble
(France).
Psychological mechanisms involved in the disorientation
of pilots due to flight conditions
[ETN-89-95014] p63 N90-13040
Lawrence Uvermore National Lab, CA.
Managing human exposure and health risks: An
integrated approach and the role of uncertainty
[DE89-008611] p8 N90-10525
MIPs and BIPs are megaflops: Limits of unidimensional
assessments
[DE89-015707] p 78 N90-14770
A review of the literature on the toxicity of rare-earth
metals as it pertains to the engineering demonstration
system surrogate testing
[DE90-008049] p 204 N90-20620
Does DNA cytometry have a place in the clinical
laboratory
[DE90-007652] p 200 N90-21512
Human factors evaluation and validation criteria for
quality training programs: Development, presentation, and
[DE90-014724] p366 N90-29081
Letterman Army Insl of Research, San Francisco, CA.
Work capacity during 30 days of bed rest with isotonte
and isokinetic exercise training p 73 A90-17940
Acute oral toxicity of JA-2 solid propellant in ICR mice
[AD-A217264] p 199 N90-2O609
Acute oral toxicity of DIGL-RP solid propellant in ICR
mice
[AD-A217711] p200 N90-20613
Acute oral toxicity of DIGL-RP solid propellant in
Sprague-Dawley rats
[AD-A217712] p 200 N90-20614
Field evaluation of laser protective eyewear
[AD-A221324] p 263 N90-24725
Ufe Systems, Inc., Cleveland, OH.
Life support system considerations and characteristics
for a manned Mars mission
[AAS PAPER 87-188] p 78 A90-16656
Atmosphere control for plant growth flight experiments
[SAE PAPER 891587] p 165 A90-27546
Refurbishment of one-person regenerative air
revitalization system
[NASA-CR-183757] p 81 N90-13934
UtUe (Arthur 0.), Inc., Cambridge, MA.
The Initial Blood Storage Experiment - The spaceflight
hardware program p 66 A90-17525
A volatile organics concentrator for use in monitoring
Space Station water quality
[SAE PAPER 901352] p 329 A90-49385
Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Co,
Inc., Houston, TX.
Flight telerobotic servicer control from the Orbiter
p380 N90-29882
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co., Houston, TX.
Using computer graphics to design Space Station
Freedom viewing
[IAF PAPER 89-093] p 56 A90-13306
Enabling human exploration of space - A life sciences
overview
[SAE PAPER 891471] p119 A90-27439
Development of a preprototype Advanced
Extravehicular Mobility Unit (AEMU) regenerable life
support subsystem - A progress report
[SAE PAPER 891579] p 164 A90-27539
Speech versus manual control of camera functions
during a telerobotic task p 189 A90-31353
The effects of spatially displaced visual feedback on
remote manipulator performance p 192 A90-31383
A prototype autonomous agent for crew and equipment
retrieval in space p259 A90-41198
Integrated model of G189A and Aspen-plus for the
transient modeling of extravehicular activity atmospheric
control systems
[SAE PAPER 901268] p 326 A90-49335
Advanced air revitalization system modeling and
testing
[SAE PAPER 901332] p 328 A90-49370
Reach performance while wearing the Space Shuttle
launch and entry suit during exposure to launch
accelerations
[SAE PAPER 901357] p 330 A90-49390
Quantitative assessment of human motion using video
motion analysis p 298 N90-25518
Telepresence for space: The state of the concept
p 298 N90-25526
Dynamical modeling of serial manipulators with flexible
links and joints using the method of kinematic influence
p367 N90-29783
Real-time cartesian force feedback control of a
teleoperated robot p377 N90-29857
Optimal payload rate limit algorithm for zero-G
manipulators p 377 N90-29858
Dexterous manipulator flight demonstration
p382 N90-29911
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co, Washington,
DC.
Effects of body posture on the interpretation of
biomedical data obtained from manned missions
[IAF PAPER 89-596] p 39 A90-13628
Computer simulation of cardiovascular changes during
extended duration space flights
[SAE PAPER 901359] p 314 A90-49392
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 24
[NASA-CR-3922(28)] p 35 N90-12152
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 22
[NASA-CR-3922(26)] p 35 N90-12153
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 23
[NASA-CR-3922(27)] p 36 N90-12154
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest Index to issues
21-25
[NASA-CR-3922(30)] p 68 N90-14763
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest Issue 26
[NASA-CR-3922(31)] p 201 N90-21513
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USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 25
[NASA-CR-3922(29)] p216 N90-22203
USSR space life sciences digest, issue 27
[NASA-CR-3922(32>] p 269 N90-25457
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Sunnyvale, CA.
Conceptual design of a closed loop nutrient solution
delivery system for CELSS implementation in a
micro-gravity environment
[SAE PAPER 891586] p 165 A90-27545
Human factors issues in performing life science
experiments in a 0-G environment p86 N90-13952
Lama Unda Untv, CA.
The sensory transduction pathways in bacterial
chemotaxis p84 N90-13944
London Hospital Medical ColL (England).
Regional distribution of mineral and matrix in the femurs
of rats flown on Cosmos 1887 btosatellite
p 197 A90-34014
London Untv. (England).
Study of hydrazine metabolism and tox&ty
[AD-A217103] P173 N90-19736
Los Alamos National Lab, NM.
Workload induced spatio-temporal distortions and safety
of flight
[DE89-016613] p 78 N90-14771
Monitoring chaos of cardiac rhythms
[DE90-000692] p 98 N90-1S580
Working on the moon: The Apollo experience
[DE9WJ03662] P 192 N90-19744
Artificial life: The coming evolution
[DE90-008860] P 201 N90-21515
Workload induced spatio-temporal distortions and safety
of flight An investigation of cognitive intrusions in
perceptual processes p 352 N90-28986
QTA (QUESTIONNAIRE-TASK-ANALYSIS): An
electronic tool for job/task analysis
[DE90-008944] p 355 N90-29778
Louisiana State Unnr, Shreveport
Therapeutic effects of antimotion sickness medications
oh the secondary symptoms of motion sickness
p115 A90-24434
Louisville Unlv, KY.
Space immunology - Past, present and future
p116 A90-24820
Age effects on rat hindlimb muscle atrophy during
suspension unloading p 171 A90-29597
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells p243 A90-39647
Response of lymphocytes to a mttogenic stimulus during
spaceflight p84 N90-13942
Experiment K-6-08. Biochemical and histochemical
observations of vastus medialis p 271 N90-26462
Louvatn Unhr. (Belgium).
Design and control of a multi-fingered robot hand
provided with tactile feedback p368 N90-29789
Force/torque and tactile sensors for sensor-based
manipulator control p368 N90-29791
Lovelace Foundation tor Medical Education and
Research, Albuquerque, NM.
Effects of acute hypoxla on cardiopulmonary responses
to head-down tilt p310 A90-48583
Loyola Unlv, Chicago, IL
Auditory processing of complex sounds across
frequency channels
[AD-A224147] P 348 N90-28970
Ludwlo-Maxlmlllans-Untv, Munich (Germany, F.R.).
Assessment of visual function in aerospace medicine
[BMVG-FBWM-89-5] p 105 N90-16397
Lufthansa German Airlines, Frankfurt (Germany, F.R.).
Right crew training for fire fighting
p 146 N90-17615
Lunar Radiation Corp, Madison, Wl.
Bone mineral measurement using dual energy x ray
densitometry p87 N90-13958
M
Madlgan Army Medical Center, Takoma, WA.
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
Maharlshl International Unhr, Falrfleld, IA,
The effects of cold dark matter on Big Bang
nucleosynthesis p194 N90-19749
Management and Technical Services Co, Washington,
DC.
Assessment of the efficacy of medical countermeasures
in space flight
[AAS PAPER 87-160] p 72 A90-17719
Marcus (Aaron) and Associates, Berkeley, CA.
Spatial issues in user interface design from a graphic
design perspective p237 N90-22939
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, CO.
Performance limitations of bilateral force reflection
imposed by operator dynamic characteristics
p 374 N90-29840
Maryland Unhr, College Park.
Low-temperature thermal control for a lunar base
[SAE PAPER 901242] p 324 A90-49312
Vision in dynamic environments
[AD-A213434] p 101 N90-15S87
The application of optimal control theory for analysis
of human jumping and pedaling p 103 N90-15590
Effects of pulsed and CW (Continuous Wave) 2450 MHz
radiation on transformation and chromosomes of human
lymphocytes in vitro
[AD-A216500] p 177 N90-18857
Development of eye-safe lidar for aerosol
measurements
[NASA-CR-186905] p 302 N90-26503
Robot Acting on Moving Bodies (RAMBO): Interaction
with tumbling objects p 361 N90-29022
Perceptual telerobotics p365 N90-29063
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston.
The Chinchilla's vestibulo-ocular reflex
p307 A90-49047
Eyes open versus eyes closed - Effect on human
rotational responses p 318 A90-49070
Massachusetts Inst of Tech, Cambridge.
Hazard evaluation and operational cockpit display of
ground-measured windshear data
[AIAA PAPER 90-0566] p 81 A90-19919
A comparison of communication modes tor delivery of
air traffic control clearance amendments in transport
category aircraft p153 A90-26236
Microgravity enhances the relative contribution of
visually-induced motion sensation p218 A90-36294
The kinematics and dynamics of space manipulators -
The virtual manipulator approach p 320 A90-46399
Oxidation kinetics of model compounds of metabolic
waste in supercritical water
[SAE PAPER 901333] p 328 A90-49371
Electroporation: Theory of basic mechanisms
[AD-A210196] p2 N90-10520
Utilization of non-conventional systems for conversion
of biomass to food components
[NASA-CR-177545] p 103 N90-15591
Complexity of human language comprehension
[AD-A214591] p 144 N90-17299
The perceptual buildup of three-dimensional structure
from motion
[AD-A214640] p144 N90-17300
Stimulus familiarity determines recognition strategy for
novel 3-D objects
[AD-A215274] p 145 N90-17305
Recognizing three-dimensional objects without the use
of models
[AD-A216766] p 178 N90-18862
A self-organizing multiple-view representation of
three-dimensional objects
[AD-A216711] p185 N90-18871
Telepresence, time delay, and adaptation
p238 N90-22944
Sensory conflict in motion sickness: An observer theory
approach p 221 N90-22957
Strategies to sustain and enhance performance in
stressful environments
[AD-A221224] p 245 N90-24711
Adjustable impedance, force feedback and command
language aids for telerobotics (parts 1-4 of an 8-part MIT
progress report) p 358 N90-29007
Variable force and visual feedback effects on
teleoperator man/machine performance
p359 N90-29008
Interaction of electromagnetic fields with chondrocytes
in gel culture
[AD-A223397] p 343 N90-29765
The control of space manipulators subject to spacecraft
attitude control saturation limits p 378 N90-29871
Massachusetts Inst of Tech, Lexington.
Tracking performance evaluation
[AD-A210499] p 12 N90-10540
Massachusetts Unhr, Amherat
Biological investigations of adaptive networks: Neuronal
control of conditioned responses
[AD-A211043] p10 N90-10534
Dynamics of carbon dioxide exchange of a wheat
community grown in a semi-dosed environment
p95 N90-16689
The predictability and efficiency of human walking:
Metabolic, mechanical, and biophysical considerations
p220 N90-22211
Synesthetic art through 3-D projection: The requirements
of a computer-based supermedium p 240 N90-22962
Massachusetts Unhr, Worcester.
An autoanalyzer test for the quantitation of
platelet-associated IgG p 74 A90-19125
Effects of stretching and disuse on amino acids in
muscles of rat hind limbs p 92 A90-21911
Non-linear analysis of visual cortical neurons
[AD-A221543] p315 N90-27250
MATRA Espace, Parts-VeUzy (France).
The Hermes robot arm teleoperation and control
concept p 261 N90-24301
The bt-arm senricer A multimission concept and a
technological model for space robotics
p262 N90-24307
Max-FlanckHnst fuer Verhaltensphyslologle,
Seewlesen uber Stamberg (Germany, F.R.).
Interactions of form and orientation
p240 N90-22958
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co, Houston, TX.
Mass analysis for the Space Station ECLSS using the
balance spreadsheet method
[SAE PAPER 891502] p 158 A90-27469
Space Station Environmental Health System water
quality monitoring
[SAE PAPER 901351] p 329 A90-49384
A volatile organics concentrator for use in monitoring
Space Station water quality
[SAE PAPER 901352] p 329 A90-49385
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co, Huntlngton
Beach, CA.
U.S. Space Station Freedom waste fluid disposal system
with consideration of hydrazine waste gas injection
thrusters
[AIAA PAPER 90-1944] p 290 A90-42700
Telerobotic application to EVA p 261 N90-24298
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co, HuntsvNIe, Al_
Microgravity sensitivities for Space Station ECLS
subsystems
[SAE PAPER 891483] p 158 A90-27450
Past and present environmental control and life support
systems on manned spacecraft
[SAE PAPER 901210] p 323 A90-49285
Water recovery and management test support modeling
for Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901214] p323 A90-49289
Computer aided system engineering and analysis
(CASE/A) modeling package for ECLS systems - An
overview
[SAE PAPER 901267] p 327 A90-49336
McQIII Unhr, Montreal (Quebec).
Otolith-spinal reflex testing on Spacelab-1 and D-1
p43 A90-15495
Curvature estimation in orientation selection
[AD-A221481] p315 N90-27249
Effects of short-term weightlessness on roll
cirajlarvection p 348 N90-28992
Preliminary study of a serial-parallel redundant
manipulator p 363 N90-29048
Mechanical Engineering Lab, Tsukuba (Japan).
Robotic tele-existence p 369 N90-29796
Medical Coll. of Virginia, Richmond,
Carotid baroreflex response following 30 days exposure
to simulated microgravity p44 A90-15502
Head-down bed rest impairs vagal baroreflex responses
and provokes orthostatic hypotension
p203 A90-33716
The reliability of clinical measurements of forward
bending obtained by the use of the modified
fingertip-to-floor method
[AD-A217907] p205 N90-20627
Medical Coll. of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Identifying motor and sensory myelinated axons in rabbit
peripheral nerves by histochemical staining for carbonic
anhydrase and cholinesterase activities
p92 A90-21913
Quantitation and immunocytochemical localization of
ubiquitin conjugates within rat red and white skeletal
muscles p 92 A90-21914
Cataiase-posftfve microperoxisomes in rat soleus and
extensor digitorum longus muscle fiber types
p92 A90-21915
Contraction-free, fume-fixed longitudinal sections of
fresh frozen muscle p 93 A90-21916
Morphological study of the innervation pattern of the
rabbit sinoatrial node p93 A90-23193
In vitro differentiation of quail neural crest cells into
sensory-like neuroblasts p 94 A90-23194
Rat limb unloading - Soleus histochemistry,
ultrastructure, and electromyography
p268 A90-44274
Btomedical influences on spinal cord function
[AD-A210311] p8 N90-10527
Effects of microgravity on rat muscle
p269 N90-26453
Experiment K-6-09. Morphological and biochemical
investigation of rmcrograviry-induced nerve and muscle
breakdown. Part 1: Investigation of nerve and muscle
breakdown during spaceflight; Part 2: Biochemical analysis
of EDL and PLT muscles p 272 N90-26463
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Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H.
He nttt-Boeucow-Blohm OroUt, Hunldi N
(Germany, F.R.).
Biosensors for the detection of heavy metal ions
[MBB-Z-0289-89-PUB] p 245 N90-23864
Methodist Hospital, IndlanapoOs, IN.
Exercise-training protocols for astronauts in
microgravity p96 A90-20981
Miami UmV, Coral GaMes, FL
Reflections on human error - Matters of life and death
p 181 A90-31327
Miami Univ., Oxford, OH.
Issues in development, evaluation, and use of the NASA
Preflight Adaptation Trainer (PAT)
[NASA-CR-185608] p 222 N90-22212
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing.
Effects of microgravity on growth hormone concentration
and distribution in plants p85 N90-13947
Mlchlpun Unlv«f Ann Aroor.
Time-frequency factors in auditory perception
[AOA211491] p49 N90-13016
Three-dimensional medical image analysis using local
dynamic algorithm selection on a multiple-instruction,
multiple-data architecture
[AD-A218024] p 206 N90-20630
The measurement of dark adaptation level in the
presence of glare
[PB90-155987] p 316 N90-28323
Methods and strategies of object localization
p 361 N90-29020
On the simulation of space based manipulators with
contact P364 N90-29056
Tele-autonomous systems: New methods for projecting
and coordinating intelligent action at a distance
p368 N90-29794
MteroMal Products, Inc, VacavOle, CA.
Design and operation of an outdoor mteroalgae test
facility
[DE89-009493] p 199 N90-20608
Midwest Research Irwt, Golden, CO.
Design and operation of an outdoor mteroalgae test
facility
[DE89-009493] p 199 N90-20608
Midwest Research hist, Kansas City, MO.
Studies of 60-Hz exposure effects on human function
[DE90-009473] p 220 N90-22210
Further studies of 60 Hz exposure effects on human
function
[DE90-014377] p 346 N90-28962
Ministry of Defence, London (England).
The trials and tribulations of RAF defence mechanism
testing p 143 N90-17291
Minnesota Univ., Duluth.
Metabolism, seizures, and blood flow in brain following
organophosphate exposure: Mechanisms of action and
possible therapeutic agents
[AD-A217098] p 180 N90-19740
Evaluation of physiological and psychological
impairment of human performance in cold stressed
subjects
[AD-A223635] p 349 N90-29769
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.
Human machine interaction via the transfer of power
and information signals p364 N90-29054
Ability and metacognitive determinants o( skill acquisition
and transfer
[AD-A224569J p 354 N90-29776
Miriam Hospital, Providence, Rl.
Computer aided mechanogenesis of skeletal muscle
organs from single cells in vitro
[NASA-CR-187025] p 342 N90-28959
Insulin and insulin-like growth factor-1 induce
pronounced hypertrophy of skeletal myofibers in tissue
culture
[NASA-CR-187026] p 343 N90-28960
Mitre Corp, McLean, VA.
Creature co-op: Achieving robust remote operations with
a community of low-cost robots p 336 N90-27303
ModeD Development Corp, Framlngham, MA.
The role of computerized modeling and simulation in
the development of life support system technologies
p59 A90-15439
Montana State Univ., Bozeman.
Electrochemical control of iodine disinfectant for space
transportation system and space station potable water
p264 N90-24981
Montdalr State Con, Upper Montdalr, NJ.
An empirically derived figure of merit for the quality of
overall task performance p265 N90-25058
Monterey Technologies, Inc, Carmel, CA.
Visually guided control of self motion
p 184 A9O-31385
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY.
A geometric analysis of semicircular canals and induced
activity in their peripheral affererrts in the rhesus monkey
p 171 A90-28084
Nalle Clinic, Charlotte, NC.
The Chinchilla's vestibule-ocular reflex
p307 A90-49047
Naples Untv. (Italy).
Effects of acute hypoxia on cardiopulmonary responses
to head-down tilt p310 A90-48583
On the manipulability of dual cooperative robots
p 371 N90-29813
NASA Space Station Program Office, Reston, VA.
Work/control stations in Space Station weightlessness
[SAE PAPER 901203} p 322 A90-49278
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, DC.
Sound Localization by Human Observers symposium
proceedings
[AD-A212877] p 51 N90-13026
National Aeronautical Lab, Bangalore (India).
Human factors in fighter software development
[PD-CF-9003] p212 N90-21522
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.
Long-term exposure to zero-g and the gastrointestinal
tract function
[IAF PAPER 89-569] p 37 A90-13610
Effects of body posture on the interpretation of
bkxnedical data obtained from manned missions
[IAF PAPER 89-596] p 39 A90-13628
The biological dock of Neurospora in a microgravity
environment p29 A90-15082
Gravitational biology and the mammalian circadian
timing system p29 A90-15085
Transpiration during life cycle in controlled wheat
growth p 58 A90-15432
The role of computerized modeling and simulation in
the development of life support system technologies
p59 A90-15439
The case for cellulose production on Mars
[AAS PAPER 87-232] p 60 A90-16531
Space physiology and medicine (2nd edition)
p46 A90-16625
Current status and future direction of NASA's Space
Life Sciences Program
[AAS PAPER 87-152] p 66 A90-17713
Cardiovascular responses to microgravity - Adaptation,
maladjustment, and countermeasures
[AAS PAPER 87-157] p 72 A90-17716
Radiation hazards in low earth orbit, polar orbit
geosynchronous orbit, and deep space
[AAS PAPER 87-159] p 80 A90-17718
Assessment of the efficacy of medical countermeasures
hi space flight
[AAS PAPER 87-160] p 72 A90-17719
Consideration for solar system exploration - A system
to Mars
[AAS PAPER 87-163] p 80 A90-17720
The effects of space flight on the cardiopulmonary
system
[AAS PAPER 87-164] p 73 A90-17721
Artificial gravity as a countermeasure in long-duration
manned space flight p116 A90-24817
Space immunology - Past, present and future
p116 A90-24820
Enabling human exploration of space - A life sciences
overview
[SAE PAPER 691471] p119 A90-27439
Crew system dynamics - Combining humans and
automation
[SAE PAPER 891530] p 160 A90-27494
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 328)
[NASA-SP-7011(328)] p8 N90-10524
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 329)
[NASA-SP-7011(329)] p48 N90-12173
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 330)
[NASA-SP-7011(330)] P 75 N90-13925
Exploring the living universe: A strategy for space life
[NASA-TM-101891] p87 N90-14778
The 1988-1989 NASA space/gravitational biology
accomplishments
[NASA-TM-4160] p 113 N90-17251
Publications of the Exobiology Program for 1988: A
special bibliography
[NASA-TM-4169] p 169 N90-17316
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 333)
[NASA-SP-7011(333)] p 125 N90-18136
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 331)
[NASA-SP-7011(331)] p 125 N90-18137
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 334)
[NASA-SP-7011(334)] p 220 N90-22207
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 335)
[NASA-SP-7011(335)] p 220 N90-22208
Strategic implementation plan
[NASA-TM-102907] p 244 N90-23861
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 336)
[NASA-SP-7011(336)] p 249 N90-23877
Aerospace medicine and biology: A cumulative index
to a continuing bibliography (supplement 332)
[NASA-SP-7011(332)] p 286 N90-25480
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 337)
[NASA-SP-701K337)] p 286 N90-25481
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 338)
(NASA-SP-7011(338)] p 286 N90-25482
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 339)
[NASA-SP-7011(339>] p316 N90-28327
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 340)
[NASA-SP-7011(340)] p 347 N90-28963
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.
Impacts and the origin of life p 21 A90-12246
Life sciences and space research XXIII(3): Natural and
artificial ecosystems; Proceedings of the Topical Meetings
of the 27th COSPAR Plenary Meeting, Espoo, Finland,
July 18-29, 1988 p 57 A90-15426
Carbon balance and productivity of Lemna gibba, a
candidate plant for CELSS p 58 A90-15430
Waste recycling issues in btoregenerative life support
p59 A90-15434
Sources and processing of CELSS wastes
p59 A90-15435
Subcritical and supercritical water oxidation of CELSS
model wastes p59 A90-15436
Effect of iodine disinfection products on higher plants
p29 A90-15438
Productivity and food value of Amaranthus cruentus
under non-lethal salt stress p30 A90-15440
The Life Sciences program at the NASA Ames Research
Center - An overview p 30 A90-15478
Decreased swelling pressure of rat nucleus pulposus
associated with simulated weightlessness
p31 A90-15485
Carotid baroreflex response following 30 days exposure
to simulated microgravity p 44 A90-15502
Significance of light and social cues in the maintenance
of temporal organization In man p 45 A90-15512
An overview of selected bfomedical aspects of Mars
missions
[AAS PAPER 87-189] p 65 A90-16657
Artificial gravity for long duration spaceflignt
[AAS PAPER 87-190] p 69 A90-16658
Human aspects of mission safety
[AAS PAPER 87-193] p 76 A90-16661
Work capacity during 30 days of bed rest with isotordc
and isokinetic exercise training p73 A90-17940
Sulfur, ultraviolet radiation, and the eariy evolution of
life p89 A90-20177
Electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing of whole cell
and membrane proteins from the extremely halophiiic
archaebacteria p90 A90-20926
Exercise-training protocols for astronauts in
microgravity p96 A90-20981
Effect of lower-body positive pressure on postural fluid
shifts in men p97 A90-21909
Quantitation and immunocytochemical localization of
ubiquitin conjugates within rat red and white skeletal
muscles p92 A90-21914
Catalase-posfflve mteroperoxisomes in rat soleus and
extensor digttorum tongus muscle fiber types
p92 A90-21915
Identification of the methylhopanes in sediments and
petroleum p 93 A90-21998
A preliminary analysis of advanced life support systems
for manned Mars missions
[AIAA PAPER 90-0003] p 103 A90-22151
Trends and individual differences in response to
short-haul flight operations p 127 A90-24431
Performance evaluation in full-mission simulation -
Methodological advances and research challenges
p128 A90-26178
Crew workload-management strategies - A critical factor
in system performance p 128 A90-26179
An evaluative model of system performance in manned
teleoperational systems p 149 A90-26202
Heading control and the effects of display
characteristics p 130 A90-26210
Comparison of thermal (FUR) and television images
p150 A90-26212
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Pilot response to avoidance regions depicted on
alternate TCASII resolution advisory displays
p152 A90-26223
Communication variations and aircrew performance
p 131 A90-26234
Cobra communications switch integration program
p 153 A90-26260
Leader personality and crew effectiveness - A
full-mission simulation experiment p 135 A90-26271
Personality based clusters as predictors of aviator
attitudes and performance p 135 A90-26273
Apparent limitations of head-up-displays and thermal
imaging systems p 153 A90-26276
Dissociation revisited - Workload and performance in
a simulated flight task p 137 A90-26290
Multi-media authoring - Instruction and training of air
traffic controllers based on ASRS incident reports
p138 A90-26306
Effect of body weight gain on insulin sensitivity after
retirement from exercise training p 110 A90-26319
Maintaining human productivity during Mars transit
[SAE PAPER 891435] p 139 A90-27406
DAWN (Design Assistant Workstation) for advanced
physical-chemical life support systems
[SAE PAPER 891481] p 157 A90-27448
The rodent Research Animal Holding Facility as a barrier
to environmental contamination
[SAE PAPER 891517] p 111 A90-27482
Problems in water recycling for Space Station Freedom
and long duration life support
[SAE PAPER 891539] p 161 A90-27503
A telescience monitoring and control concept for a
CELSS plant growth chamber
[SAE PAPER 891585] p 165 A90-27544
Results and applications of a space suit range-of-motion
study
[SAE PAPER 891592] p 165 A90-27551
3-D components of a biological neural network visualized
in computer generated imagery. I - Macular receptive field
organization p112 A90-27611
Lack of effect of vasopressin replacement on renin
hypersecretjon in BratUeboro rats p 112 A90-27626
Effects of simulated weightlessness on rat osteocala'n
and bone calcium p112 A90-27627
Angular velocity discrimination p 139 A90-27635
The method of constant stimuli is inefficient
p 140 A90-27636
Overview of NASA Rotorcraft Human Factors
Research p 187 A90-28186
Could organic matter have been preserved on Mars for
3.5 billion years? p 193 A90-28744
Simulation technology - A key to effective man-machine
integration for future combat rotorcraft systems
p 187 A90-30116
Estimates of the maximum time required to originate
life p172 A90-30615
. Isotopte characteristics of simulated meteorite organic
matter. I - Kerogen-like material p 194 A90-30616
Visual direction as a metric of virtual space
p 191 A90-31378
Visually guided control of self motion
p184 A90-31385
On the possibility of life on early Mars
p213 A90-33497
The stability of individual patterns of autonomic
responses to motion sickness stimulation
p202 A90-33655
Head-down bed rest impairs vagal baroreflex responses
and provokes orthostatic hypotension
p203 A90-33716
Cosmos 1887 mission overview - Effects of microgravity
on rat body and adrenal weights and plasma
constituents P 197 A90-34013
Regional distribution of mineral and matrix in the femurs
of rats flown on Cosmos 1887 btosatellite
p 197 A90-34014
Cosmos 1887-Science overview p 197 A90-34015
Microbial metabolism of Tholin p215 A90-35015
Preliminary results from the evaluation of Cockpit
Resource Management training - Performance ratings of
flightcrews p222 A90-36299
Intrapericardial denervation - Radial artery blood flow
and heart rate responses to LBNP p215 A90-36739
Perceptual issues in scientific visualization
p252 A90-38858
Visions of visualization aids - Design philosophy and
observations p257 A90-38859
Scientific work environments in the next decade
p257 A90-38860
Receptive fields and visual representations
p252 A90-38865
Psychophysical rating of image compression
techniques p252 A90-38866
Interactive effects of nutrition, environment, and
rat-strain on cortical and vertebral bone geometry and
btomechanics p243 A90-39646
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells P243 A90-39647
Model of carbon fixation in microbial mats from 3,500
Myr ago to the present p243 A90-39821
Hormonal regulation of fluid and electrolytes during
prolonged bed rest - Implications for microgravity
P247 A90-40750
Gain, noise, and contrast sensitivity of linear visual
neurons P 281 A90-44863
Impact constraints on the environment for chemical
evolution and the continuity of life p 339 A90-48101
The susceptibility of rhesus monkeys to motion
sickness P306 A90-48585
The Chinchilla's vestibule-ocular reflex
p307 A90-49047
3-D components of a biological neural network visualized
in computer generated imagery. II - Macular neural network
organization p 307 A90-49049
Influence of gravity on cat vertical vestibulo-ocular
reflex p307 A90-49053
Effect of contrast on the perceived direction of a moving
plaid P317 A90-49062
Human factors in the presentation of
computer-generated information - Aspects of design and
application in automated flight traffic
p 321 A90-49270
Human exercise capabilities in space
[SAE PAPER 901200] p312 A90-49276
Manual control aspects of Space Station docking
maneuvers
[SAE PAPER 901202] p 321 A9<M9277
Quality assessment of plant transpiration water
[SAE PAPER 901230] p 323 A90-49301
Facilities for animal research in space with special
reference to Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901303] p 308 A90-49355
Research centrifuge accommodations on Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901304] p 308 A90-49356
Scientific uses and technical implementation of a
variable gravity centrifuge on Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901360] p 330 A90-49393
AX-5 space suit reliability model
[SAE PAPER 901361] p 330 A90-49394
A methodology for choosing candidate materials for the
fabrication of planetary space suit structures
[SAE PAPER 901429] p 333 A90-49430
A direct-interface fusible heat sink for astronaut
cooiing
[SAE PAPER 901433] p 333 A90-49434
Perceptual-components architecture for digital video
p350 A90-52258
Techniques for optimizing human-machine information
transfer related to real-time interactive display systems
[NASA-TM-100450] p 12 N90-11441
The rodent research animal holding facility as a barrier
to environmental contamination
[NASA-TM-102237] p 35 N90-12151
Cardiovascular, renal, electrolyte, and hormonal
changes in man during gravitational stress,
weightlessness, and simulated weightlessness: Lower
body positive pressure applied by the antigravity suit
[NASA-TM-102232] p 49 N90-13013
Exercise countermeasures for bed rest deconditioning
[NASA-TM-101045] p 75 N90-13926
Functional decor in the International Space Station: Body
orientation cues and picture perception
[NASA-TM-102242] p 77 N90-13931
Cells in Space
[NASA-CP-10034] p83 N90-13939
Fundamental results from microgravity cell experiments
with possible commericial applications
p84 N90-13940
The pituitary growth hormone cell in space
p84 N90-13941
Effect of contrast on the perception of direction of a
moving pattern
[NASA-TM-102234] p 94 N90-15577
A space-time discretization procedure for wave
propagation problems
[NASA-TM-102215] p 105 N90-16399
Computation of the unsteady facilitated transport of
oxygen in hemoglobin
[NASA-TM-102251] p 106 N90-16400
Leader personality and crew effectiveness: Factors
influencing performance in full-mission air transport
simulation p 141 N90-17282
AX-5 space suit bearing torque investigation
p 229 N90-22101
The psychology of computer displays in the modern
mission control center
[NASA-TM-100451 ] p 223 N90-22213
Vision Science and Technology at NASA: Results of a
Workshop
[NASA-TM-102214-REV-1] p 230 N90-22216
Sampling and noise in vision networks
P230 N90-22217
Networks for image acquisition, processing and
display p230 N90-22218
Visions of visualization aids: Design philosophy and
experimental results p 230 N90-22220
Human motion perception: Higher-order organization
p 231 N90-22226
Two-dimensional shape recognition using sparse
distributed memory p 231 N90-22227
Riling in the retinal image p 231 N90-22229
A3I visibility modeling project p 231 N90-22230
Factors affecting the perception of transparent motion
P232 N90-22233
Photonic processing at NASA Ames Research Center
P232 N90-22234
Sparse distributed memory overview
P232 N90-22235
Computer vision techniques for rotorcraft low altitude
flight p232 N90-22237
Ames vision group research overview
P233 N90-22242
Pyramid image codes p233 N90-22243
Spatial Displays and Spatial Instruments
[NASA-CP-10032] p234 N90-22918
Pictorial communication: Pictures and the synthetic
universe p234 N90-22919
Perceiving environmental properties from motion
information: Minimal conditions p 235 N90-22925
Visual slant underestimation p 235 N90-22926
Helmet-mounted pilot night vision systems: Human
factors issues p 236 N90-22930
Exocentric direction judgements in computer-generated
displays and actual scenes p 237 N90-22936
Adapting to variable prismatic displacement
P238 N90-22945
Synthetic perspective optical flow: Influence on pilot
control tasks p 240 N90-22956
Optical, gravitational, and kinesthetic determinants of
judged eye level p240 N90-22959
The US Experiments Flown on the Soviet Biosatellite
Cosmos 1887
[NASA-TM-102254] p 269 N90-26452
Experiment K-6-01. Distribution and biochemistry of
mineral and matrix in the femurs of rats
P270 N90-26455
Experiment K-6-02. Biomedical, biochemical and
morphological alterations of muscle and dense, fibrous
connective tissues during 14 days of spaceflight
P270 N90-26456
Experiment K-6-03. Gravity and skeletal growth, part 1.
Part 2: Morphology and histochemistiy of bone cells and
vasculature of the tibia; Part 3: Nuclear volume analysis
of osteoblast histogenesis in periodontal ligament cells;
Part 4: Intervertebral disc swelling pressure associated with
microgravity p270 N90-26457
Experiment K-6-12. Morphometric studies of atrial or
granules and hepatocytes. Part 1: Morphometric study of
the liver; Part 2: The atrial granular accumulations
P272 N90-26466
Experiment K-6-13. Morphological and biochemical
examination of heart tissue. Part 1: Effects of microgravity
on the myocardial fine structure of rats flown on Cosmos
1887. infrastructure studies. Part 2: Cellular distribution
of cyclic ampdependent protein klnase regulatory subunits
in heart muscle of rats flown on Cosmos 1887
P273 N90-26467
Experiment K-6-16. Morphological examination of rat
testes. The effect of Cosmos 1887 flight on spermatogonial
population and testosterone level in rat testes
p273 N90-26469
Experiment K-6-18. Study of muscarinic and gaba
(benzodlazepine) receptors in the sensory-motor cortex,
hippcampus and spinal code p273 N90-26471
Experiment K-6-20. The effect of spaceflight on pituitary
oxytocin and vasopressin content of rats
p274 N90-26473
Experiment K-6-22. Growth hormone regulation,
synthesis and secretion in microgravity. Part 1:
Somatotroph physiology. Part 2: Immunohistochemical
analysis of hypothalamic hormones. Part 3: Plasma
analysis p 274 N90-26475
Experiment K-6-23. Effect of spaceflight on levels and
function of immune cells p 275 N90-26476
The dynamics of orbital maneuvering: Design and
evaluation of a visual display aid for human controllers
P336 N90-27767
The effects of training on errors of perceived direction
in perspective displays
[NASA-TM-102792] p 319 N90-28329
Generation rates and chemical compositions of waste
streams in a typical crewed space habitat
[NASA-TM-102799] p 337 N90-28333
Joint US/USSR study: Comparison of effects of
horizontal and head-down bed rest
[NASA-TP-3037] p 347 N90-28965
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Techniques and applications for binauraJ sound
manipulation in human-machine interlaces
[NASA-TM-102279] P 353 N90-28996
Automated simulation as part of a design workstation
[NASA-TM-102852] P 366 N90-28083
Head-mounted spotial instruments II: Synthetic reality
or impossible dream P373 N90-2982B
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ooddard Space FUght Center, Greenbelt, MD.
NASA's first dexterous space robot
p147 A90-23911
FTS operations PK7 A90-23913
Evolution and advanced technology
p 147 A90-23915
Usability testing and requirements derivation for
EMU-compatMe electrical connectors
p 190 A90-31355
Neutral buoyancy methodology for studying satellite
servicing EVA crewmember interfaces
p 190 A90-31356
Lew-temperature thermal control for a lunar base
[SAE PAPER 90124Z] P 324 A90-49312
Motion detection in astronomical and ice floe images
p232 N90-22231
The Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) NASA's first
operational robotic system p299 N90-25537
Formulation of design guidelines for automated robotic
assembly in outerspace p360 N90-29017
The flight telerobotte servicen NASA's first operational
space robot P367 N90-29781
The flight telerobotic servicer project: A technical
overview P371 N90-29821
The flight telerobotic servicer Tinman concept System
design drivers and tank analysis p372 N90-29822
Research and development activities at the Goddard
Space Flight Center for the flight telerobotic servicer
project p372 N90-29824
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFG) robotics
technology testbed P372 N90-29825
Test and validation for robot arm control dynamics
simulation P372 N90-29826
The telerobot workstation testbed for the shuttle aft flight
deck: A project plan for integrating human factors into
system design P380 N90-29887
National Aeronautic* *nd Space Administration. John
C. Stennto Space Center, Bay Saint Louis, MS.
Btoregenerative space and terrestrial
An advanced telerobotic system for shuttle payload
changeout room processing applications
p369 N90-29795
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX.
Human factors and productivity on Space Station
Freedom
[IAF PAPER 89-087] p 55 A90-13301
Using computer graphics to design Space Station
Freedom viewing
[IAF PAPER 89493] p 56 A90-13306
Effects of body posture on the interpretation of
biomedical data obtained from manned missions
[IAF PAPER 89-596] p 39 A90-13628
Biochemical correlates of neurosensory changes in
Assessment of internal contamination problems
associated with bioragenerative air/water purification
systems
[SAE PAPER 901379] P 330 A90-49407
National Aeronautic* «nd Space Administration. John
F. Kennedy Space center, Cocoa Beach, FL.
Changes of muscle function and size with bedrest
p43 A90-15501
Carotid baroreflex response following 30 days exposure
to simulated mfcrogravity p44 A90-15502
Effect of a central redistribution of fluid volume on
response to lower-body negative pressure
^^ p95 A90-20145
Controlled Ecological Life Support System Breadboard
Proiect.1980 P 1«8 A90-24803
Criteria for evaluating experiments on crop production
("SAE'PAPEH 8915691 pies A90-27530
Head-down bed rest impairs vagal baroreflex responses
and provokes orthoswtic hypotension
p203 A90-33716
Continuous hydroponic wheat production using a
recircutefing system
[NASA-TM-102784] P 173 N90-18853
Elevated central venous pressure: A consequence of
exercise trainingnnduced hypervotemia
[NASA-TM-102965] P 204 N90-20617
Design of a telescoping tube system for access and
handling equipment P229 N90-22102
The physiological cost of wearing the propellant
handler's ensemble at the Kennedy Space Center
[NASA-TM-102786] P 241 N90-22966
Carbon dioxide and water exchange rates by a wheat
crop in NASA's bkvnass production chamber Results from
an 86-day study (January to April 1989)
[NASA-TM-102788] P 268 N90-25453
System development and early biological tests in
NASA's biomass production chamber
CNASA-TM-1034941 P 269 N90-25456
Proximate composition of seed and biomass from
soybean plants grown at different caibon monoxide (CO2)
concenliations
[NASA-TM-103496] P 276 N90-26480
Hemodynarrdc and AOH responses to central blood
volume shifts in cardiac-denervated humans
[NASA-TM-103471] P 287 N90-26485
[IAF PAPER 89-598] p 39 A90-13630
Thin film bioreactors in space p27 A90-15068
Effect of Iodine disinfection products on higher plants
p29 A90-15438
Space Station accommodation of life sciences in support
of a manned Mars mission
[AAS PAPER 87-233] p 35 A90-16532
Space physiology and medicine (2nd edition)
p46 A90-16625
Assessment of the efficacy of medical countermeasures
In space flight
[AAS PAPER 87-160] p 72 A90-17719
Medical impact analysis for the Space Station
pi 15 A90-24437
Space immunology - Past, present and future
pi 16 A90-24820
Radiological health risks
[SAE PAPER 891432] p119 A90-27403
Test results on reuse of reclaimed shower water - A
summary
[SAE PAPER 891443] p155 A90-27414
Recovery of hygiene water by multtf Itration
[SAE PAPER 891445] p 155 A80-27416
Development of the CELSS Emulator at NASA JSC
[SAE PAPER 891477] p157 A90-27445
Carbon dioxide and water vapor high temperature
electrolysis
[SAE PAPER 891506] p159 A90-27473
Investigation of humidity control via membrane
separation for advanced Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU)
application
[SAE PAPER 891507] p 159 A90-27474
Photocatatytic post-treatment in waste water
reclamation systems
[SAE PAPER 891508] p 159 A90-27475
Performance characterization of water recovery and
water quality from chemical/organic waste products
[SAE PAPER 891509] p159 A90-27476
A rationale for atmospheric monitoring on Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891514] p 160 A90-27480
An overview of the Space Station Freedom
environmental health system
[SAE PAPER 891538] p 161 A90-27502
Problems in water recycling for Space Station Freedom
and long duration life support
[SAE PAPER 891539] p 161 A90-27503
Microbial identification system for Space Station
Freedom
[SAE PAPER 891540] p 161 A90-27504
Definition of a near real-time microbiological monitor for
application in space vehicles
[SAE PAPER 891541] p 161 A90-27505
Btofilm formation and control in a simulated spacecraft
water system - Interim results
[SAE PAPER 891543] p 161 A90-27507
Development of a preprototype Advanced
Extravehicular Mobility Unit (AEMU) regenerate life
support subsystem - A progress report
[SAE PAPER 891579] p 164 A90-27539
A helmet mounted display demonstration unit for a Space
Station application
[SAE PAPER 891583] p164 A90-27543
Conceptual design of a closed loop nutrient solution
delivery system for CELSS implementation in a
micro-gravity environment
[SAE PAPER 891586] p 165 A90-27545
Performance evaluation of advanced space suit
concepts for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 891591] p 165 A90-27550
Metal oxide regenerate carbon dioxide removal system
for an advanced portable life support system
[SAE PAPER 891595] p 165 A90-27554
Energy absorption, lean body mass, and total body fat
changes during 5 weeks of continuous bed rest
p176 A90-30584
Crew quarters for Space Station p 190 A90-31361
Quast-conformal remapping for compensation of human
visual field defects - Advances in image remapping for
human field delects p210 A90-32110
Effects of spaceflight on levels and activity of immune
cells p243 A90-39647
A prototype autonomous agent for crew and equipment
retrieval in space p 259 A90-41198
An overview of the space medicine program and
development of the Health Maintenance Facility for Space
Station p 276 A90-43453
Threshold altitude resulting in decompression sickness
p277 A90-44626
Effectiveness of the Space Shuttle anti-exposure system
in a cold water environment p 292 A90-44641
Intraocular pressure, retinal vascular, and visual acuity
changes during 48 hours ol 10-deg head-down filt
p310 A90-46586
Active thermal control systems for lunar and Martian
exploration
[SAE PAPER 901243] p324 A90-49313
Space Station Freedom CHeCS overview
[SAE PAPER 901258] p312 A90-49327
Space Station requirements for in-flight exercise
countermeasures
[SAE PAPER 901259] p312 A90-49328
Development of the Space Station Freedom
Environmental Health System
[SAE PAPER 901260] p312 A90-49329
Microbiology facilities aboard Space Station Freedom
(SSF)
[SAE PAPER 901262] p308 A90-49330
Advanced air revitalization system modeling and
testing
[SAE PAPER 901332] p 328 A90-49370
Space Station Environmental Health System water
quality monitoring
[SAE PAPER 901351] p 329 A90-49384
A volatile organfcs concentrator for use in monitoring
Space Station water quality
[SAE PAPER 901352] p329 A90-49385
Recent experiences with iodine water disinfection in
Shuttle
[SAE PAPER 901356) p 329 A90-49389
Reach performance while wearing the Space Shuttle
launch and entry suit during exposure to launch
accelerations
[SAE PAPER 901357] p 330 A90-49390
Heart rate and pulmonary function while wearing the
launch-entry crew escape suit (LES) during + Gx
acceleration and simulated Shuttle launch
[SAE PAPER 901358] p330 A90-49391
Computer simulation of cardiovascular changes during
extended duration space flights
[SAE PAPER 901359] p314 A90-49392
Space Station Freedom viewed as a 'tight building'
[SAE PAPER 901382] p 331 A90-49410
Identifying atmospheric monitoring needs for Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901383] p 331 A90-49411
Space Station Freedom contamination requirements and
predictions
[SAE PAPER 901408] p 332 A90-49418
Requirements for extravehicular activities on the lunar
and Martian surfaces
[SAE PAPER 901427] p 333 A90-49428
Design considerations for future planetary space suits
[SAE PAPER 901428] p 333 A90-49429
Bio-reactor chamber
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20929-1] p 113 N90-17252
Three-dimensional coculture process
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21560-1] p 173 N90-18852
Development and application of nonflammable,
high-temperature beta fibers
[NA.SA-TM-10.21561 p211 N90-20645
Hybrid vision activities at NASA Johnson Space
Center p 231 N90-22225
Hazards protection for space suits and spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21366-1] p 297 N90-25498
Telepresence and Space Station Freedom workstation
operations p299 N90-25527
Uniform task level definitions for robotic system
performance comparisons p 377 N90-29855
Telerobotic activities at Johnson Space Center
p379 N90-29875
Application of recursive manipulator dynamics to hybrid
software/hardware simulation p379 N90-29876
Integration of a sensor based multiple robot environment
for space applications: The Johnson Space Center
Teleoperator Branch Robotics Laboratory
p380 N90-29890
Flight experiments in telerobotics-Orbiter middeck
concept p 381 N90-29895
Shuttle remote manipulator system mission preparation
and operations p382 N90-29909
A comparison of the Shuttle remote manipulator system
and the Space Station Freedom mobile servicing center
p382 N90-29910
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
Space Station accommodation of life sciences in support
of a manned Mars mission
[AAS PAPER 87-233] p 35 A90-16532
Evolution and advanced technology
p147 A90-23915
Manual control of the Langley Laboratory telerobotic
manipulator p 147 A90-24022
Biophysical aspects of heavy ton interactions in matter
p 109 A90-25329
Preliminary analyses of space radiation protection for
lunar base surface systems
[SAE PAPER 891487] p 120 A90-274S4
A telerobotic system for automated assembly of large
space structures
[AAS PAPER 88-170] p 291 A90-43467
Nuclear reaction effects in conventional risk assessment
for energetic ion exposure p 311 A90-49065
Risk assessment methodologies for target fragments
produced in high-energy nudeon reactions
p312 A90-49066
Human factors in the presentation of
computer-generated information - Aspects of design and
application in automated flight traffic
p 321 A90-49270
Deep-space radiation exposure analysis for solar cycle
XXI (1975-1986)
[SAE PAPER 901347] p314 A90-49381
Rapidly quantifying the relative distortion of a human
bladder
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13901-1-NP] p 208 N90-21519
Image gathering, coding, and processing: End-to-end
optimization for efficient and robust acquisition of visual
information p230 N90-22224
Development of a stereo 3-D pictorial primary flight
display p239 N90-22955
Determination of depth-viewing volumes for stereo
three-dimensional graphic displays
[NASA-TP-2999] p 241 N90-22965
Usefulness of heart measures in flight simulation
p287 N90-25542
System architectures for telerobotic research
p378 N90-29872
Comparison of joint space versus task force load
distribution optimization for a multiarm manipulator
system p379 N90-29873
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsvllto, AL.
Three-dimensional structure of human serum albumin
p7 A90-11500
Application of btocatalysts to Space Station ECLSS and
PMMS water reclamation
[SAE PAPER 891442] p 155 A90-27413
Microgravity sensitivities for Space Station ECLS
subsystems
[SAE PAPER 891483] p 158 A90-27450
Ecology of micro-organisms in a small closed system -
Potential benefits and problems for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 891491 ] p 111 A90-27458
System level design analyses for the Space Station
Environmental Control and Life Support System
[SAE PAPER 891500] p 158 A90-27467
CMIF ECLS system test findings
[SAE PAPER 891552] p 162 A90-27515
Phase III integrated water recovery testing at MSFC -
Design, plans, and protocols
[SAE PAPER 891554] p 163 A90-27516
Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support
System Test Facility at Marshall Space Flight Center
[SAE PAPER 891555] p 163 A90-27517
Preliminary crystallographic examination of a novel
fungal lysozyme from Chalaropsis p243 A90-40377
Past and present environmental control and life support
systems on manned spacecraft
[SAE PAPER 901210] p 323 A90-49285
Space Station Freedom Environmental Control and Life
Support System design - A status report
[SAE PAPER 901211] ' p 323 A90-49286
Water recovery and management test support modeling
for Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 901214] p 323 A90-49289
Human subjects concerns in ground based ECLSS
testing - Managing uncertainty in closely recycled
systems
[SAE PAPER 901251] p 325 A90-49320
Phase III Simplified Integrated Test (SIT) results - Space
Station ECLSS testing
[SAE PAPER 901252] p325 A90-49321
Test bed design for evaluating the Space Station ECLSS
Water Recovery System
[SAE PAPER 901253] p 325 A90-49322
Facility for generating crew waste water product for
ECLSS testing
[SAE PAPER 901254] p 325 A90-49323
Computer aided system engineering and analysis
(CASE/A) modeling package for ECLS systems - An
overview
[SAE PAPER 901267] P 327 A90-49336
Human serum albumin crystals and method of
preparation
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28234-1 ] P 203 N90-20616
The environmental control and life support system
advanced automation project. Phase 1: Application
evaluation P298 N90-25523
RotatJonally actuated prosthetic helping hand
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28426-1] p 334 N90-27261
. Space Station Freedom ECLSS: A step toward
autonomous regenerative life support systems
P335 N90-27297
Simulation-based intelligent robotic agent for Space
Station Freedom P 335 N90-27298
Robot dynamics in reduced gravity environment
P336 N90-27333
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Pasadena Office, CA.
Apparatus for imaging deep arterial and coronary
lesions
[NASA-CASE-NPO-17439-1-CU] p 99 N90-16391
Pseudomonas diagnostic assay
[NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1-CU] p 308 N90-27239
National Aerospace Medical Centre, Soesterberg
(Netherlands).
Activities in aerospace medicine
[ETN-90-9546B] p 180 N90-19739
Activities report of the National Aerospace Medical
Center
[ETN-90-96936] p 256 N90-24721
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
CO.
Microbial metabolism of Tholin p215 A90-35015
National Defence Medical Centre, Ottawa (Ontario).
Progressive cervical osteoarthritis in high performance
aircraft pilots P282 N90-25465
National Defence Research Establishment, Stockholm
(Sweden).
Target selection in anti-tank helicopter operations:
Relative weight of cues in target evaluation judgements
[FOA-C-50072-5.2] p 255 N90-23881
Target selection in anti-tank operations: Effects of
experience
[FOA-C-50073-5.2] p 255 N90-23882
Mode of presentation of cues in policy capturing: A
comparison between verbal and pictorial presentation of
targets in judgement of probability to fire
[FOA-C-50074-5.2] p 255 N90-23883
National Inst for Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, OH.
Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to hand-arm vibration
[PB90-168048] p337 N90-28331
National Inst of Health, Bethesda, MD.
Understanding our genetic inheritance. The US Human
genome project: The first five years, FY 1991-1995
[DE90-008240] p 250 N90-24718
National Inst of Standards and Technology. Boulder,
CO.
Physical phenomena and the microgravtty response
p85 N90-13945
National Inst of Standards and Technology,
Qalthersburg, MD.
Synergistic effects of nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide
following acute inhalation exposures in rats
[PB89-214779] p 35 N90-12150
Trajectory generation of space telerobots
p364 N90-29055
The flight telerobotic servicer From functional
architecture to computer architecture
p372 N90-29823
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(OntartoX
Instability of ocular torsion in zero gravity - Possible
implications for space motion sickness
p345 A90-51393
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab, Pensacola,
Fl_
A Scheiner-principle pocket optometer for
self-evaluation and biofeedback accommodation training
[AD-A213171] p 51 N90-13027
A review of circadian effects on selected human
information processing tasks
[AD-A214673] p 121 N90-17256
Identifying the circadian cycle in human information
processing data using periodicity analysis: A synopsis
[AD-A214674] p 121 N90-17257
Personality assessment in aviation selection
p142 N90-17289
Predicting Air Combat Maneuvering (ACM)
performance p 143 N90-17294
Development of a performance-based test of gaze
capability. A threshold approach
[AD-A214675] p 145 N90-17301
A comparison of the mechanisms of cold- and
microgravrty-induced fluid loss
[AD-A218098] p 206 N90-20631
Effects of cholinergic drugs on exercise performance
and simple reaction time of rhesus monkeys
[AD-A219455] p 244 N90-23862
High peak power microwave pulses at 2.37 GHz: No
effects on vigilance performance in monkeys
[AD-A219570] p245 N90-23863
Mental lapses and event-related potentials
[AD-A2194S4] p254 N90-23878
Effect of laser glare and aircraft windscreen on visual
search performance under low ambient lighting
[AD-A219456] p 259 N90-23888
Maintaining spatial orientation awareness
p349 N90-28993
Vesrjbular responses and motion sickness during pitch,
roll, and yaw sinusoidal whole-body oscillation
[AD-A223898] p 349 N90-29767
Naval Air Development Center, Warmlnster, PA.
Effectiveness of the Space Shuttle anti-exposure system
in a cold water environment p 292 A90-44641
Riling or outlining shapes with colon The effects on a
visual search task
[AD-A211067] p13 N90-11444
The effect of windscreen bows and HUD pitch ladder
format on pilot performance during simulated flight
[AD-A218139] p 212 N90-21523
Dazzling glare: Protection criteria versus visual
performance
[AD-A219676] p 259 N90-23889
Rheoencephalography in simulated aviation
environmental stress
[AD-A221150] p250 N90-24716
Measurement techniques, evaluation criteria and injury
probability assessment methodologies developed for Navy
ejection and crashworthy seat evaluations
p285 N90-25479
Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC.
Aircrew neck injuries: A new, or an existing,
misunderstood phenomenon p 283 N90-25467
Naval Blodynamtes Lab, New Orleans, LA.
Guidelines for safe human exposure to impact
acceleration, update A
[AD-A215287J p 123 N90-17268
A kinematic/dynamic model for prediction of neck injury
during impact acceleration p 283 N90-25469
Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, CA.
Daytime sleepiness, performance, mood, nocturnal
sleep: The effect of benzodiazepine and caffeine on their
relationship
[AD-A210915] p 10 N90-10533
Test-retest reliability of oxford Medilog 9000 sleep
recording and SS-90-3 sleep stage scoring
[AD-A211165] p 10 N90-11440
Demonstration of replicable dimensions of health
behaviors
[AO-A211920] p46 N90-12161
Psychophysiological correlates of human adaptation in
antarctica
[AD-A216679] p 126 N90-18142
The integrated area measure of visual endogenous
ERPs: Relation to cognitive workload and hemisphere
[AD-A223191] p318 N90-27255
Melatonin, light and, circadian cycles
[AD-A223196] p318 N90-27256
Prevalence of hypertension among active duty
personnel
(AD-A223892], , p 347 N90-28968
1 :
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1
'' Minimal-sleep" to maintain performance: Search for sleep
quantum in sustained operations
[AD-A223815] p 349 N90-29770
Optimism and cardiovascular reactivity to psychological
and cold pressor stress
[AD-A223818] p 349 N90-29771
Coping strategies and mood during cold weather
training
[AD-A223915] p 354 N90-29773
Naval Medical Research Inst, Bethesda, MD.
Radio frequency (13.56 MHz) energy enhances
rewarming from mild hypothermia
[AD-A212703] p 50 N90-13024
Effects of serial wet-dry:wet cold exposure: Thermal
balance, physical activity, and cognitive performance
[AD-A212704] p 51 N90-13025
Statistically based decompression tables 5:
Haldane-Vann models for air diving
[AD-A214934] p122 N90-17261
Arginine vasopressin lowers pulmonary artery pressure
in hypoxic rats by releasing artrial natriuretic peptide
[AD-A215986] p 113 N90-18134
C-13
Naval Personnel Res. and Development Center, San Diego, Calif. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Use of self-induced hypnosis to modify thermal balance
during cold water immersion
[AD-A216156] p 126 N90-18140
Alterations in the metabolic and sympathetic response
to cold exposure after cold air acclimation
[AD-A216817] p 127 N90-18144
Work enhancement and thermal changes during
intermittent work in cool water after carbohydrate
loading
[AD-A222877] p315 N90-27247
Naval Personnel Research and Development Center,
Son Diauo, CA.
The effect of incentives on the reliability and validity of
cognitive speed tests
[AD-A211346] P 62 N90-12181
Real-time measurement of mental workload using
psychophystological measures
[AD-A221462] p319 N90-272S8
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.
Analysis of the accuracy of a proposed target motion
analysis procedure
[AD-A219481] p 254 N90-23880
Motion sickness, visual displays, and armored vehicle
design
[AD-A222678] p 302 N90-26506
Vehicle path-planning in three dimensions using optics
analogs for optimizing visibility and energy cost
p376 N90-29853
Naval Research Lab, Washington, DC.
Eye/sensor protection against laser irradiation organic
nonlinear optical materials
[AD-A210599] p9 N90-10531
Naval Submarine Medical Canter, Groton, CT.
Workshop on the Effects of Combined Fire Products
on Human Physiological and Psychological Performance
[AD-A215465] p 123 N90-17270
The kinetics of dark adaptation in hypoxic subjects
[AD-A218641] p221 N90-22885
Motor and cognitive performance do not change during
a ten-week submarine patrol
[AD-A218639] p 242 N90-22969
Naval Submarine Medical Research Lab, Groton, CT.
Effect of extraneous color-coded targets on identification
of targets on CRT displays
[AD-A219473] p2S4 N90-23879
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Oahlgren, VA.
Selective teaming algorithm for certain types of learning
failure in multilayer perceptrons
[AD-A223982] p 353 N90-28998
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA.
Muttisensor evaluation framework
[AD-A224271] p 382 N90-29913
Navy Experimental DMng Unit, Panama City, FL.
Insulation, compressibility and absorbency of dry suit
undergarments
[AD-A215944] p168 N90-18149
Field management of accidental hypothermia during
diving
[AD-A219560] p 247 N90-23866
Arctic cold weather medicine and accidental
hypothermia
[AD-A223090] p 287 N90-26487
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
San Diego. CA.
Brain activity during tactical decision-making. Part 3:
Relationships between probe-evoked potentials,
simulation performance, and on-job performance
[AD-A217207] p 209 N90-20638
Nebraska Urrtv, Omaha.
Non-ejection neck injuries in high performance aircraft
p 281 N90-25461
Netherlands Aerospace Medical Centre, Soesterberg.
Spatial disorientation incidents in the RNLAF F16 and
F5 aircraft and suggestions for prevention
p 351 N90-28973
New Mexico State Untv, Las Cruces.
Sources and processing of CELSS wastes
p59 A90-15435
Cartesian control of redundant robots
p358 N90-29004
New South Wales Univ., Kensington (Australia).
A prototype computer-aided modelling tool for
Ufa-support system models
[SAE PAPER 901269] p 327 A90-49337
The effects of linear acceleration on perception and
nystagmus p220 N90-22209
New South Wales Untv, Sydney (Australia).
Excitatory and inhibitory backward conditioning in the
rat p217 N90-22204
New York InsL of Tech, Danla, FL.
Application of visual psychophysics to the design of
video systems for use in space p 257 A90-38870
New York Untv, New York.
Life sciences and space research XXIII(3): Natural and
artificial ecosystems; Proceedings of the Topical Meetings
of the 27th COSPAR Plenary Meeting, Espoo, Finland,
July 18-29, 1988 p57 A90-15426
Transpiration during life cycle in controlled wheat
growth p58 A90-15432
The case for cellulose production on Mars
[AAS PAPER 87-232] p 60 A90-16531
visual motion perception
[AD-A210994] p46 N90-12160
Three stages and two systems of visual processing
[AD-A212670] p 53 N90-13032
Attention, imagery, and memory: A neuromagnetic
investigation
[AD-A224560] p 354 N90-29775
Teleoperation experiments with a Utah/MIT hand and
a VPL DataGlove p380 N90-29883
New York Untv. Medical Center.
A geometric analysis of semicircular canals and induced
activity in their peripheral afferents in the rhesus monkey
p 171 A90-28084
Computing with neural maps: Application to perceptual
and cognitive functions
[AD-A216689] p 126 N90-18143
NHgata Univ. (Japan).
Subcritical and supercritical water oxidation of CELSS
model wastes p59 A90-15436
North Carolina State Untv, Raleigh.
Membrane fusion: The role of polyphosphabdylinositol
[AD-A211289] p 36 N90-12156
Three dimensional object recognition employing
combined visual and tactile sensing
[PB89-219489] p 52 N90-12176
Regulation of nitrogen uptake and assimilation: Effects
of nitrogen source, root-zone pH, and aerial CO2
concentration on growth and productivity of soybeans
[NASA-CH-177546] p 168 N90-18147
The 3-D vision system integrated dexterous hand
p376 N90-29850
North Carolina Untv, Chapel HUL
Regional distribution of mineral and matrix in the femurs
of rats flown on Cosmos 1887 biosatellite
p197 A90-34014
Overtraining and exercise motivation: A research
prospectus p256 N90-24982
A real-time optical 3D tracker for head-mounted display
systems
[AD-A222747] p 303 N90-26508
A real-time optical 6D tracker for head-mounted display
systems
[AD-A222884] p334 N90-27262
Tracking a head-mounted display in a room-sized
environment with head-mounted cameras
[AD-A222545] p 335 N90-27266
North Carolina Uithr, Greensboro.
Factor analytic reduction of the carotid-cardiac
baroreflex parameters p 99 N90-16693
North Carolina Unhr, Wilmington.
Bone growth and calcium balance during simulated
weightlessness in the rat p 107 A90-24396
North Dakota State Untv, Fargo.
DURIP-lnstrumentation for recording and analyzing
multiple input/output saccadic eye movement
neurosensory control
[AD-A219905] p 248 N90-23871
Northeastern Untv, Boston, MA.
A model for visual attention
[AD-A214505] p 144 N90-17297
Northrop Corp, Hawthorne, CA.
A methodology for the objective measurement of pilot
situation awareness p 351 N90-28974
Northwestern Untv, Evanston, ll_
Comparison of structural subuntts of the core
light-harvesting complexes of photosynthetic bacteria
[DE90-001412] p68 N90-14765
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, KJeller.
Human performance models
[FFI-90/7002] p302 N90-26502
Norwegian Underwater Technology Center Ltd,
Laksevaag.
Stress and performance during a simulated flight in a
F-16 simulator p 142 N90-17285
NSI Technology Services Corp, Dayton, OH.
Proceedings of the 17th Conference on Toxicology
[AD-A215076] p 122 N90-17263
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, TN.
Report of the First Annual Airborne Weapons Training
Technology Review
[DE90-007189] p 183 N90-19747
Oak Ridge National Lab, TN.
Human factors survey of advanced instrumentation and
controls
[DE9<WX>2477] p 83 N90-14776
Short-term bioassays may be useful in evaluating
fiber/whisker hazards
{DE90003707] p 99 N90-16393
Job planning and execution monitoring for a
human-robot symbiotic system
[DE90-004464] p 167 N90-17315
Risk analysis: Fundamental concepts, regulatory
toxicology, and relative comparisons from radiation
biology
[DE90-002466] p 177 N90-18856
Teleoperator servoloop tuning using an expert system
CDE90-005674] p 192 N90-18876
An approach to elemental task learning
[DE90-006614] p 193 N90-19745
A human factors testbed for ground-vehicle telerobotics
research
[DE90-006618] p 193 N90-19746
HERMIES-3: A step toward autonomous mobility,
manipulation, and perception p 366 N90-29065
The laboratory telerobotic manipulator program
p378 N90-29869
OoouCS* Inc.) Ansnotm, CA*
Intensity dependent spread theory
p230 N90-22223
The intensity dependent spread model and color
constancy p 231 N90-22228
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA.
Cognitive and Neural Sciences Division 1989
programs
[AD-A212634] p 78 N90-14769
Ohio State Untv, Columbus.
Enroute flight-path planning - Cooperative performance
of flight crews and knowledge-based systems
p152 A90-26224
Experiments in identification and control of flexible-link
manipulators p368 N90-29787
A layered abduction model of perception: Integrating
bottom-up and top-down processing in a multi-sense
agent p376 N90-29851
Oklahoma Untv, Norman.
Molecular biology and physiology of methanogenic
archaebacteria
[AD-A210399]
 P3 N90-10522
Old Dominion Coll., Norfolk, VA.
Expert systems for automated maintenance of a Mars
oxygen production system
[NASA-CH-186209] p 230 N90-22215
Old Dominion Untv, Norfolk, VA.
Investigation of automated task learning, decomposition
and scheduling
[NASA-CR-186791] p 290 N90-26488
Oregon Untv, Eugene.
Visual processing in texture segregation
[AD-A216539] p 179 N90-19737
The perception of three-dimensionality across
continuous surfaces p235 N90-22924
Organlsaue voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelljk
Onderzoek, Detft (Netherlands).
Omro-directional human head-neck response
[SAE-861893] p 285 N90-25478
Osaka Unlv, Toyonaka (Japan).
Modeling and sensory feedback control for space
manipulators p 370 N90-29807
Pacific Northwest Lab, Rlchland, WA.
Introduction to extremely-low-frequency electric and
magnetic fields
[DE90-002662] p 94 N90-15578
Biological effects of ELF (Extremely-Low-Frequency)
electric and magnetic fields
[DE90-008634] p 201 N90-21514
Pactflc-Slerra Research Corp, Los Angeles, CA.
Effects of protracted ionizing radiation dosage on
humans and animals: A brief review of selected
investigations
[AD-A222240] p 309 N90-27241
Effects of ionizing radiation on the performance of
selected tactical combat crews
[AD-A222880] p315 N90-27248
Paralba Untv, Joao Pessoa (Brazil).
Proceedings of the 6th Regional Symposium on
Biophysics
[DE90-619618] p217 N90-22206
Parts V Unhr. (France).
Dynamical modifications to the head, load factors from
additional weight p 284 N90-25472
C-14
CORPORA TE SOURCE San Jose State Univ.
Electrocardiogram of military aircraft pilots measured
during real flight missions: Study of the variability of the
cardiac rhythm in correlation with working stress
[ETN-90-97453] p 316 N9O-28324
Loss of alertness and consciousness from pilot position
during long range flight p 353 N90-28990
Pattern Analysis and Recognition Corp, New Hartford,
NY.
Survey of ERIM approaches applicable to
semi-automatic target detection and cueing for
muttispectral and muttisensor exploitation
[AD-A214241] p144 N90-17296
Pennsylvania State Univ., Herahey.
The effects of fixation and restricted visual field on
vectiorHnduced motion sickness p278 A9CM4631
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Sulfur, ultraviolet radiation, and the early evolution of
life p89 A90-20177
The effects of fixation and restricted visual field on
vectiorHnduced motion sickness p278 A90-44631
Wrist orientation effect on grip strength and
endurance
[PB89-20093S] p 61 N90-12179
Measurement of the light flux density patterns from
luminaires proposed as photon sources for photosynthesis
during space travel
[NASA-CR-186124] p 68 N90-13916
Gravitropism in plants: Hydraulics and wall growth
properties of responding cells p86 N90-13950
The effects of high intensity cycle exercise on
sympatho-adrenal-medullary response patterns
[AD-A217962] p 206 N90-20628
The effects of graded exercise at sea level on plasma
proenkephalin peptkte F and catecholamine responses
[AD-A218195] p 206 N90-20633
Kinematic and kinetic analyses of drop landings
p207 N90-21517
A comparative analysis of work-hour forecasting
techniques at the crew level
[AD-A220706] p 260 N90-23894
Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia.
Do the design concepts used for the space flight
hardware directly affect cell structure and/or cell function
ground based simulations p86 N90-13953
Neuromorphic optical signal processing and image
understanding for automated target recognition
[AD-A219827] p 255 N90-23884
Real time inverse kinematics with joint limits and spatial
constraints
[AD-A220462] p 263 N90-24723
Active perception and exploratory robotics
[MS-CIS-89-65] p297 N90-25501
Assembly via disassembly. A case in machine perceptual
development
[NASA-CR-186867] p 301 N90-26497
Grasping with mechanical intelligence
[NASA-CR-186864] p 301 N90-26498
How do robots take two parts apart
p365 N90-29061
On the stability of robotic systems with random
communication rates p 377 N90-29865
Pertdn-Elmer Corp, Pomona, CA.
Atmosphere and water quality monitoring on Space
Station Freedom
[NASA-CR-186707] p 366 N90-29084
Photo Catalytic*, Inc, Boulder, CO.
PhotocatatyBc post-treatment in waste water
reclamation systems
[SAE PAPER 891508] p 159 A90-27475
Phytoresource Research, Ine, College Station, TX.
Thin film bkxeactors in space p 27 A90-15068
Ptoa Univ. (Italy).
Sensor-based fine telemanipulation for space robotics
p374 N90-29841
Pittsburgh Unhr, PA.
Nystagmus responses in a group of normal humans
during earth-horizontal axis rotation p317 A90-49046
VTsual-vestibular interaction in humans during
earth-horizontal axis rotation p317 A90-49O48
Influence of gravity on cat vertical vestibulo-ocular
reflex p307 A90-49053
Earth horizontal axis rotational responses in patients with
unilateral peripheral vestibular deficits
p318 A90-49069
Eyes open versus eyes closed - Effect on human
rotational responses p 318 A90-49070
Feedback effects in computer-based skill learning
[AD-A214560] p 144 N90-17298
Efficient specialization of relational concepts
[AD-A218889] P 224 N90-22894
A preliminary analysis of the SOAR architecture as a
basis for general intelligence
[AD-A218913] p 224 N90-22896
Towards the knowledge level in SOAR: The role of the
architecture In the use of knowledge
[NASA-CR-186615] p 224 N90-22897
Stochastic interactive activation and the effect of context
on perception
[AD-A218929] p 224 N90-22898
Designing good experiments to test bad hypotheses
[AD-A218977] p 225 N90-22900
What makes some problems hard: Explorations in the
problem space of difficulty
[AD-A219002] p 225 N90-22901
Discovering problem solving strategies: What humans
do and machines don't (yet)
[AD-A219008] p 225 N90-22902
Rules and maps in connectionist symbol processing
[AD-A219028] p 225 N90-22903
Connectjonism and compositional semantics
[AD-A219029] p 225 N90-22904
Learning events in the acquisition of three skills
[AD-A219038] p 226 N90-22905
Information processing approaches to cognitive
development
[AD-A219200] p 226 N90-22908
Toward a SOAR theory of taking instructions for
immediate reasoning tasks
[AD-A219201] p226 N90-22909
Learning artificial grammars with competitive chunking
[AD-A219270] p 227 N90-22911
A task-analytic approach to the automated design of
information graphics
[AD-A219271] p 227 N90-22912
Laboratory replication of scientific discovery processes
[AD-A219273] p 227 N90-22913
Perceived orientation, spatial layout and the geometry
of pictures p236 N90-22933
Plessey Research Roke Manor Ltd, Romsey (England).
A guide to reasoning under uncertainty
[REPT-72/87/R486U] p 77 N90-13932
Polltecnlco dl MUano (Italy).
Redundant sensorized arm+hand system for space
telerobotized manipulation p 368 N90-29792
Redundancy in sensors, control and planning of a robotic
system for space teterobotfcs p375 N90-29847
PRC Kentron, Inc, Hampton, VA.
A telerobotic system for automated assembly of large
space structures
[AAS PAPER 88-170] p 291 A90-43467
Princeton Univ., NJ.
Volumetric visualization of 3D data
p 241 N90-22964
Purdue Untv, West Lafayette, IN.
Plant features measurements for robotics
p95 N90-16695
Weighted feature selection criteria for visual servoing
ofatelerobot p369 N90-29801
Queens Unrv, Kingston (Ontario).
RCTS: A flexible environment for sensor integration and
control of robot systems; the distributed processing
approach p376 N90-29852
RECOM Software, Ine, Moffett Field, CA.
DAWN (Design Assistant Workstation) for advanced
physical-chemical life support systems
[SAE PAPER 891481] p 157 A90-27448
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst, Troy, NY.
Oligomerization reactions of deoxyribonudeotides on
montmorillonite clay - The effect of mononucleotide
structure on phosphodiester bond formation
p 172 A90-30619
Planning 3-D collision-free paths using spheres
p382 N90-29024
Research Inst for Advanced Computer Science,
Moffett Field, CA.
An evaluative model of system performance in manned
teleoperational systems p 149 A90-26202
Research Triangle Inst, Research Triangle Park, NC.
NASA spinoffs to btoengineering and medicine
[IAF PAPER 89-683] p 40 A90-13673
A human factors evaluation of Extravehicular Activity
gloves
[SAE PAPER 891472] p 157 A90-27440
Retina Foundation, Boston, MA.
Eye movements and spatial pattern vision
[AD-A211650] p48 N90-12169
Robotics Research Corp, Mllford, OH.
A 17 degree of freedom anthropomorphic manipulator
p357 N90-2900t
Reflexive obstacle avoidance for
kinematically-redundant manipulators
p363 N90-29047
Rochester Univ., NY.
An architectural model of visual motion understanding
[AD-A214327] p 101 N90-15589
• Time, space and form in vision
[AD-A213889] p 350 N90-28971
Reactive behavior, learning, and anticipation
P382 N90-29908
Rockefeller Univ., New York, NY.
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
[AD-A213886] p 98 N90-15582
Rockwell International Corp, Downey, CA.
A model for a space shuttle sating and failure-detection
expert p336 N90-27314
Rouen Untv. (France).
Method for the evaluation of toxidty of combustion
products from aircraft cabin materials: Analysis and
results p 124 N90-17612
Royal Aerospace Establishment, Famborough
(England).
Keeping the pilot in the loop
[RAE-TM-FM-18] p 105 N90-16396
Tracking in uncertain environments
[RAE-TM-AW-121] p 223 N90-22891
Towards a future cockpit: The prototyping and pilot
integration of the Mission Management Aid (MMA)
p356 N90-28979
The simulation of localized sounds for improved
sttuational awareness p352 N90-289B4
Royal Air Force InsL of Aviation Medicine,
Famborough (England).
Causes of aircrew error in the Royal Air Force
P140 N90-17276
Situations) Awareness Rating Technique (SART): The
development of a tool for aircrew systems design
p 351 N90-28975
Evaluation of the Situational Awareness Rating
Technique (SART) as a tool for aircrew systems design
p 351 N90-28977
Royal Air Force Inst. of Pathology and Tropical
Medicine, Aylesbury (England).
The investigation of paniculate matter in the lungs of
smoke inhalation death victims p 124 N90-17617
Royal Albert Edward Infirmary, Wlgan (England).
The importance of pathophystological parameters in fire
modelling of aircraft accidents p 125 N90-17618
Royal Norwegian Air Force, Bllndem.
Accidents in fighter aircraft caused by human factors.
Why do they occur p140 N90-17278
Royal Norwegian Air Force, Oslo.
Radiological investigation of the vertebral column of
candidates for military flying training tiv> the Royal
Norwegian Air Force p282 N90-25463
Data analysis in cervical trauma p 282 N90-25464
Rutgers - The State Unrv, Ptecataway, NJ.
Portable Dextrous Force Feedback Master for robot
telemanipulation (PDMFF) p365 N90-29058
Rutgers Untv, New Brunswick, NJ.
Effects of oxygen deprivation on incubated rat soleus
muscle p92 A90-21912
Salk InsL for Biological Studies, San Diego, CA.
Model of early self-replication based on covalent
complementarity for a copolymer of glycerate-3-phosphate
and glyceroW-phosphate p90 A90-20183
Energy-rich gtyceric add oxygen esters - Implications
for the origin of glycolysis p339 A90-48097
Template-directed Oligomerization of 5-prime-deoxy
5-nudeosideacetic acid derivatives p339 A90-48098
San Diego State Untv, CA.
Sulfur, ultraviolet radiation, and the early evolution of
life p89 A90-20177
San Francisco Unnr, CA.
Radiation effects in Caenorhabditis elegans -
Mutagenesis by high and low LET ionizing radiation
p67 A90-19301
Descending pathways to the cutaneus trund muscle
motoneuronal cell group In the cat p 112 A90-27622
Experiment K-6-24, K-6-25, K-6-26. Radiation dosimetry
and spectrometry p275 N90-26477
Experiment K-6-27. Analysis of radiographs and
btosamptes from primate studies p 275 N90-26478
San Jose State Untv, CA.
Significance of light and social cues in the maintenance
of temporal organization in man p45 A90-15512
Comparison of thermal (FUR) and television images
p150 A90-26212
Dissociation revisited - Workload and performance in
a simulated flight task p137 A90-26290
The susceptibility of rhesus monkeys to motion
sickness p306 A90-48585
AX-5 space suit reliability model
[SAE PAPER 901361] p 330 A90-49394
C-15
Sandia National Labs.
Experiment K-6-19. Pineal physiology in microgravity:
Relation to rat gonadal function p274 N90-26472
Sandia National Late, ABMiquerque, Nil.
Experiences in teleopefattoo of land vehicles
p239 N90-22954
An alternative control stoicture for telerobotics
p380 N90-29889
Oxygen deficiency monitor system
[DE90-014866] P 383 N90-29917
Santa F« ColL, NM.
Artificial life: The coming evolution
[DE90008860] P 201 N90-21515
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX.
Determining a beno^prevefrting pressure for a space
suit p15 A90-11091
Reach perfonnance while wearing the Space Shuttle
launch and entry sutt during exposure to launch
accelerations
[SAE PAPER 901357] P 330 A90-49390
Heart rate and pulmonary function while wearing the
launch-entry crew escape suit (LES) during + Gx
acceleration and simulated Shuttle launch
[SAE PAPER 901358] P 330 A90-49391
Prescribing spectacles for aviators
[AD-A214830] P 166 N90-17310
The United States Air Force School of Aerospace
Medicine: Special report
[AD-A217740] P 204 N90-20622
High peak power microwave pulses at 2.37 GHz No
effects on vigilance performance in monkeys
[AD-A219570] P 245 N90-23863
Model for predicting the effects of laser exposures and
eye protection on vision
[AD-A219697] P 248 N90-23868
Decompression sickness affecting the
temporomandibular joint
[AD-A220959] P 250 N90-24715
Decompression sickness presenting as a viral
syndrome
[AD-A223880] P 347 N90-28987
The three-dimensional structure of visual attention end
its implications for display design p356 N90-28980
The effects of acoustic orientation cues on instrument
flight performance in a flight simulator
p352 N90-28985
Science Applications International Corp, McLean, VA.
Calcium displacement caused by electromagnetic
[AD-A212690] P 50 N90-13023
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA.
Paradoxical monocular stereopsis and perspective
vergence P234 N90-22922
Smlth-KettJewell Irurt. of Visual Sciences, San
Francisco, CA.
Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
[AD-A216509] P 178 N90-18858
Psychological studies of visual conical function
[AD-A217029] P185 N90-18872
Southampton Univ. (England).
The application of a non-linear least squares method
to predicting seat transmissibility
[ISVR-TR-173] P241 N90-22967
Southeastern Center for Electrical Engineering
Education, Inc., Saint Cloud, FL.
Effects of type of responding on memory/visual search:
Responding just yes or just no can lead to inflexible
perfonnance
[AD-A212764] P 53 N90-13033
Southern California mat. of Architecture, Santa
Monica.
Space station wardroom habttability and equipment
study
[NASA-CR-4246] P 166 N90-17308
Southwest Foundation for Btomedlcal Research, San
Antonio, TX
Program review: The lifetime effects of space radiation
in rhesus monkeys
[AD-A221127] P 268 N90-25454
Southwest Research Inst, San Antonio, TX.
Study of the behavioral and biological effects of high
intensity 60 Hz electric fields
[DE89-015528] P3 N90-11438
Spanish Air Force (23rd Wing), Talavera AFB.
Peripheral nervous velocity of conduction in fighter
pilots p142 N90-17287
SRI International Corp, Meruo Park, CA.
Genetic engineering of single-domain magnetic
[AD-A210332] P 2 N90-10521
Role of refinocortical processing in spatial vision
[AD-A210995] P 74 N90-13918
SpatiotemporaJ characteristics of visual localization,
phase 2
[AD-A212934] P 77 N90-13929
ST Systems Corp, Lanham, MD.
Impedance hand controllers for increasing efficiency in
teleoperations p368 N90-29793
Stanford Unlv, CA.
Carbon balance and productivity of Lemna gibba, a
candidate plant for CELSS p58 A90-15430
Growth rate study of canavalin single crystals
p34 A90-16420
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Control of intelligent robots in space
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Simulation of space-adaptation syndrome on earth
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BAF - An advanced ecological concept for air quality
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Air loop concepts for environmental control and life
support
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The ESA astronaut sleep restraint - Its development and
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Fatigue and safety - A reassessment
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A human performance re-interpretation of factors
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Geotropic sensitivity of hornets p27 A90-15072
Carbon balance and productivity of Lemna gibba, a
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Attention in dichoptic and binocular vision
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The effect of repeated doses of 30 mg pyridostigmine
bromide on pilot performance in an A-4 flight simulator
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Blood pressure response to exercise in normotensive
and hypertensive young men p 203 A90-33661
Effects of biodynamic coupling on the human operator
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The intrinsic approach to space robotic manipulators
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Treatment of laser-induced retinal injuries
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Adjustment and validation of the mathematical prediction
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Automation in navigation and its consequences for
man-machine interactions p 101 A90-20552
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New perspectives in the treatment of hypoxic and
ischemic brain damage - Effect of gangliosides
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Closed and continuous algae cultivation system for food
production and gas exchange in CELSS
p60 A90-15445
Difference in cardiovascular responses to blood pooling
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Experimental study of the whole-body response in a
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time during anti-G training p 201 A90-32389
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Electronic modulation of biomaterial functions
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Changes of blood cells after hyper-gravity exposure
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Miniaturization study of heat exhausting radiator of lunar
base
[SAE PAPER 901206] p 322 A90-49281
Human requirements for quality life in lunar base
[SAE PAPER 901207] p 322 A90-49282
Water recycling system for CELSS environment in
p322 A90-49283
p322 A90-49284
Breeding of hydrogen producing anaerobic bacteria.
Cellulase secretion from transformed Escherichia coli
JM109
[DE90-710739] p113 N90-18133
Development of a multipurpose hand controller for
JEMRMS p 229 N90-22087
How to reinforce perception of depth in single
two-dimensional pictures p 237 N90-22937
Teleoperation of a force controlled robot manipulator
without force feedback to a human operator
p262 N90-24305
Capture of free-flying payloads with flexible space
manipulators p367 N90-29784
Manipulators with flexible links: A simple model and
experiments p367 N90-29786
Robotic tele-existence p 369 N90-29796
Modeling and sensory feedback control for space
manipulators p370 N90-29807
Next generation space robot p 381 N90-29899
L
LITHUANIA
Evaluation of experiments involving the study of plant
orientation and growth under different gravitational
conditions p25 A90-15053
Formation and growth of callus tissue of Arabidopsis
under changed gravity p 25 A90-15055
m
MEXICO
Occupational injuries suffered by flight attendants while
on board p 41 A90-13746
The gamma-irradiation of aqueous solutions of urea -
Implications for chemical evolution p105 A90-20178
Concept of adaptability in space modules
p356 A90-52753
N
[SAE PAPER 901208]
Status of JEM ECLSS design
[SAE PAPER 901209]
NETHERLANDS
The use of graphs in the ergonomic evaluation of tall
pilots'sitting posture p 13 A90-10262
Was adenine the first purine? p 21 A90-10425
Developmental biology in space - Why and how?
p27 A90-15070
Fertilization of frog eggs on a sounding rocket in
space p28 A90-15076
Influence of gravitoinertial force on vestibular nystagmus
in man observed in a centrifuge p42 A90-15078
Hearing loss and radiotelephony intelligibility in civilian
airline pilots p96 A90-20146
Facilities for cell-biology research in weightlessness
p 91 A90-21730
Biological processing in space p 91 A90-21731
Readability improvements of emergency checklists
p 151 A90-26214
Vestibule-ocular responses in man to -t-Gz
hypergravrty p246 A90-39645
Internal representation, internal model, human
performance model and mental workload
p317 A90-47500
Hermes-crew integration aspects
[SAE PAPER 901390] p 332 A90-49417
Pre- and postflight postural control of the D1 Spacelab
mission astronauts examined with a tilting room
[IZF-1988-25] p63 N90-13039
Spatial tests for aviators
[IZF-1988-15] p63 N90-13041
Application of active noise reduction for hearing
protection and speech intelligibility improvement
[IZF-1988-21] p63 N90-13042
The structural memory: A network model for human
perception of serial objects
[CWI-CS-R8829] p77 N90-13930
Compensatory tracking in disturbance tasks and target
following tasks. The influence of cockpit motion on
performance and control behavior
[LR-511] p78 N90-13933
Prediction of success in flight training by single- and
dual-task performance p 143 N90-17293
Standardized tests for research with environmental
stressors: The AGARD STRES battery
p 144 N90-17295
Vestibular examination of motion sick student pilots
[IZF-1988-22] p180 N90-19738
Activities in aerospace medicine
[ETN-90-95468] p 180 N90-19739
The effect of moisture absorption in clothing on the
human heat balance
[AD-A217899] p 205 N9TJ-20626
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Space adaptation syndrome induced by a long duration
+3Gx centrifuge run
[AD-A218248] P 208 N90-21518
HERA and EVA co-operation scenarios
p 261 N90-24299
Robot-based equipment manipulation and transportation
for the Columbus free flying laboratory
p 261 N90-24300
The European EVA spacesuit mechanisms
p263 N90-24481
Activities report of the National Aerospace Medical
Center
[ETN-90-96936] p 256 N90-24721
Electronystagmographic findings following cervical
injuries p282 N90-25466
Analysis of the biomechanic and ergonomic aspects of
the cervical spine under load p283 N90-2S470
Omni-directional human head-neck response
[SAE-861893] P 285 N90-25478
On the relation between various levels of target
acquisition
[IZF-1989-38] P289 N90-25492
PHIND, an analytical model to predict target acquisition
distance with image intensifies
[IZF-1989-45] P289 N90-25493
Influence of gravito-inertial force on vestibular
nystagmus in man
[IZF-1989-24] p316 N90-28325
Physiological reactions to heat stress; quantifying the
effects of individual parameters
[IZF-1989-30] P316 N90-28326
Physical characteristics of clothing materials with regard
to heat transport
[IZF-1989-10] P337 N90-28336
Categorization and identification of simultaneous
targets
[IZF-1989-22] P338 N90-28337
Calculation of clothing insulation and vapour
resistance
[IZF-1989-49] p 338 N90-28338
Situational awareness and vestibular stimulation: The
influence of whole-body rotation upon task performance
[IZF-1989-14] P353 N90-28994
Cognition versus sensation: A paradigm for
reorientatJon
[IZF-1989-20] P353 N90-28995
Proprioception in aircraft control
[IZF-1989-43] P366 N90-29082
Frequency and ventilation: A survey of theoretical and
experimental ventilation modelling
[LR-625] P350 N90-29772
Concept synthesis of an equipment manipulation and
transportation system EMATS p375 N90-29844
NEW ZEALAND
Integration of a low cost part task trainer (Advanced
Training Device - ATD) into a flight crew development
program p 130 A90-26204
Pilot competency - An analysis of abilities requisite to
professional flight crew development
p 134 A90-26262
Pilots' perception of risks and hazards in general
aviation p253 A90-39641
Did membrane electrochemistry precede translation?
p305 A90-46652
NORWAY
Reduced systolic blood pressure elevations during
maximum exercise at simulated altitudes
p40 A90-13738
Rhythmic biological systems under micro-g conditions
p29 A90-15084
The effect of hypoxia upon macular recovery time in
normal humans p71 A90-17519
Vascular response of retinal arteries and veins to acute
hypoxia of 8000, 10,000, 12,500, and 15,000 feet of
simulated altitude p114 A90-24428
Accidents in fighter aircraft caused by human factors.
Why do they occur p 140 N90-17278
Stress and performance during a simulated flight in a
F-16 simulator p 142 N90-17285
Activation: Positive and negative effects of the alarm
system in the brain P 143 N90-17290
Radiological investigation of the vertebral column of
candidates for military flying training the the Royal
Norwegian Air Force p282 N90-25463
Data analysis in cervical trauma p282 N90-25464
Human performance models
[FFI-90/7002] p302 N90-26502
POLAND
The effects of nutritional correctors on biochemical,
immunological, and work capacity indicators of a flight crew
under the conditions of a 3-week fitness training camp
p4 A90-10242
The relation between the levels of free fatty acids and
cortisol in blood serum and +Gz acceleration tolerance
p4 A90-10243
Selectivity and divisibility of attention as a predictor of
success in pilot training p 11 A90-10244
The effects of the Schultz-Luthe relaxation technique
on perceptual-motor performance in group psychotherapy
subjects p11 A90-10245
Tolerance to acute hypoxia as related to physical
efficiency p4 A90-10246
Effects of a single dose of acetaminophen on the
selectivity of attention in pilots p 4 A90-10247
Some personality determinants of perceptual-motor
performance p 11 A90-10248
Selected physical training exercises for pilots affecting
the cardiovascular system and leading to increased
acceleration tolerance p 5 A90-10249
Some temperamental determinants of the efficiency of
pilot training p222 A90-35880
Adenyl nudeotides in isolated neuron fractions of the
cerebral cortex in the case of acute and moderate
hypoxia p215 A90-35882
SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF
Anti-LPS antibodies reduce endotoxemia in whole body
Co-60 irradiated primates - A preliminary report
p306 A90-48584
SPAIN
Insects as test systems for assessing the potential role
of microgravity in biological development and evolution
p27 A90-15071
Relation between flight hours and peripheral nervous
conduction velocity p 176 A90-305B8
Peripheral nervous velocity of conduction in fighter
pilots p 142 N90-17287
Evaluation of the performance capability of the aviator
under hypoxic conditions operational experience
p348 N90-2B991
SWEDEN
Responses to changed periusion pressure in working
muscles - Factors to be considered in exercise testing in
space flights? p42 A90-15481
Effect of spectral flash on readaptation time
p114 A90-24430
Report on the workshop - 'Chemical evolution and
neo-abiogenesis in marine hydrothermal systems'
p305 A90-48091
Psychological reactions of pilots involved in accidents
in the Swedish Air Force p 140 N90-17279
Target selection in anti-tank helicopter operations:
Relative weight of cues in target evaluation judgements
[FOA-C-50072-5.2] p 255 N90-23881
Target selection in anti-tank operations: Effects of
experience
[FOA-C-50073-5.2] . p 255 N90-23882
Mode of presentation of cues in policy capturing: A
comparison between verbal and pictorial presentation of
targets in judgement of probability to fire
[FOA-C-50074-5.2] p 255 N90-23883
SWITZERLAND
Enzymatic incorporation of a new base pair into DNA
and RNA extends the genetic alphabet
p91 A90-21437
Self-replicating micelles - A chemical version of a minimal
autopoietic system p 172 A90-30621
Neurotransmitter and peptide localization in human
brain
[AD-A219964] p 249 N9O-23873
u
U.S.S.R.
Psychophysiological mechanisms of adaptation and the
functional asymmetry of the brain p 7 A90-10831
Effect of cold adaptation of rats in ice water on their
radiation resistance p 1 A90-10950
Pathogenesis of the pain syndrome in pilots during the
course of a prolonged flight and its prophylaxis
p7 A90-12275
Ribosomes, cristae, and the phylogeny of lower
eukaryotes p 1 A90-12349
Role of microflora and algoflora in assimilation of
volcanic substrates p1 A90-12350
Resonance effects in the EEG during photostimulation
with variable-frequency flashes. II - Regional
characteristics of resonance effects p 7 A90-12409
Characteristics of body-temperature regulation and the
functional activity of human-skin receptors during seasonal
adaptation to high temperature in an arid area
p7 A90-12410
Psychological status and the metabolism level under
conditions of high temperature and humidity
p8 A90-12411
Weightlessness and elementary biological processes
p 1 A90-12490
Biological effects of lunar soil p2 A90-12491
Biorhythm investigations in space biology and
medicine
 P2 A90-12492
Prospects of studies in space phytobiology
[IAF PAPER 89-578] p 23 A90-13617
Binocular depth perception and its hyperacuity in
common and specially selected subjects
[IAF PAPER 89-588] p 38 A90-13622
Medical results of the flight of the second prime crew
on the orbital station Mir
[IAF PAPER 89-594] p 38 A90-13626
Cell mechanisms of adaptation to main factors of space
flight
[IAF PAPER 89-608] p 23 A90-13634
The effect of occupational work load on the functional
state of naval-aviation flight personnel
p41 A90-14425
Dependence of the amplitude of kinesthetic evoked
potentials on the velocity and acceleration of the motion
of a monkey's hand p 24 A90-14446
Microgravity and musculoskeletal system of mammals
p25 A90-15052
Plant cell in the process of the adaptation to simulated
microgravity p 25 A90-15054
Calcium gradient in plant cells with polarized growth in
simulated microgravity p 26 A90-15056
Biological effects of galactic radiation HZE particles in
experiments on the orbital station Salyut 7
p26 A90-15057
Effects of prolonged exposure of lettuce seeds to HZE
particles on orbital stations p 26 A90-15058
Plant cell plasma membrane structure and properties
under clinostatting p 26 A90-15061
Ultrastructural and growth indices of Chlorella culture
in multicomponent aquatic systems under space flight
conditions p 27 A90-15063
Long clinostatjon influence on the localization of free
and weakly bound calcium in cell walls of Funaria
hygrometrica moss protonema cells p 27 A90-15064
Long-term experiments on man's stay in biological
life-support system p 58 A90-15433
Changes in kidney response to ADH under hypogravity
- Rat models and possible mechanisms
p30 A90-15482
The effect of microgravity on the reproductive function
of male rats p 31 A90-15488
Calcium homeostasis in prolonged hypokinesia
p43 A90-15492
Microgravfty-induced changes in human bone strength
p43 A90-15493
Studies of space adaptation syndrome in experiments
on primates performed on board of Soviet biosatellite
•Cosmos-1887' p 32 A90-15494
Immunocompetent cells producing humoral mediators
of bone tissue mineral metabolism during space flight
simulation p43 A90-15496
Cardiorespiratory responses to simulated
weightlessness in man p 44 A90-15505
Prevention of radiation sickness, induced by low-level
ionizing radiation, by repeated injections with increasing
doses of chemical radioprotectors p 33 A90-15633
Radioprotective properties of a Co(lll) biocomplex
p33 A90-15634
Radioprotective effects of ATP and ADP on
membrane-bound enzymes p33 A90-15635
Accumulation of the biological effects of microwaves
as displayed in the behavior, the physical efficiency, the
body-mass increase, and the condition of cerebral
neurons p 33 A90-15637
Characteristics of the response of animals belonging
to various typological groups to high-frequency and
microwave electromagnetic radiation p34 A90-15638
Predicting the postradiative radiosensrflvity of mammals
and man according to the LD50 criterion after acute
external irradiation p34 A90-15639
Effect of ionizing radiation on the binding of muscimol
by synaptic membranes of the rat brain
p 34 A90-15640
Effect of ultrahigh-dose ionizing radiation on the content
of cathecholamine mediators in various regions of the rat
brain p 34 A90-15641
Biophysical principles of the effects of cosmic rays and
radiation from accelerators p 34 A90-16047
Neurochemistry of hibernation in mammals
p34 A90-16057
The effect of adaptation to heat and enhanced motor
activity on the thermoregulatjve function of the
motoneuronal pool p 65 A90-17116
The role of catecholaminergic synapses in the formation
mechanism of adaptations mediated by polyphenolic
adaptogens p65 A90-17117
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Interrelationships among the arterial pressure, cardiac
output, and coronary flow during orthostatic reactions
p65 A90-17118
Correcting the thermal state of the human body at the
threat of overheating p69 A90-17119
Biorhythmic mechanisms of adaptive self-regulation of
functions - The interconnection and cyclicity of the
intercomponent and intersystem interactions
p69 A90-17120
The problem of visual illusions in flight personnel
. p69 A90-17214
Protein synthesis in the organs of long-tailed Siberian
suslik (Citellus undulatus) at different functional states
p66 A90-17249
Changes in the neutral peptide-hydrolases of blood and
catecholamines of tissues during adaptation to alpine
hypoxia P66 A90-17273
A procedure for studying changes of the common center
of gravity in humans (stabilometiy) p 69 A90-17274
The role of peroxidation in the mechanism of stress
p66 A90-17275
Equipment and methods for studying the operator's
performance p73 A90-16125
Water content and distribution in tissues of several
visceral organs in conditions of lowered muscle activity
p67 A90-19253
Resonance effect of coherent millimeter-range
electromagnetic radiation on living organisms
p90 A90-20456
Probabilistic characteristic of the functional reliability of
man-machine systems with allowance for possible
failures p 101 A90-21302
Structure of the mental representation of manual control
tasks by human operators p 102 A90-21303
partial decomposition of a stochastic system model in
a man-machine control system p 102 A90-21304
Modeling of the detection of unforeseeable situations
by an operator p 102 A90-21305
Parallel strategy for matching the characteristics of a
man-machine system p 102 A90-21307
Data representation and potential functions in a class
of man-machine systems p 102 A90-21308
Operating algorithms for multilevel man-machine control
systems p 102 A90-21309
An index of pilot workload p 102 A90-21310
Characteristics of the oxygen-transport function of
erythrocytes during acute altitude hypoxia
p96 A90-218S1
Causes of the decline in the state of well-being in pilots
during flight. II p 97 A90-21852
Effect of vibration on the impulse activity of cortical
neurons and their responses to the stimulation of the
posterior hypothalamus and the vestibular Deter nucleus
p 91 A90-21853
Canal-otolith interaction in the presence of otolith
asymmetry p91 A90-21854
Biorhythmology and chronotherapy (Chronobiology and
chronobalneotherapy) p97 A90-22740
Thermoregulation and the sympathetic nervous
system p93 A90-22746
Dynamics of the energy characteristics of the human
organism during transmeridional travels
p 97 A9O-22801
The regulating and activating role of the portal vessel
system in the support of homeostasis in humans subjected
to thermal stress P 97 A90-22802
Elevated skin temperature as a criterion of adaptation
to the high temperature of an arid zone
p97 A90-22803
Changes in the condition of adrenoreceptors in mountain
dwellers with dextraventricular hypertrophy
p 97 A90-22804
The influence of posture on the thermoregulatory activity
of shoulder muscles p 97 A90-22805
The minimal fragment of the P substance, which retains
the properties of this peptide p 93 A90-22819
Change in the potential of the redox state of rat brain
structures during paradoxical sleep p 93 A90-22825
Effects of aminazin, caffeine, and mental-load intensity
on the psychophysiological functions and work efficiency
of humans p 98 A90-22858
Diurnal variations in the efficiency of the operator-type
mental activity during shift work p 100 A90-22859
Regulation of hemopoiesis in an organism exposed to
extreme factors p 107 A90-24220
Blood flow and oxygen saturation in the brain of intact
and anesthetized rabbits under anforthostatic influence
p108 A90-24746
Cerebrovascular effects of motion sickness
p 108 A90-24747
Protective effect of various types and regimens of
adaptation to hypoxia on the development of
stress-induced lesions in KM-line rats
p 108 A90-24748
Effect of unilateral carotid-artery occlusion on the
cerebral blood flow in rats exposed to hypoxia
p 108 A90-24749
Functioning of the cerebral circulation system in rabbits
under hyperthermia p 108 A90-24750
Possibilities of using flight simulators for continuous
medical supervision of aircraft personnel
p115 A90-24759
Methods of creating biological life support systems for
man in space p 148 A90-24805
NeurophysiologicaJ mechanisms of oculomotor behavior
in mammals p110 A90-26378
Emotional stress, postural regulation of blood circulation,
and some discrepancies in the concepts of arterial
hypertrophy pathogenesis p110 A90-26379
EEG-reactions in humans to light flashes of various
frequency p 119 A90-26380
Effect of high-altitude hypoxia on the pulmonary blood
circulation in rats p 171 A90-29024
Characteristics of the porphyrin exchange and erythron
indices in rats under combined effects of physical exercise
and high temperature p 171 A90-29025
Characteristics of trace processes in different regions
of the human cortex p174 A90-29076
Effect of adaptation to intermittent hypoxia on the
tolerance of untrained humans to physical exercise, and
idiopathic heart arrhythmias p 174 A90-29077
Assessing the blood circulation system function during
exposure to ergothermic loads p 174 A90-29078
Orthostatic stability of a healthy human during
hypohydrafon p 174 A90-29079
Acid-base state of the human organism during breathing
in air with various concentrations of carbon dioxide
p174 A90-29080
Establishing functional states of the respiratory and
thermoregulatory systems during work in an atmosphere
containing a high level of carbon dioxide
p175 A90-29081
Engineering creativity in computer-aided design
(Psychological aspects) p 180 A90-30282
The skeletal system and weightlessness
p171 A90-30283
Spatial orientation of pilots (Psychological aspects)
p 181 A90-30289
Current problems in the medical support of flights
p175 A90-30349
Changes in the catecholamine contents in the blood
plasma of rats exposed to high temperatures
p19S A90-32543
Morphological and functional organization of aminergic
systems and their role on the cerebral motor activity
p19S A90-32568
Central control of reactions in the vestibular system
P19S A90-32S69
Change in the sleep-wakefulness cycle in cats in
response to electrical stimulation of the orbital cortex
p 195 A90-32578
Ischemia risk factors in flight personnel and the feasibility
of predicting coronary atherosclerosis
p208 A90-32599
Functional state of carrier-stationed pilots in the initial
period of service p 202 A90-32600
The universe and the origin of life - Origin of organics
on days p198 A90-34276
Chirality and origin of life in space and on planets
p213 A90-34280
Local blood flow in the brain and femur-muscle tissues
in hypoxia under normobarism and hypobarism
p198 A90-34675
Electrophysiological investigation of the functional
organization of the human brain under conditions of
selective attention. I - Normal adults
p209 A90-34676
Central neurophysiological mechanisms regulating the
inhibition of locomotion p 198 A90-34677
Comparative neurophysiological analysis of
thermoregulatory muscular activity in hibernating and
nonhibemating animals during the development of
hypothermia p 198 A90-34678
Changes in volumes of body fluids during different levels
of locomotor activity under thermal stress
p199 A90-34697
Role of human factors widening in new aircraft design
p 228 A90-35686
The change of the semantic space of human emotional
states under time-pressure conditions
p222 A90-35881
Radiation biochemistry of membrane lipids
p215 A90-36148
Neurochemical processes in the central nervous system
during hypothermia p215 A90-36150
Caldera microorganisms p215 A90-36154
Prerequisites for the occurrence and the progress
characteristics of lumbosacral radiculitis in flight personnel
with joint-tropism anomalies p219 A90-37763
Observed genetic effects in experiments with Drosophila
exposed to weightlessness p216 A90-37820
Biophysical and dinical aspects of heliobiology:
Collection of scientific works p 244 A90-419S4
Method for the realization of autonomy and stationarity
principles in the synthesis of ergatic systems
p292 A90-44906
Evaluation of the effect of pilot errors on flight safety
P292 A90-44907
Principles of variability in the control of the precision
movements of humans . p 292 A90-44908
Ergonomic support of aircraft development processes
p 292 A90-44909
Sympathetic nerves control the new formation of
microvessels induced by adaptation to hypoxia
p281 A90-4512S
Evoked potentials during periods of look fixation and
periods of saccadic eye movement in humans
p 309 A90-46S20
Use of automated systems for the assessment of the
health and the adaptive potentials of humans
p310 A90-46521
Adaptation of trained and untrained humans to natural
and technogenic extreme factors under the effect of
adaptogens p 310 A90-46522
The effect of hyperthermia on the cardiovascular system
and acid-base composition of blood in dogs
p305 A90-46523
The chronic effect of an electrostatic field on certain
biochemical indices of tissues p 305 A90-46524
Physiological reserves of the human organism and the
high-attitude environment p 310 A90-46625
Participation of cerebral noradrenergic structures in
thermoregulation during the adaptation to cold
p 306 A90-48199
The influence of serotonine and histamine, introduced
in small doses, on body temperature
P306 A90-48200
Stress-induced deficits of the human immune system
p310 A90-48331
Pumping equipment of autonomous inhabited systems
[SAE PAPER 901250] p325 A90-49319
Emotional state dynamics in the wakefulness-sleep
cycle p 341 A90-50740
The nature of hypermetabolism and tachycardia during
adaptation to cold and experimental hyperthyroidism
p 341 A90-50788
Protective effect of energy substrates, vitamins,
coenzymes, and their complexes on an organism affected
by closed-space factors p 341 A90-50789
The effect of hypoxia on the activity of
glueose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in rat erythrocytes
p 341 A90-50790
Modem concepts concerning human-body adaptation
to hyperbaria and its readaptation after decompression
p344 A90-50791
Superslow fluctuations of CNS functional state indices
and the speed characteristics of the problem-solving
process p 350 A90-50822
Circadian dynamics of the parameters of the human
cardiorespiratory system during physical exercise and
changes in the gaseous medium p 344 A90-50823
Changes in the heat exchange and the nutritional state
of humans during transfers to hot climate regions
p 344 A90-50824
Body temperature, plasma concentrations of calcium,
sodium, and glucose, and the osmotic blood pressure in
humans during the process of adaptation to high
temperatures p 344 A90-50825
Clinical and immunological changes due to general
hypothermia p 345 A90-50848
Pharmacological correction by Asparkam of the
functional state of army pilots in a hot dimate
p345 A90-50849
Biomythms and work capacity of seamen in conditions
of hypokinesia p345 A90-50850
Blood flow and oxygen tension in the brain of a
Central-Asian tortoise under hyperthermia and
hypothermia p 342 A90-52401
Comparative characteristics of arterial pressure changes
in hypertensive and normotensive rats under thermal
stress p 342 A90-52402
The impulse activity of thermoregulatory-center neurons
in a thermoneutral environment p 342 A90-52403
EVA space suit. General concepts of design and
arrangement p 104 N90-15976
UNITED KINGDOM
Robotics and teleoperatjon p60 A90-16352
Work on human adaptation to long-term space flight in
the UK
[AAS PAPER 87-237] p 46 A90-16536
Does the brain know the physics of specular
reflection? p 100 A90-21525
Biomineralization of ferrimagnetic greigite (Fe3S4) and
iron pyrite (FeS2) in a magnetotactic bacterium
p93 A90-22095
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Man-machine interface problems in designing air traffic
control systems p 148 A90-25564
Effects of whole-body vibration waveform and display
collimation on the performance of a complex manual
control task p 117 A90-26011
Are two sources of cockpit information better than
one? p 152 A90-26221
A comparison of cockpit communication B737 - B757
p 131 A90-26233
The work, sleep, and well-being of British charter
pilots p 132 A90-26244
Cabin crew and super long haul flight - Preliminary
findings p 132 A90-26247
Life support - Future trends and developments
[SAE PAPER 891549] p 162 A90-27512
Waste management aboard manned spacecraft
[SAE PAPER 891550] p 162 A90-27513
High-altitude medicine and pathology
p 175 A90-29499
Acupressure and motion sickness p 176 A90-30590
Objective and subjective assessment of image
recognition p 185 A90-31387
Performance and quality of sleep wearing NBC
protective clothing p 209 A90-33658
The effects of microgravity on the skeletal system - A
review p203 A90-34278
Spectacles and sunglasses for aircrew
p218 A90-36287
Presbyopia in pilots p218 A90-36289
The occupational visual requirements of air traffic
controllers p218 A90-36290
Weightlessness and the cardiovascular system
p218 A90-36291
The introduction of the inner immersion coverall for
British Military aircrew p229 A90-38499
Biological and cognitive determination of the
gravitational reference frame p253 A90-38928
Designing the virtual cockpit man-machine interface
p258 A9CM0389
On-line estimation of human operator workload
p258 A90-40839
Sustained peripheral vasoconstriction while working in
continuous intense noise p 278 A90-44628
Spatial disorientation in flight - Scope and limitations
of training p280 A90-44655
Pulmonary considerations of high sustained +Gz
acceleration and G protection p280 A90-44661
Hardware improvements to the helmet mounted
projector on the Visual Display Research Tool (VDRT) at
the naval training systems center p293 A90-45208
Survival in space: Medical problems of manned
spaceflight p 281 A90-45781
Model-based iterative learning control of Space-Shuttle
manipulator
[AIAA PAPER 90-3398] p 320 A90-47653
Life support - Thoughts on the design of safety
systems
[SAE PAPER 901248] p 325 A90-49318
Critical technologies - Spacecraft habttability
[SAE PAPER 901384] p 331 A90-49412
A guide to reasoning under uncertainty
[REPT-72/87/R486U] p 77 N9O-13932
The development of a model of the human responses
to load carriage p 83 N90-14775
Keeping the pilot in the loop
[RAE-TM-FM-18] p 105 N90-16396
Causes of aircrew error in the Royal Air Force
p 140 N90-17276
The trials and tribulations of RAF defence mechanism
testing p 143 N90-17291
Passenger behaviour in aircraft emergencies involving
smoke and fire p 146 N90-17613
Smokehoods donned quickly. The impact of donning
smokehoods on evacuation times p 167 N90-17614
The investigation of paniculate matter in the lungs of
smoke inhalation death victims p 124 N90-17617
The importance of pathophysiological parameters in fire
modelling of aircraft accidents p 125 N90-17618
Modelling time to incapacitation and death from toxic
and physical hazards in aircraft fires
p 125 N90-17619
Study of hydrazine metabolism and trodcity
[AD-A217103] \^ p 173 N90-19736
Tracking in uncertain environments
[RAE-TM-AW-121] p 223 N90-22891
Seeing by exploring p234 N90-22923
The application of a non-linear least squares method
to predicting seat transmissibility
[ISVR-TR-173] p241 N90-22967
A flexible teleoperation test bed for human factors
experimentation p 262 N90-24304
Accurate determination of the complex permittivity of
biological tissue at 90 GHz, 70 GHz, and over a broad
band around 35 GHz
[AD-A222062] p 309 N90-27240
Sttuafonal Awareness Rating Technique (SART): The
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NCC2-139 p57 A90-15427
NCC2-213 p84 N90-13942
NCC2-229 p 34 A9O-16286
p307 A90-49041
NCC2-231 p103 N90-15591
NCC2-266 p92 A90-21914
p92 A90-21915
p94 A90-23194
NCC2-286 p 127 A90-24431
p 135 A90-26273
p 135 A90-26274
p222 A90-36299
NCC2-307 p 180 A90-29842
p 180 A90-29843
NCC2-332 p 180 A90-29842
p180 A90-29843
NCC2-333 p 381 N90-29898
NCC2-356 p 166 N90-17308
NCC2-363 p 197 A90-34014
NCC2-377 p 181 A90-31327
NCC2-379 p 127 A90-25025
p 137 A90-26294
p 184 A90-31375
NCC2-479 p 193 A90-28744
NCC2-491 p34 A90-16284
p112 A90-27622
p195 A90-33322
NCC2-517 p224 N90-22897
NCC2-521 p 275 N90-26477
NCC2-538 p224 N90-22897
NCC2-541 p252 A90-38861
NCC2-555 p 62 N90-13035
NCC2-57B p 90 A90-20926
NCC2-607 p297 N90-25500
NCC2-86 p 238 N90-22946
NCGS-1-RO-1-2363&01 p 365 N90-29061
NCI-CA-29502 p 179 N90-18867
NCI-CA-38645 p 179 N90-18867
NGL-22-009-640 p 81 A90-19919
NGR-01-010-001 p217 N90-22205
NGR-05-067-001 p 21 A90-10425
NGR-15-003-118 p 66 A90-17483
NGR-33-010-101 p215 A90-35015
p303 A90-43385
NGR-33-010-220 p 303 A90-43385
NGR-33-018-148 p 172 A90-30619
NGT-21-002-800 p 296 N90-25495
p301 N90-26500
p302 N90-26501
NGT-44-001-800 p 331 A90-49411
NGT-50302 p 303 A90-43385
NIH-AG-05223 p 100 A90-21458
NIH-AG-06551 p 252 A90-38861
NIH-AI-06712 p243 A90-40377
NIH-AM-18824 p 197 A90-34010
NIH-AM-25501 p 197 A90-34010
NIH-AM-26344 p 197 A90-34010
NIH-AR-00165 p 196 A90-34002
NIH-AR-37562 p3 A90-10042
NIH-AR-38033 p 67 A90-17941
NIH-CA-23247 p 109 A90-25329
NIH-CA-40477 p 172 A90-30585
NIH-DA-03593 p 77 A90-17514
NIH-EY-01451 p355 A90-52259
NIH-EY-01808 p 99 A90-21457
NIH-EY-05926 p 236 N90-22935
NIH-EY-07007 p210 A90-32110
N1H-GM-24901 p197 A90-34010
N1H-GM-33265 p 243 A90-40377
NIH-HD-06016 p 196 A90-34002
p 197 A90-34021
p317 A90-49039
NIH-HD-21423 p94 A90-23194
NIH-HL-01494 p91 A90-20985
NIH-HL-01795 p 93 A90-23193
NIH-HL-07286 p 243 A90-40074
NIH-HL-14985 p 73 A90-17943
NIH-HL-17731 p 73 A90-17943
p 96 A90-20982
NIH-HL-17732 p 71 A90-17520
NIH-HL-19170 p219 A90-36738
NIH-HL-19737-12 p 91 A90-20984
NIH-HL-20122 p 277 A90-44275
NIH-HL-20634 p 71 A90-17520
NIH-HL-21145 p93 A90-23193
NIH-HL-22296 p 203 A90-33716
NIH-HL-236194>5 p 173 A90-28074
NIH-HL-23619 p 202 A90-33304
NIH-HL-25830 p 90 A90-20983
NIH-HL-27367 p113 A90-27628
NIH-HL-27520 p 277 A90-44275
NIH-HL-29714 p 112 A90-27626
NIH-HL-32703 p 197 A90-34010
NIH-HL-33009 p219 A90-36738
NIH-HL-33782-02 p 108 A90-24399
NIH-HL-36597 p 33 A90-15500
NIH-HL-36635 p113 A90-27628
NIH-HL-36780 p 91 A90-20985
NIH-HL-38701 p 90 A90-20983
NIH-MH-00673 p317 A90-47247
NIH-MH-09696 p 317 A90-47247
NIH-M01-RR-00827 p 96 A90-20982
NIH-NS-00921 p317 A90-49046
p317 A90-49048
p318 A90-49069
p318 A90-49070
NIH-NS-11487 p243 A90-40075
NIH-NS-13742 p 171 A90-28084
NIH-NS-16333 p110 A90-26010
NIH-NS-17585 p 307 A90-49047
p307 A90-49053
NIH-NS-21819 p317 A90-49046
p307 A90-49047
p317 A90-49048
p307 A90-49053
p318 A90-49069
p318 A90-49070
NIH-NS-22881 p 243 A90-40074
NIH-NS-23859 p 243 A90-40074
NIH-NS-62307 p 243 A90-40074
NIH-P41-RR-01838 p 179 N90-18867
NIH-RR-00073 p310 A90-48586
NIH-RR-00350 p 176 A90-30584
NIH-RR-02170 p 303 N90-26508
p335 N90-27266
NIH-RR-02558 p 176 A90-30584
NIH-RR-05425 p 219 A90-36297
NIH-RR-05918 p 179 N90-18865
NIH-RR-73 p 277 A90-4427S
NIH-1-R01-OH-0254-01 p 191 A90-31371
NIH-1-SO1-RR-033420-1 p 339 A90-48097
NIH-2-RO1-EY-03164 p 180 A90-29842
p 180 A90-29843
NIH-2-H44-AG-06753-02 p 77 A90-17514
NIH-5-R01-DK-35882 p 243 A90-40075
NS-10939-11 p365 N90-29061
NSF BNS-85-19616 p 234 N90-22922
NSF BNS-86-09729 p 224 N90-22898
NSF BNS-88-12048 p 224 N90-22898
NSF BNS-88-19565 p 62 N90-12180
NSF BSR-87-08469 p 30 A90-15442
NSFCDR-84-21415 p 376 N90-29854
NSFCDR-88-03017 ...'. p 369 N90-29801
NSF CHE-85-06377 p 90 A90-20182
p 172 A90-30619
NSF DCB-84-09253 p 197 A90-34010
NSF DCR-82-19196 p 301 N90-26498
P365 N90-29061
NSF DCR-83-20085 p 380 N90-29883
NSF DCR-83-20136 p 350 N90-28971
NSF DCR-84-10771 p297 N90-25501
p 301 N90-26498
NSF DCR-86-02958 p 382 N90-29908
NSF DIR-89-03206 p 339 A90-48095
NSF DMB-87-17997 p 68 N90-14765
NSF DMC-85-05166 p 52 N90-12176
NSFDMC-85-16114 p 263 N90-24723
NSF DMC-85-17315 p 301 N90-26497
p 301 N90-26498
p365 N90-29061
NSF DMC-85-18735 p 378 N90-29868
NSF DMC-87-19579 p 368 N90-29788
NSF DMC-88-57851 p 182 A90-31350
NSF EAR-87-21219 p 172 A90-30617
NSF ECS-86-07816 p 103 A90-23483
NSF ECS-86-17860 p 362 N90-29046
NSF EET-87-16324 p 225 N90-22903
p225 N90-22904
NSF INT-85-14199 p 301 N90-26497
p 301 N90-26498
p365 N90-29061
NSF IRI-84-10413 p263 N90-24723
p 301 N90-26497
NSF IRI-87-00924 p 62 N90-12180
NSF IRI-87-01874 p 362 N90-29036
NSF IRI-87-96249 p 368 N90-29788
NSF ISI-85-21282 p 52 N90-12174
NSF IST-86-12984 p 263 N90-24723
NSFMCS-82-19196 p 263 N90-24723
p 301 N90-26497
NSF MEA-81-19884 p 301 N90-26498
NSF PCM-76-09691 p 243 A90-40377
NSF PCM-84-04996 p 66 A90-17483
NSG-7270 p84 N90-13943
NSG-7627 p 90 A90-20183
p339 A90-48097
N00014-77-C-0749 p 8 N90-10527
N00014-79-C-0168 p 8 N90-10523
N00014-83-C-0008 p 50 N90-13023
N00014-83-K-0610 p 303 A90-43385
N00014-84-K-0655 p 101 N90-15S89
p350 N90-28971
N00014-85-K-0123 p 68 N90-14762
N00014-85-K-0124 p 144 N90-17299
p 144 N90-17300
p 178 N90-18862
p 185 N90-18871
N00014-85-K-0559 p 185 N90-18869
N00014-85-K-0584 p 13 N90-11442
N00014-85-K-0692 p 75 N90-13924
N00014-85-K-0696 p 225 N90-22901
N00014-85-K-0807 p 297 N90-25501
p 301 N90-26497
N00014-86-C-0133 p 224 N90-22896
N00014-86-G-0146 p 224 N90-22898
N00014-86-K-0115 p2 N90-10519
N00014-86-K-0119 p 142 N90-17288
N00014-86-K-0222 p3 N90-10522
N00014-86-K-0230 p 37 N90-12159
N00014-86-K-0291 p 53 N90-13030
N00014-86-K-0332 p 182 A90-31364
p183 A90-31365
p 20 N90-10572
N00014-86-K-0333 p 178 N90-18863
N00014-86-K-0349 p 224 N90-22898
p225 N90-22900
N00014-86-K-0569 p 144 N90-17298
N00014-86-K-0678 p 224 N90-22894
p224 N90-22896
p224 N90-22897
p224 N90-22898
p 224 N90-22899
p225 N90-22900
p225 N90-22901
p225 N90-22902
p225 N90-22903
p225 N90-22904
p226 N90-22905
p226 N90-22906
p 226 N90-22907
p226 N90-22908
p226 N90-22909
p227 N90-22911
p227 N90-22912
p227 N90-22913
p 227 N90-22914
p228 N90-22915
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p228 N90-22916
p318 N90-27254
p334 N90-27265
N00014-66-K-0680 p 303 N90-26508
p334 N90-27262
p335 N90-27266
N00014-86-K-0716 p 177 N90-18857
N00014-87-C4342 p 51 N90-13026
N00014-87-G-0135 p 62 N90-12180
N00014-87-K-0129 p 380 N90-29883
N00014-87-K-0167 p 145 N90-17302
N00014-87-K-0275 p 320 A90-46400
N00014-87-K-0321 p 235 N90-22924
N00014-67-K-0433 p 47 N90-12166
N00014-87-K-0435 p 129 A90-26190
p149 A90-26191
N00014-87-K-0479 p 94 A90-23369
N00014-87-K-0495 p217 N90-22883
N00014-87-K-0497 p2 N90-10520
N00014-87-K-0507 p 276 N90-26483
N00014-87-K-0518 p 250 N90-24714
N00014-88-C-0688 p 228 N90-22916
N00014-88-K-0086 p 224 N90-22897
p224 N90-22899
p334 N90-27265
N00014-88-K-0105 p 221 N90-22889
N00014-8B-K-0164 p 145 N90-17305
N00014-88-K-0354 p 62 N90-12180
N00014-88-K-0545 p210 N90-20643
N00014-88-K-0546 p 67 N90-13915
N00014-88-K-0550 p 48 N90-12170
N00014-88-K-0554 p 224 N90-22897
N00014-88-K-0582 p5 A90-10258
N00014-88-K-0632 p 365 N90-29061
N00014-89-CO085 p2 N90-10521
N00014-89-J-1272 p 185 N90-18869
N00014-89-J-1296 p 12 N90-10537
N00014-89-J-1426 p 101 N90-15588
N00014-89-J-1493 p290 N90-25540
N00014-89-J-1533 p 320 A90-46400
N00014-89-J-1888 p 319 N90-28328
N00014-89-J-1952 p 48 N90-12162
N00014-89 -^1956 p 245 N90-24712
N00039-86-C-0033 p 224 N90-22897
N00039-87-C-0251 p 317 A90-47247
N00140-85-K-0807 p 301 N90-26498
N00205-88-M-E058 p 278 A90-44630
N00228-85-G-3278 P 260 N90-23894
N61339-81-CO105 p40 A90-13735
N61339-82-CW096 p 293 A90-45208
N61339-86-0-0026 p 40 A90-13735
N61339-88-R-0042 p 293 A90-45208
N66001-85-D-0203 p 103 A90-23483
N66001-87-C-0079 p 42 A90-15480
p 176 A90-30591
p311 A90-48592
ONR-SB-35923-0 p 365 N90-29061
PHS-AA-06093 p 149 A90-26199
p202 A90-33657
PHS-AA-07035 p 95 A90-20142
PHS-AA-6093 p 132 A90-26245
PHS-GM-34009 : p92 A90-21914
PHS-OH-02178 p61 N90-12179
RR04106 p2 N90-10521
p 3 N90-10522
RR04108 p2 N90-10520
p37 N90-12159
p48 N90-12170
p 50 N90-13023
RR04206 P144 N90-17298
RR04209 p20 N90-10572
p62 N90-12180
p53 N90-13030
p75 N90-13924
R01-NS22407-01 p 382 N90-29908
R49/CCR402396-02 p 283 N90-25468
SC-88-0151-02 p 144 N90-17296
SMRC-MFR-7557 p 179 N90-18867
SNSF-3,718,80 p 171 A90-28084
SRC88-MP-121 p376 N90-29854
W-31-109-ENG-38 p 68 N90-14764
p 68 N90-14765
W-7405-ENQ-36 p 78 N90-14771
p98 N90-15580
p 192 N90-19744
p201 N90-21515
p355 N90-29778
W-7405-ENG-48 p8 N90-10525
p 78 N90-14770
p204 N90-20620
p200 N90-21512
p366 N90-29081
106-30-01-40 p383 N90-29086
106-3041 p35 N90-12151
106-30-02-40 p383 N90-29085
142-60-20 p83 N90-13939
199-08-12
199-18-12-01
199-21-12-07
199-21-12
199-50-62-07-02
199-61-12
314-50-20
324-02-00
482-52-21-01
482-52-21
505-47-11
505-61-31
505-66-11-02
505-67-00
50&37-11-01
505-67-21
505-69-01
506-41-61
506-47-11 ......
560-63-00
591-34-31
p269
P49
p75
p347
p64
p103
p168
P12
p223
p314
P77
p166
p234
p105
p106
p241
p230
p259
p185
p353
p366
p94
p319
p211
p337
N90-26452
N 90-13013
N90-13926
N 90-28965
N 90-12804
N90-15591
N90-18147
N90-11441
N 90-22213
N 90-27244
N90-13931
N 90-17308
N 90-22918
N 90-16399
N90-16400
N 90-22965
N 90-22216
N90-23887
N 90-19741
N 90-28996
N90-29083
N90-15577
N 90-28329
N 90-20645
N 90-28333
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ACCESSION
NUMBER
Listings in this index are arranged alphanumeri-
cally by contract number. Under each contract
number, the accession numbers denoting docu-
ments that have been produced as a result of re-
search done under the contract are arranged in
ascending order with the AIAA accession numbers
appearing first. The accession number denotes the
number by which the citation is identified in the
abstract section. Preceding the accession number
is the page number on which the citation may be
found.
A-85177 ........................................... P347 N90-28965 * #
A-88090 ........................................... P 234 N90-22918 • #
A-88315 ........................................... P 75 N90-13926 * if
A-89084 ........................................... P49 N90-13013'*
A-89131 ........................................... p 83 N90-13939 • #
A-89183 ........................................... P35 N90-12151 • #
A-89211-REV-1 ............................... P230 N90-22216 ' #
A-89212 ................... P 105 N90-16399 * #
A-89242 ........................................... P 94 N90-15577 * #
A-89260 ..................... P 77 N90-13931 * #
A-90011 ........................................... P106 N90-16400'*
A-90013 ........................................... P269 N90-26452 • #
A-90066 ........................................... P 353 N90-28996 • #
A-90081 ........................ P319 N90-28329'*
A-90095 ........................................... P 383 N90-29085 • #
A-90099 ........................................... P 337 N90-28333 * #
A-90245 ........................................... P 366 N90-29083 * #
AAMRL-SR-90-500 ........................ p 250 N90-24713 #
AAMRL-TR-88-041 ......................... p 290
AAMRL-TR-89-009 ......................... p 192
AAMRL-TR-89-016 ......................... p 249
AAMRL-TR-89-018 ........... .. ............ p 20
AAMRL-TR-89-023 ......................... P 167
AAMRL-TR-89-025 ......................... p 98
AAMRL-TR-89-027 ......................... p 122
AAMRL-TR-89-029 ......................... p 104
AAMRL-TR-89-042 ......................... p 209
AAMRL-TR-89-043 ......................... P 209
AAMRL-TR-89-046 ......................... P 357
AAMRL-TR-89-049 ......................... p 210
AAS PAPER 87-152 ....................... p 66
AAS PAPER 87-1 56 ....................... p 72
AAS PAPER 87-1 57 ....................... p 72
AAS PAPER 87-158 ....................... p 72
AAS PAPER 87-1 59 ....................... p 80
AAS PAPER 87-160 ....................... p 72
AAS PAPER 87-163 ....................... p 80
AAS PAPER 87-164 ....................... p 73
AAS-PAPER 87-188 ....................... p 78
AAS PAPER 87-189 ....................... P 65
AAS PAPER 87-190 ....................... P 69
AAS PAPER 87-1 91 ....................... p 76
AAS PAPER 87-1 92 ....................... p 76
AAS PAPER 87-1 93 ................ .. ..... P 76
AAS PAPER 87-232 ....................... p 60
AAS PAPER 87-233 ....................... p 35
AAS PAPER 87-234 ....................... p 60
AAS PAPER 87-235 ....................... p 61
AAS PAPER 87-236 ....................... P 46
AAS PAPER 87-237 ........................ p 46
AAS PAPER 87-238 ....................... p 46
AAS PAPER 87-239 ....................... P 46
N 90-26489
N 90-1 8873
N90-23874
N 90-1 0573
N90-17312
N90-15563
N90-17263
N90-16395
N90-20640
N 90-20639
N90-28999
N 90-20641
A90-17713 *
A90-17715
A90-17716 '
A90-17717
A90-17718 *
A90-17719'*
A90-17780 '
A90-17721 *
A90-16656
A90-16657 '
A90-16658 '
A90-16659 *
A90-16660
A90-16661 *
A90-16531 *
A90-16532 *
A90-16533
A90-16534
A90-16535
A90-16536
A90-16537
A90-16S38
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
AAS PAPER 87-240 p 61 A90-16539
AAS PAPER 87-242 p 61 A90-16541
AAS PAPER 88-170 p 291 A90-»3467 *
AAS PAPER 88-183 p 291 A90-43469
AAS PAPER 88-184 p 291 A90-43470
AAS PAPER 88-227 p 267 A90-43480
AAS PAPER 88-228 p 267 A90-43481
AAS PAPER 89-440 p 320 A90-46827
AD-A206001 p8 N90-10523 #
AD-A208927 p2 N90-10519 §
AD-A209087 p 15 N90-10541 #
AD-A210196 p2 N90-10520 #
AD-A210199 p 12 N90-10536 #
AD-A210218 p20 N90-10572 #
AD-A210223 p 20 N90-10573 #
AD-A210228 p 12 N90-10537 #
AD-A210284 p8 N90-10526 #
AD-A210311 p8 N90-10527 #
AD-A210332 p2 N90-10521 #
AD-A210344 p9 N90-10528 #
AD-A210378 p9 N90-10529 #
AD-A210399 p3 N90-10522 #
AD-A210456 p 12 N90-10538 #
AD-A210459 p13 N90-11442 #
AD-A210493 p 12 N90-10539 #
AD-A210499 p 12 N90-10S40 #
AD-A210504 p9 N90-10530 #
AD-A210593 p 20 N90-10574 #
AD-A210599 p9 N90-10531 #
AD-A2106B5 p9 N90-10532 #
AD-A210745 p13 N90-11443 #
AD-A210763 p 21 N90-11446 #
AD-A210915 p 10 N90-10533 #
AD-A210994 p 46 N90-12160 #
AD-A210995 p 74 N90-13918 #
AD-A211043 p10 N90-10534 #
AD-A211044 p10 N90-10535 #
AD-A211067 p13 N90-11444 #
AD-A211113 p82 N90-14772 #
AD-A211165 p10 N90-11440 #
AD-A211289 p 36 N90-12156 #
AD-A211294 p 47 N90-12166 #
AD-A211311 p36 N90-12157 #
AD-A211346 p 62 N90-12181 #
AD-A211368 p 36 N90-12158 #
AD-A211491 p49 N90-13016 #
AD-A211552 p47 N90-12167 #
AD-A211578 p 48 N90-12168 #
AD-A211612 p37 N90-12159 #
AD-A211629 p52 N90-12177 #
AD-A211648 p 62 N90-13037 #
AD-A211650 p48 N90-12169 #
AD-A211695 p 48 N90-12170 #
AD-A211759 p49 N90-13017 #
AD-A211787 p48 N90-12171 #
AD-A211794 p62 N90-12180 #
AD-A211871 p82 N90-13936 #
AD-A211920 p46 N90-12161 #
AD-A211976 p 46 N90-12162 #
AD-A212002 p 74 N90-13919 #
AD-A212069 p 47 N90-12163 #
AD-A212128 p49 N90-13014 #
AD-A212131 p53 N90-13029 #
AD-A212156 p 47 N90-12164 #
ACM212170 p47 N90-12165 #
Ar*A212242 p 50 N90-13020 #
AD-A212251 p 50 N90-13021 #
AD-A212287 p 53 N90-13030 #
AD-A212356 p 50 N90-13022 #
AD-A212528 p 53 N90-13031 #
AD-A212634 p 78 N90-14769 #
AD-A212670 p 53 N90-13032 #
AD-A212690 p50 N90-13023 #
AD-A212703 p50 N90-13024 #
AD-A212704 p 51 N90-13025 #
AD-A212764 p 53 N90-13033 #
AD-A212765 p 54 N90-13034 #
AD-A212789 p 63 N90-13043 #
AD-A212852 p 82 N90-14773 #
AD-A212862 p 68 N90-14762 .'#
AD-A212877 p 51 N90-13026 #
AD-A212884 p 140 N90-17275 #
AD-A212934 p 77 N90-13929 #
AD-A212989 p 83 N90-14774 #
AD-A212990 p 74 N90-13921 #
AD-A212991 p 82 N90-13937 #
AD-A213088 p 67 N90-13915 #
AD-A213095 p 75 N90-13922 #
AD-A213096 p 75 N90-13923 #
AD-A213171 p51 N90-13027 #
AD-A213285 p 82 N90-13938 #
AD-A213290 p 75 N90-13924 #
AD-A213316 p 51 N90-13028 #
AD-A213434 p 101 N90-15587 #
AD-A213449 p 98 N90-15581 #
AD-A213456 p 104 N90-15592 #
AD-A213480 p94 N90-16390 #
AD-A213543 p 104 N90-15593 #
AD-A213886 p 98 N90-15582 #
AD-A213889 p 350 N90-28971 #
AD-A213927 p 98 N90-15583 #
AD-A214158 p 101 N90-15588 #
AD-A214169 p 125 N90-18135 #
AD-A214241
 P144 N90-17296 #
AD-A214272 p 104 N90-1S594 #
AD-A214280 p 104 N90-16395 #
AD-A214327 p 101 N90-15589 #
AD-A214434 p99 N90-16392 #
AD-A214488 p 166 N90-17309 #
AD-A214494 p 120 N90-17253 #
AD-A214505 p144 N90-17297 #
AD-A214560 p 144 N90-17298 #
AD-A214562 p 121 N90-17254 #
AD-A214591 p 144 N90-17299 #
AD-A214640 p 144 N90-17300 #
AD-A214669 p 121 N90-17255 #
AD-A214673 p121 N90-17256 #
AD-A214674 p 121 N90-17257 #
AD-A214675 p 145 N90-17301 #
AD-A214733 p 121 N90-17258 #
AD-A214738 p 121 N90-17259 #
AD-A214830 p 166 N90-17310 #
AD-A214872 p 122 N90-17260 #
AD-A214895 p 166 N90-17311 #
AD-A214934 p 122 N90-17261 #
AD-A214942 p 145 N90-17302 #
AD-A214991 p 122 N90-17262 #
AD-A215076 p 122 N90-17263 #
AD-A215084 p 145 N90-17303 #
AD-A215130 p122 N90-17264 #
AD-A215173 p 192 N90-18873 #
AD-A215211 p123 N90-17265 #
AD-A215273 p 145 N90-17304 #
AD-A215274 p 145 N90-17305 #
AD-A215285 p 123 N90-17266 #
AD-A215286 p 123 N90-17267 #
AD-A215287 p 123 N90-17268 # I
AD-A215340 p 123 N90-17269 #
AD-A215405 p167 N90-17312 #\
AD-A215465 p 123 N90-17270 #\
AD-A215489 p 192 N90-18874 #
AD-A215527 p 167 N90-17313 #
AD-A215534 p 123 N90-17271 #
AD-A215646 p 124 N90-17272 #
AD-A215663 p 124 N90-17273 #
AD-A215667 p 124 N90-17274 #
AD-A215724 p 192 N90-18875 #
AD-A215740 p 146 N90-17306 #
AD-A215809 p 125 N90-18138 #
AD-A215866 p 223 N90-22891 #
AD-A215936 p 168 N90-18148 #
AD-A215944 p 168 N90-18149 tt
AD-A215986 p 113 N90-18134 #
AD-A216029 p 185 N90-18869 #
AD-A216092 p 126 N90-18139 #
AD-A216121 p 185 N90-18870 #
AD-A216156 p 126 N90-18140 #
AD-A216178 p 168 N90-18150 #
AD-A216349 p 146 N90-18146 #
AD-A216416 p 126 N90-18141 #
AD-A216500 p 177 N90-18857 #
AD-A216509 p 178 N90-18858 #
AD-A216539 p 179 N90-19737 #
AD-A216569 p 178 N90-18859 #
AD-A216679 p 126 N90-18142 #
F-1
AD-A216689 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A216689 p 126 N90-18143 #
AD-A216711 P185 N90-18871 #
AD-A216741 p 178 N9O-18860 #
AD-A216743 p 178 N90-18861 #
AD-A216766 p 178 N90-18862 #
AD-A216817 p 127 N90-18144 #
AD-A216829 p 178 N90-18863 #
AD-A216853 p 192 N90-19743 #
AD-A217012 P179 N90-1B864 #
AD-A217029 p 185 N90-18872 #
AD-A217067 p 193 N90-19748 #
AD-A217008 p 180 N90-19740 #
AD-A217103 p 173 N90-19736 #
AD-A217203 p 204 N90-20618 #
AD-A217204 p 204 N90-20619 #
AD-A217207 p 209 N90-20638 #
AD-A217231 P212 N90-20646 #
AD-A217264 , p 199 N90-20609 #
AD-A217206 p 186 N90-19742 #
AD-A217395 p 15 A90-11092
AD-A217674 p 209 N90-20639 #
AD-A217675 p 209 N90-20640 #
AD-A217699 P 212 N90-20647 #
AD-A217711 P200 N90-20613 #
AD-A217712 p 200 N90-20614 #
AD-A217739 p 210 N90-20641 #
AD-A217740 p204 N90-20622 #
AD-A217862 p 212 N90-20648 #
AD-A217887 p 205 N90-20623 #
AD-A217896 p 205 N90-20624 #
AD-A217897 p 205 N90-20625 #
AD-A217899 p 205 N90-20626 #
AD-A217907 p 205 N90-20627 #
AD-A217962 p 206 N90-20628 #
AD-A217969 p 206 N90-20629 #
AD-A218024 p206 N90-20630 #
AD-A218049 p 357 N90-28999 #
AD-A218069 p 210 N90-20642 #
AD-A218098 p 206 N90-20631 #
AD-A218119 P212 N90-20649 #
AD-A218139 p 212 N90-21523 #
AD-A218183 p206 N90-20632 #
AD-A218192 p200 N90-20615 #
AD-A218195 p 206 N90-20633 #
AD-A218214 P207 N90-20634 #
AD-A218224 p 207 N90-20635 #
AD-A218233 p 210 N90-20643 #
AD-A218248 p208 N90-21518 #
AD-A218262 p 207 N90-20636 #
AD-A218268 P210 N90-20644 #
AD-A2182B3 p 366 N90-29779 #
AD-A218316 p 207 N90-20637 #
AD-A218410 p217 N90-22883 #
AOA218445 p 223 N90-22892 #
AD-A218614 p250 N90-24713 #
AD-A218639 p 242 N90-22969 #
AO-A218641 P221 N90-22885 #
A[>A218648 p223 N90-22893 #
AD-A218809 P247 N90-23865 #
AD-A218889 p 224 N90-22894 #
AD-A218890 p 224 N90-22895 #
AD-A218910 p 221 N90-22886 #
AD-A218913 p 224 N90-22896 #
AD-A218919 p 221 N90-22887 #
AD-A218926 p 224 N90-22897 • #
AD-A218929 p 224 N90-22898 #
AD-A218937 p 221 N90-22888 #
A&-A218976 p 224 N90-22899 #
AD-A218977 p 225 N90-22900 #
AD-A219002 p 225 N90-22901 #
AD-A219008 p 225 N90-22902 #
AOA219026 p 225 N90-22903 #
AD-A219029 p 225 N90-22904 #
AD-A219038 p226 N90-22905 #
AD-A219095 p 226 N90-22906 #
AD-A219199 p 226 N90-22907 #
AD-A219200 p 226 N90-22908 #
AP-A219201 p226 N90-22909 #
AD-A219204 p227 N90-22910 #
AD-A219252 P 288 N90-25486 #
AD-A219264 p 242 N90-22970 #
AP-A219270 P227 N90-22911 #
AD-A219271 p 227 N90-22912 #
AD-A219273 p 227 N90-22913 #
AD-A219274 p 227 N90-22914 #
AD-A219275 P228 N90-22915 #
AD-A219277 p 228 N90-22916 #
AP-A219319 P228 N90-22917 #
AD-A219361 p217 N90-22884 #
AD-A219377 p 221 N90-22889 #
AD-A219392 p 242 N90-22971 #
AD-A219454 p254 N90-23878 #
AD-A219456 P244 N90-23862 #
AP-A219456 p 259 N90-23888 #
AO-A219467 p41 A90-13740
AD-A219473 P254 N90-23879 #
AD-A219481 p254 N90-23880 #
AD-A219560 p 247 N90-23866 #
AD-A219570 p 245 N90-23863 #
AD-A219626 p 248 N90-23867 #
AD-A219658 p114 A90-24427
AD-A219676 p 259 N90-23889 #
AD-A219679 p 259 N90-23890 #
AD-A219697 p 248 N90-23868 #
AD-A219731 p 73 A90-17943
AD-A219814 p248 N90-23869 #
AO-A219827 p 255 N90-23884 #
AD-A219905 p 248 N90-23871 #
AD-A219908 p 255 N90-23885 #
AD-A219927 p 249 N90-23872 #
AD-A219934 p 255 N90-23886 #
AD-A219963 p117 A90-26016
AD-A219964 p 249 N90-23873 #
AD-A220075 p 287 N90-26484 #
AD-A220088 p 281 N90-25459 #
AD-A220097 p 249 N90-23874 #
AD-A220148 p249 N90-23875 #
AO-A220156 p 249 N90-23876 #
AD-A220230 p 250 N90-24714 #
AD-A220313 p 260 N90-23895 #
AD-A220355 p 263 N90-24722 #
AD-A220462 p 263 N90-24723 #
AD-A220468 p 288 N90-25487 #
AD-A220613 p 260 N90-23891 #
AD-A220614 p 260 N90-23892 #
AD-A220615 p 260 N90-23893 #
A[>A220706 p 260 N90-23894 #
AD-A220724 p 248 N90-23870 #
AD-A220903 p 256 N90-24719 #
AD-A220959 p 250 N90-24715 #
AD-A221127 p 268 N90-25454 #
AD-A221150 p250 N90-24716 #
AD-A221159 p 263 N90-24724 #
AD-A221222 p 250 N90-24717 #
AD-A221224 p 245 N90-24711 #
AD-A221245 p 183 A90-31369
AD-A221259 p 245 N90-24712 #
AD-A221324 p 263 N90-24725 #
AD-A221337 p 119 A90-27405
AD-A221349 p 256 N90-24720 #
AD-A221439 p 223 N90-22890
AD-A221462 p 319 N90-27258 #
AD-A221481 p315 N90-27249 #
AD-A221543 p 315 N90-27250 #
AD-A221544 p 315 N90-27251 #
AD-A221552 p 309 N90-27243 #
AD-A221657 p 335 N90-27267 #
AD-A221668 p 315 N90-27252 #
AD-A221709 p319 N90-27259 #
AD-A221731 p 316 N90-27253 #
AD-A221744 p 319 N90-27260 #
AD-A221947 p 183 A90-31370
AD-A221972 p 309 N90-28322 #
AD-A222046 p 334 N90-27264 #
AD-A222062 p 309 N90-27240 #
AD-A222240 p 309 N90-27241 #
AD-A222253 p 319 N90-27257 #
AD-A222428 p 334 N90-27265 #
AO-A222437 p 319 N90-28328 #
AD-A222454 p 309 N90-27242 #
AD-A222545 p 335 N90-27266 #
AD-A222551 p 196 A90-33659
AD-A222599 p 287 N90-26486 #
AD-A222606 p 302 N90-26504 #
AD-A222611 p276 N90-26483 #
AD-A222626 p 302 N90-26505 #
AI>A222678 p 302 N90-26506 #
AD-A2226B6 p 314 N90-27245 #
AD-A222707 p 302 N90-26507 #
AD-A222747 p 303 N90-26508 #
AD-A222760 p 290 N90-26489 #
AD-A222840 p 314 N90-27246 #
AD-A222877 p315 N90-27247 #
AD-A222880 p315 N90-27248 #
AD-A222884 p 334 N90-27262 #
AD-A222909 p318 N90-27254 #
AD-A223024 p366 N90-29080 #
AD-A223090 p 287 N90-26487 #
AD-A223191 p318 N90-27255 #
AD-A223196 p318 N90-27256 #
AO-A223226 p 334 N90-27263 #
AD-A223397 p 343 N90-29765 #
AD-A223488 p 383 N90-29916 #
AD-A223491 p 349 N90-29768 #
AD-A223635 p 349 N90-29769 #
AD-A223701 p 354 N90-29777 * #
AD-A223815 p 349 N90-29770 #
AD-A223818 p 349 N90-29771 #
AD-A223827 p 196 A90-33715
AD-A223868 p 353 N90-28997 #
AD-A223873 p 343 N90-28961 #
AD-A223880 p 347 N90-28967 #
AD-A223892 p 347 N90-28968 #
AD-A223898 p 349 N90-29767 #
AD-A223915 p 354 N90-29773 #
AD-A223982 p 353 N90-28998 #
AD-A224127 „ p 348 N90-28969 #
AD-A224147 p 348 N90-28970 #
AD-A224227 p 343 N90-29764 #
AD-A224236 p 354 N90-29774 #
AD-A224271 p 382 N90-29913 #
AD-A224560 p 354 N90-29775 #
AD-A224569 p 354 N90-29776 #
AD-B133162L p 63 N90-13039
AD-B136923L p 49 N90-13018 #
AD-B136975L p 49 N90-13019 #
AD-B144505L p 289 N90-25488 #
AD-B145083L p 289 N90-25489 #
AD-D014233 p 104 N90-16394 #
AD-D014451 p336 N90-28330
AD-D014536 p 300 N90-26491
AD-E501191 p210
AD-E501236 p 302
AD-E900951 p 382
ADS-TR-1196-1 p12
ADS-TR-3213-01 p 62
AFHRL-TP-88-67 p 256
AFHRL-TP-89-15 p 185
AFHRL-TP-89-18 p 287
AFHRL-TP-89-19 p 288
AFHRL-TP-89-46 p 54
AFHRL-TP-89-5 p 210
AFHRL-TP-89-63 p 125
AFHRL-TP-89-67 p 259
AFHRL-TP-89-75 p 223
AFHRL-TR-88-75 p 53
AFHRL-TR-89-22 p 104
AFHRL-TR-89-24 p 250
AFHRL-TR-89-68 p 319
AFHRL-TR-89-69 p319
AFHRL-TR-89-70 p 319
AFHRL-TR-90-3 p 353
AFIT/CI/CIA-88-236 p 53
AFIT/CI/CIA-89-008 p 366
AFIT/CI/CIA-89-128 p 210
AFIT/CI/CIA-89-154 p 205
AFIT/a/CIA-89-158 p 206
AFIT/CI/CIA-89-166 p 206
AFIT/CI/CIA-90^20 p 334
AFIT/CI/CIA-90-026 p 302
AFIT/GCA/LSQ/89S-7 p 146 N90-18146 #
AFIT/GCS/ENC/89D-3 p 168 N90-18150 #
AFIT/6E/ENG/89D-20 p 146 N90-17306 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/89D-8 p 124 N90-17274 #
AFIT/GOR/ENY/ENS/90M-8-VOL-
1 p260 N90-23891 #
AFIT/GOR/ENY/ENS/90M-8-VOL-
2 p 260 N90-23892 #
AFIT/GOR/ENY/ENS/90M-8-VOL-
3 p 260 N90-23893 #
AFIT/GSO/EMS/89D-15 p 123 N90-17271 #
AFIT/GSO/ENG/89D-1 p 124 N90-17273 #
AFOEHL-89-023RC0111DRA p 48 N90-12171 #
AFOSR-89-0810TR p 13 N90-11443 #
AFOSR-89 )^813TR p 12 N90-10538 #
AFOSR-89-0963TR p 12 N90-10539 #
AFOSR-89-1012TR p 10 N90-10535 #
AFOSR-89-1016TR p 10 N90-10534 #
AFOSR-89-1021TH p 46 N90-12160 #
AFOSR-89-1027TR p 74 N90-13918 #
AFOSR-89-1081TR p 49 N90-13016 #
AFOSR-89-1113TR p 52 N90-12177 #
AFOSR-89-1131TR p 53 N90-13032 #
AFOSR-89-1141TR p 36 N90-12158 #
AFOSR-89-1151TR p 48 N90-12169 #
AFOSR-89-1164TR p 48 N90-12168 #
AFOSR-89-1221TR p 53 N90-13029 #
AFOSR-89-1246TR p 77 N90-13929 #
AFOSR-89-1322TR p 144 N90-17297 #
AFOSR-89-1349TR p 120 N90-17253 #
AFOSR-89-1489TR p 145 N90-17303 #
AFOSR-89-1511TR p 145 N90-17304 #
AFOSR-89-1674TR p 179 N90-18864 #
N 90-20643
N90-26507
N 90-2991 3
N90-10540
N 90-13037
N 90-24720
N90-18870
N90-26484
N90-25487
N 90-1 3034
N 90-20642
N 90-1 81 38
N90-23890
N90-22893
N 90-1 3033
N 90-1 5594
N90-24717
N90-27257
N90-27260
N 90-27259
N 90-28997
N90-13031
N90-29779
N 90-20644
N90-20627
N90-20630
N 90-20632
N 90-27264
N90-26507
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX EGG-HFRU-8654
AFOSR-89-1676TR p 178 N90-18860 # ARL/TR-082
AFOSR-89-1677TR p 178 N90-18861 #
AFOSR-89-1678TR p 185 N90-18872 #
AFOSR-89-1780TR p 179 N90-19737 #
AFOSR-89-1785TR p 126 N90-18141 #
AFOSR-89-1826TR p 126 N90-18143 #
AFOSR-89-1884TR p 178 N90-18858 #
AFOSR-90-0235TR p 228 N90-22917 #
AFOSR-90-0260TR p 223 N90-22892 #
AFOSR-90-0301TR p 248 N90-23867 #
AFOSR-90-0342TR p 248 N90-23871 #
AFOSR-90-0358TR p 249 N90-23873 #
AFOSR-90-0359TR p 255 N90-23885 #
AFOSR-90-0360TR p 249 N90-23872 #
AFOSR-90-0361TR p 255 N90-23886 if
AFOSR-90-0362TR p 263 N90-24722 #
AFOSR-90-0403TR p 245 N90-24711 #
AFOSR-90-0419TR p315 N90-27251 #
AFOSR-90-0422TR p315 N90-27249 #
AFOSR-90-0429TR p315 N90-27250 #
AFOSR-90-0574TR p 309 N90-28322 #
AFOSR-90-0632TR p 315 N90-27252 #
AFOSR-90-0683TR p 349 N90-29768 #
AFOSR-90-0749TR p 348 N90-28969 #
AFOSR-90-0754TR p 348 N90-28970 #
AFOSR-90-0755TR p 343 N90-29764 #
AFOSR-90-0760TR p 354 N90-29774 #
AFOSR-90-0779TR p 354 N90-29775 #
AFOSR-90-0783TR p 354 N90-29776 #
AGARD-CP-458 p 140 N90-17275 #
AGARD-CP-471 p281 N90-25459 #
AGARD-CP-478 p 350 N90-28972 #
AI-M-1138 p145 N90-17305 #
AI-M-1141 P144 N90-17300 #
AI-M-1146 p185 N90-18871 #
AI-M-1157 p178 N90-18862 #
AI-M-964 p 144 N90-17299 #
AIAA PAPER 89-3030 p 11 A90-10530 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-3055 p11 A90-10549 # CERMA-89-25
AIAA PAPER 90-0003 p 103 A90-22151 ' #
AIAA PAPER 90-0184 p 74 A90-19726 § CESAR-89/34
AIAA PAPER 90-0566 p 81 A90-19919 • #
AIAA PAPER 90-0612 p 81 A90-19945 * §
AIAA PAPER 90-1944 p 290 A90-42700 * #
AIAA PAPER 90-2916 p 356 A90-52997 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3396 : p 320 A90-47651 • #
AIAA PAPER 90-3397 p 320 A90-47652 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3398 p 320 A90-47653 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3399 p 321 A90-47654 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3431 p 321 A90-47684 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3432 p 321 A90-47685 #
AIAA PAPER 90-3434 p 321 A90-47687 #
p208 N90-21520 #
AIAA-89-0151 p12 N90-11441 • #
AIP-58 p226 N90-22907 #
AIP-59 p226 N90-22908 #
AIP-60 p226 N90-22909 #
AIP-62 p318 N90-27254 #
AIP-64 p224 N90-22896 #
AIP-65 p 224 N90-22897 • #
AIP-68 P224 N90-22898 #
AIP-71 p224 N90-22894 #
AIP-72 P228 N90-22916 #
AIP-73 P 226 N90-22905 #
AIP-74 P225 N90-22902 #
AIP-75 p226 N90-22906 #
AIP-78 p225 N90-22904 #
AIP-79 p225 N90-22903 #
AIP-80 p227 N90-22911 #
AIP-81 p224 N90-22899 #
AIP-82 p227 N90-22912 #
AIP-83 p225 N90-22900 #
AIP-94 p227 N90-22913 #
AIP-95 p227 N90-22914 #
AIP-97 p225 N90-22901 #
AIP-98 p228 N90-22915 #
ARB-R-89/397 p 74 N90-13920 #
ARI-RN-89-41 p 104 N90-15592 #
ARI-RP-89-08-VOL-1 p 21 N90-11446 #
ARI-TR-858 p82 N90-13938 #
ARI-TR-878 p 263 N90-24724 #
ARI-TR-883 p 256 N90-24719 #
ARI-TR-884 p 335 N90-27267 #
ARIEM-M66-89 p 47 N90-12165 #
ARO-23200.9-LS p 9 N90-10532 #
ARO-23767.7-LS-F p 36 N90-12156 #
ARO-23871.5-LS p 227 N90-22910 #
ARO-24828.1-LS p 122 N90-17260 #
ARO-25177.4-MS-1 p 50 N90-13021 #
ARO-25263.1-CH p 36 N90-12157 #
ARO-26779.9-EL-AI p 263 N90-24723 #
ASI-690-319-88 p 82 N90-13938 #
ASI690-302-87-VOL-1 p 21 N90-11446 #
ASI690-321-89 p 263 N90-24724 #
ASI690-322-89 p 104 N90-15592 #
ASI690-326-89 p 335 N90-27267 #
AU-ARI-88-9 p 12 N90-10536 #
AVSCOM-TM-90-B-016 p 241 N90-22965 * #
BBN-7131 p 249 N90-23876 #
BIO-4595 p347 N90-28966 #
BMVG-FBWM-89-5 p 105 N90-16397
BN-1114 p302 N90-26503 * #
BNL-42934 p 179 N90-18867 #
BNL-43806 p 179 N90-18868 #
BNL-44839 p 347 N90-28966 #
BRL-CR-629 p 302 N90-26506 #
BR109681 p 105
BR112043 p223
CBIP-M-20 p 144
CBIP-M-40 p 145
p179
p167
N90-16396 #
N90-22891 #
N90-17300 #
N90-17305 #
N90-18866 #
N90-17315 #
CMU-RI-TR-89-4 p 20 N90-10574 #
CMU-RI-TR-89-9 p 297 N90-25499 • #
ARL-89-7/ONR-89-1 p 20
ARL-90-2 p 316
N90-10572 #
N90-27253 #
CONF-8805357 p 208 N90-21520 #
CONF-8806237 p3 N90-11437 #
CONF-8806477 p 383 N90-29914 #
CONF-881058-5 p 100 N90-15585 #
CONF-881058-7 p 100 N90-15586 #
CONF-8812131 p217 N90-22206 #
CONF-8902182 p 383 N90-29915 #
CONF-8905192 p 69 N90-14766 #
CONF-8906269-5 p 179 N90-18868 #
CONF-8906283-1 p 179 N90-18867 #
CONF-8907166-1 p 94 N90-15578 #
CONF-8908117-6 p 68 N90-14764 #
CONF-8908164-1 p 68 N90-14765 #
CONF-890909-1 p8 N90-10525 #
CONF-8909315-1 p 201 N90-21514 #
CONF-8910155-2-REV-1 p 78 N90-14770 #
CONF-8910208-1 p 78 N90-14771 #
CONF-8910222-5 p 83 N90-14776 #
CONF-8910223-1 p 98 N90-15580 #
CONF-8910354-2 p 347 N90-28966 #
CONF-8911148-1-VUGRAPHS p 99 N90-16393 #
CONF-8911174-1 p 200 N90-21512 #
CONF-891131 p201 N90-21515 #
CONF-900143-16 p 179 N90-18865 #
CONF-900246-1 p 177 N90-18856 #
CONF-900378-3 p 192 N90-18876 #
CONF-9004125-1 p 193 N90-19745 #
CONF-900442-3 p 192 N90-19744 #
CONF-900464-4 p 193 N90-19746 #
CONF-9006115-1 p 223 N90-22214 #
CONF-901055-1 p355 N90-29778 #
CRIE-U-88055 p113 N90-18133 #
CWI-CS-R8829 p77 N90-13930 #
DCIEM-88-RR-33 p 51 N90-13028 #
DCIEM-89-RR-28 p 75 N90-13922 #
DCIEM-89-RR-32 p 75 N90-13923 #
DCIEM-89-RR-47 p 205 N90-20623 #
DCIEM-89-RR-48 p 204 N90-20619 #
DCIEM-89-RR-50 p 204 N90-20618 #
DCIEM-89-TR-19 p 74 N90-13921 #
DCIEM-89-TR-22 p 83 N90-14774 #
DCIEM-89-TR-24 p 82 N90-13937 #
DE89-008611 p8 N90-10525 #
DE89-009493 p 199 N90-20608 #
DE89-015214 p3 N90-11437 #
DE89-015528 p3 N90-11438 #
DE89-015707 p 78 N90-14770 #
DE89-016613 p 78 N90-14771 #
DE90-000196 p 68 N90-14764 #
DE90-000692 p 98 N90-15580 #
DE90-001412 p68 N90-14765 #
DE90-002055 p 100 N90-15585 #
DE90-002091 p 100 N90-15586 #
DE90-002231 p 83 N90-14777 #
DE90-002466 p 177 N90-18856 #
DE90-002477 p 83 N90-14776 #
DE90-002613 p 69 N90-14766 #
DE90-002662 p 94 N90-15578 #
DE90-003662 p 192 N90-19744 #
DE90-003707 p 99 N90-16393 #
DE90-004464 p 167 N90-17315 #
DE90-004957 p 179 N90-18867 #
DE90-005674 p 192 N90-18876 #
DE90-006105 p 179 N90-18865 #
DE90-006614 p 193 N90-19745 #
DE90-006618 p 193 N90-19746 #
DE90^X)6765 p 179 N90-18868 #
DE90-006957 p 223 N90-22214 #
DE90-007189 p 193 N90-19747 #
DE90-007560 p 199 N90-20610 #
DE90-007652 p 200 N90-21512 #
DE90-008049 p 204 N90-20620 #
DE90-008061 p 199 N90-20611 #
DE90-008240 p 250 N90-24718 #
DE90-008314 p 204 N90-20621 #
DE90-008634 p 201 N90-21514 #
DE90-008648 p 200 N90-20612 #
DE90-008860 p 201 N90-21515 #
DE90-008944 p 355 N90-29778 #
DE90-009473 p220 N90-22210 #
DE90-009503 p 201 N90-21516 #
DE90-012399 p 276 N90-26481 #
DE90-013699 p 276 N90-26482 #
DE90-014377 p 346 N90-28962 #
DE90-014724 p 366 N90-29081 #
DE90-014866 p 383 N90-29917 #
DE90-015126 p 347 N90-28966 #
DE90-614340 p 208 N90-21520 #
DE90-619618 p 217 N90-22206 #
DE90-631277 p 383 N90-29914 #
DE90-631408 p 383 N90-29915 #
DE90-710739 p113 N90-18133 #
DFVLR-FB-88-23 p 289 N90-25494 #
DFVLR-FB-89-10 p 48 N90-12172 #
DFVLR-FB-89-10 p 286 N90-25483 #
DHHS/PUB/NIOSH-89-106 p 337 N90-28331 #
DLR-FB-89-29 p 49 N90-13018 #
DLR-FB-89-29 p 286 N90-25484 #
DLR-FB-89-31 p 49 N90-13019 #
OLR-FB-89-31 p 286 N90-25485 #
DLR-FB-89-45 p 245 N90-24710 #
DLR-FB-89-53 p 289 N90-25488 #
DLR-FB-89-54 p 289 N90-25489 #
DLR-FB-89-60 p 289 N90-25490 #
DLR-FB-90 )^5 p 289 N90-25491 #
DLR-FB-90-14 p 344 N90-29766 §
DNA-TR-87-28 p 309 N90-27241 #
DNA-TR-88-173 p315 N90-27248 #
DOE/CE-34025/T3 p 220 N90-22210 #
DOE/CE-34025/T4 p 346 N90-28962 #
DOE/CS-66001/13 p 269 N90-25458 • #
DOE/ER-0452P p 250 N90-24718 #
DOE/ER-13486/T1 p 200 N90-20612 #
DOE/ER-13495/T3 p 201 N90-21516 #
DOE/ER-13594/3 p 276 N90-26482 #
DOE/ER-13785/3 p 276 N90-26481 #
DOE/ER-60649/T2 p 204 N90-20621 #
DOE/RA-50219/T9 p3 N90-11438 #
DOT/FAA/AM-89-10 p 82 N90-14773
DOT/FAA/AM-89-8 p 82 N90-14772
DOT/FAA/AM-89/9 p 192 N90-18875
DOT/FAA/AM-90/3 p 260 N90-23895
DREA-TM-89/220 p 121 N90-17258 #
DREO-TN-89-21 p 168 N90-18148 #
DREO-1004 p9 N90-10529 #
EGG-HFRU-8654 p 83 N90-14777 #
F-3
EGG-M-88271 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
EGG-M-88271 P 100 N90-15585 #
EGG-M-88288 P 100 N90-15586 #
EGG-M-89492 P 223 N90-22214 #
EGMM001 P68 N90-14761'*
EO/M089-1 P 255 N90-23884 #
EOARD-TR-90-013 P173 N90-19736 #
EOTR-88-10
EOTR-88-9
EOTR-89-02
EPA/600/D-89/060 ...
EPA/600/M-89/011 ...
ERIM-215400-1-F
ESA-SP-1105
ESA-TT-1136
ESA-TT-1177
ESA-TT-1183
ESA-TT-1185
ESD-TR-89-128
ETN-89-94462
ETN-89-95014
ETN-89-95090
ETN-89-95307
ETN-89-95506
ETN-89-95838
ETN-89-95840
ETN-89-96006
ETN-90-94847
ETN-90-95015
ETN-90-95091
ETN-90-952&4
ETN-90-95468
ETN-90-95761
ETN-90-95872
ETN-90-95906
ETN-90-95973
ETN-90-95979
ETN-90-96131
ETN-90-96181
ETN-90-96256
ETN-90-96443
ETN-90-96446
ETN-90-96454
ETN-90-96457
ETN-90-96458
ETN-90-96482
ETN-90-96484
ETN-90-96592
ETN-90-96593
ETN-90-96594
ETN-90-96778
ETN-90-96936
ETN-90-96997
ETN-90-96998
ETN-90-97010
ETN-90-97014
ETN-90-9703S
ETN-90-97073
ETN-90-97079
ETN-90-97082
ETN-90-97084
ETN-90-97333
ETN-90-97385
ETN-90-97386
ETN-90-97388
ETN-90-97389
ETN-90-97390
ETN-90-97394
ETN-90-97397
ETN-90-97399
ETN-90-97452
ETN-90-97453
ETN-90-97S07
ETN-90-97546
ETN-90-97585
ETN-90-97636
FDA/CDRH-89/106 ...
FFI-90/7002
FOA-C-50072-5.2
FOA-C-50073-5.2
FOA-C-50074-5.2
FTD-ID(RS)T-0827-89
F-4
P 52
p 222
P 52
p49
p36
P 144
P68
p289
p 286
p 286
p 286
p 12
p 63
p63
p 63
p48
P 62
p49
p49
p63
P 77
p 76
p 180
p 76
p 180
p 68
: p 105
p 105
p77
p78
p 105
p 167
p 179
p 223
p 241
p245
p 289
p 289
p 241
p260
p 255
p255
p 255
p245
p 256
p 289
p 289
p 289
p 289
p 302
p289
p 286
p286
p 286
p"337
p 337
p353
p 353
p 338
p316
p316
p 366
p 338
p337
p316
p347
p344
p 383
p350
p 76
p 302
p 255
p 255
p 255
p 122
N90-12175 *
N90-22212 *
N90-12174 '
N90-13015
N 90-1 21 55
N 90- 17296
N90-13917
N 90-25494
N 90-25483
N 90-25484
N 90-25485
N90-10540
N90-13039
N 90-1 3040
N90-13041
N 90-12172
N 90-1 3038
N 90-13018
N90-13019
N 90-1 3042
N90-13932
N90-13927
N 90-19738
N 90-13928
N 90-19739
N90-13917
N 90-1 6397
N 90-1 6398
N 90-1 3930
N 90-1 3933
N 90-1 63 96
N90-17314
N 90-18866
N 90-22891
N 90-22967
N 90-24710
N 90-25488
N 90-25489
N 90-22968
N 90-23896
N 90-23881
N90-23882
N 90-23883
N 90-23864
N 90-24721
N 90-25492
N 90-25493
N 90-25490
N 90-25491
N 90-26502
N90-25494
N90-25483
N 90-25484
N 90-25485
N 90-28334
N 90-28336
N90-28994
N90-28995
N 90-28337
N 90-28325
N 90-28326
N 90-29082
N 90-28338
N90-28335
N90-28324
N 90-28964
N 90-29766
N90-29918
N90-29772
N 90-1 4768
N 90-26502
N 90-23881
N 90-23882
N 90-23883
N 90-1 7262
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
GRAPHICS-LAB-27 p 263 N90-24723 #
GRASP-LAB-173 p 301 N90-26497 * #
GRASP-LAB-190 p 301 N90-26498 * #
H-1506 p12 N90-11441 * #
H-1507 p 223 N90-22213 * #
HCFA/DF/DK-80/001A p 98 N90-15579 #
HDL-TL-90-2 p 309 N90-27243 i?
HEL-TM-11-89 p 125 N90-18135 #
HEL-TM-16-89 p 166 N90-17309 #
HEL-TM-21-89 p 212 N90-20646 #
HEL-TN-14-89 p 288 N90-25486 #
HEL-TN-15-89 p212 N90-20648 #
HEL-TN-5-90 p 314 N90-27245 #
HSD-SR-89-019 p 121 N90-17259 #
HSD-TR-89-029 p 249 N90-23876 #
IAEA-TECDOC-538 p 383 N90-29915 #
IAEA-TECDOC-544 p 383 N90-29914 #
IAF PAPER ST-89-012 p 40 A90-13727 #
IAF PAPER ST-89-016 p 40 A90-13729 #
IAF PAPER 89-026 p 54 A90-13261 #
IAF PAPER 89-034 p 37 A90-13267 #
IAF PAPER 89-036 p 54 A90-13269 #
IAF PAPER 89-041 p 54 A90-13272 #
IAF PAPER 89-050 p 54 A90-13277 #
IAF PAPER 89-051 p 54 A90-13278 #
IAF PAPER 89-052 p 55 A90-13279 * tt
IAF PAPER 89-069 p 55 A90-13289 #
IAF PAPER 89-084 p 55 A90-13300 #
IAF PAPER 89-087 p 55 A90-13301 '#
IAF PAPER 89-089 p 55 A90-13302 #
IAF PAPER 89-090 p 55 A90-13303 #
IAF PAPER 89-091 p 37 A90-13304 #
IAF PAPER 89-092 p 55 A90-13305 #
IAF PAPER 89-093 p 56 A90-13306 * #
IAF PAPER 89-098 p 51 A90-13308 * #
IAF PAPER 89-563 p 37 A90-13606 #
IAF PAPER 89-564 p 23 A90-13607 #
IAF PAPER 89-565 p 37 A90-13608 #
IAF PAPER 89-566 p 37 A90-13609 #
IAF PAPER 89-569 p 37 A90-13610 * #
IAF PAPER 89-573 p 38 A90-13612 #
IAF PAPER 89-574 p 56 A90-13613 #
IAF PAPER 89-575 p 56 A90-13614 #
IAF PAPER 89-576 p 56 A90-13615 #
IAF PAPER 89-577 p 56 A90-13616 #
IAF PAPER 89-578 p 23 A90-13617 #
IAF PAPER 89-579 p 56 A90-13618 #
IAF PAPER 89-580 p 57 A90-13619 #
IAF PAPER 89-583 p 57 A90-13620 #
IAF PAPER 89-586 p 38 A90-13621 #
IAF PAPER 89-588 p 38 A90-13622 #
IAF PAPER 89-590 p 38 A90-13624 #
IAF PAPER 89-593 p 38 A90-13625 #
IAF PAPER 89-594 p 38 A90-13626 #
IAF PAPER 89-595 p 39 A90-13627 #
IAF PAPER 89-596 p 39 A90-13628 * #
IAF PAPER 89-597 p 39 A90-13629 #
IAF PAPER 89-598 p 39 A90-13630 * #
IAF PAPER 89-599 p 39 A90-13631 #
IAF PAPER 89-600 p 39 A90-13632 #
IAF PAPER 89-601 p 39 A90-13633 #
IAF PAPER 89-606 p 23 A90-13634 #
IAF PAPER 89-607 p 23 A90-13635 #
IAF PAPER 89-608 p 23 A90-13636 #
IAF PAPER 89-609 p 24 A90-13637 #
IAF PAPER 89-610 p 24 A90-13638 #
IAF PAPER 89-611 p 24 A90-13639 #
IAF PAPER 89-612 p 24 A90-13640 #
IAF PAPER 89-683 p 40 A90-13673 * #
IAR-89-21 p300 N90-26493 #
ILR-MITT-223(1989) p 167 N90-17314 #
ILR-MITT-230(1989) p 241 N90-22968 #
ILR-MITT-233(1989) p 260 N90-23896 #
INIS-BR-1797 p217 N90-22206 #
ISBN-0-938744-69-0 p 301 N90-26499 * #
ISBN-92-835-0517-4 p 140 N90-17275 #
ISBN-92-835-0541-7 p 281 N90-25459 #
ISBN-92-835-0554-9 p 350 N90-28972 #
ISBN-92-9092-012-2 p 68 N90-13917 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p48 N90-12172 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p49 N90-13018 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p49 N90-13019 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p245 N90-24710 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p289 N90-25488 #
ISSN-0171-1342 p289 N90-25489 #
ISSN-0171-1342 P289 N90-25490 #
ISSN-0171-1342 P289 N90-25491 #
ISSN-0171-1342 P344 N90-29766 #
ISSN-0347-7665 p255 N90-23881 #
ISSN-0347-7665 p255 N90-23882 #
ISSN-0347-7665 p255 N90-23883 #
ISSN-0379-6566 p68 N90-13917 #
ISSN-0751-1361 p62 N90-13038 #
ISSN-0802-2437 p 302 N90-26502 #
ISVR-TR-173 P241 N90-22967 #
IZF-1988-15 p63 N90-13041
IZF-1988-21 p63 N90-13042
IZF-1988-22 p 180 N90-19738
IZF-1988-25 p63 N90-13039
IZF-1989-10 p337 N90-28336
IZF-1989-14 p353 N90-28994
IZF-1989-20 p353 N90-28995
IZF-1989-22 p338 N90-28337
IZF-1989-24 p316 N90-28325
IZF-1989-25 p208 N90-21518 #
IZF-1989-30 p316 N90-28326
IZF-1989-32 p205 N90-20626 #
IZF-1989-38 p289 N90-25492
IZF-1989-43 p 366 N90-29082
IZF-1989-45 p289 N90-25493
IZF-1989-49 p338 N90-28338
JHU/APL/STR-90-01 p 221 N90-22887 #
JPL-PUBL-87-7-VOL-4 p 373 N90-29830 * #
JPL-PUBL-89-7-VOL-1 p 357 N90-29000 • #
JPL-PUBL-89-7-VOL-2 p 362 N90-29044 * #
JPL-PUBL-69-7-VOL-3 p 367 N90-29780 * #
JPL-PUBL-69-7-VOL-5 p 379 N90-29874 * #
JPRS-ULS-90-004 p 343 N90-29763 #
JPRS-ULS-90-007 p 343 N90-29762 #
K/DSRD-119 p193 N90-19747 #
L-16655 p 241 N90-22965 • #
LA-UR-89-2895 p 78 N90-14771 #
LA-UR-89-3192 p 98 N90-15580 #
LA-UR-89-3858 p 192 N90-19744 #
LA-UR-90-378 p 201 N90-21515 #
LA-UR-90-776 p 355 N90-29778 #
LAIR-409 p 200 N90-20614 #
LAIR-410 p200 N90-20613 #
LAIR-414 p 199 N90-20609 #
LAIR-445 p263 N90-24725 #
LBL-27460 : p 199 N90-20611 #
LBL-27660 p 69 N90-14766 #
LBL-27901 p 179 N90-18865 #
LBL-28042 p 199 N90-20610 #
LR-511 p78 N90-13933 #
LR-625 P350 N90-29772 #
LRT-WE-13-FB-88-1 p 337 N90-28334 #
LSI-TR-875-9 p 81 N90-13934 • #
MBB-Z-0289-89-PUB p 245 N90-23864 #
ME-4182 p296 N90-25495 * #
MS<;iS-89 )^4 p 301 N90-26497 • #
MS-CIS-89-09 p263 N90-24723 #
MS-CIS-89-51 p 301 N90-26498 • #
MS-CIS^9*5 p 297 N90-25501 #
NADC-89004-60 p 13 N90-11444 #
NADG*9042-60 p 250 N90-24716 #
NAD&89076-60 p 259 N90-23889 f
NADC-89084-60 p212 N90-21523 #
NAMRL-MONCX3RAPH-37 p 121 N90-17256 #
NAMRL-TM-89-1 p 121 N90-17257 #
NAMRL-TM-89^ p 206 N90-20631 #
NAMRL-1344 p 51 N90-13027 #
NAMRL-1345 p 145 N90-17301 #
NAMRL-1347 p 254 N90-23878 #
NAMRL-1348 p 245 N90-23863 #
NAMRL-1349 p 244 N90-23862 #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NSWC/TR-90-167
NAMRL-1350 p 259 N90-23888 #
NAMRL-1352 p 349 N90-29767 #
NAS 1.15:100450 p 12 N90-11441 * #
MAS 1.15:100451 p 223 N90-22213 * #
NAS 1.15:101045 p 75 N90-13926 * #
NAS 1.15:101891 p87 N90-14778 * #
NAS 1.15:102151 p 20 N90-10571 • #
NAS 1.15:102158 p211 N90-20645 * #
NAS 1.15:102214-REV-1 p 230 N90-22216 * #
NAS 1.15:102215 p 105 N90-16399 * #
NAS 1.15:102232 p 49 N90-13013 * #
NAS 1.15:102234 p 94 N90-15577 • #
NAS 1.15:102237 p 35 N90-12151 * #
NAS 1.15:102242 p 77 N90-13931 * #
NAS 1.15:102251 p 106 N90-16400 * #
NAS 1.15:102254 p 269 N90-26452 * #
NAS 1.15:102279 p 353 N90-28996 • #
NAS 1.15:102784 p 173 N90-18853 ' #
NAS 1.15:102786 p 241 N90-22966 * #
NAS 1.15:102788 p268 N90-25453 * #
NAS 1.15:102792 p319 N90-28329 • #
NAS 1.15:102799 p 337 N90-28333 ' #
NAS 1.15:102852 p 366 N90-29083 * #
NAS 1.15:102907 p 244 N90-23861 *#
NAS 1.15:102965 p 204 N90-20617 • #
NAS 1.15:103471 p 287 N90-26485 * tt
NAS 1.15:103494 p 269 N90-25456 • #
NAS 1.15:103496 p 276 N90-26480 * #
NAS 1.15:103497 p 268 N90-25455 * #
NAS 1.15:4160 p 113 N90-17251 * #
NAS 1.15:4169 p 169 N90-17316 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(328) p8 N90-10524 *
NAS 1.21:7011(329) p 48 N90-12173 *
NAS 1.21:7011(330) p 75 N90-13925 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(331) p 125 N90-18137 •
NAS 1.21:7011(332) p 286 N90-25480 • #
NAS 1.21:7011(333) p 125 N90-18136 *
NAS 1.21:7011(334) p 220 N90-22207 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(335) p 220 N90-22208 *
NAS 1.21:7011(336) p 249 N90-23877 *
NAS 1.21:7011(337) p 286 N90-25481 *
NAS 1.21:7011(338) p 286 N90-25482 *
NAS 1.21:7011(339) p 316 N90-28327 •
NAS 1.21:7011(340) p 347 N90-28963 '
NAS 1.26:172060 p216 N90-22202 • #
NAS 1.26:177537 p 383 N90-29086 * #
NAS 1.26:177545 p 103 N90-15591 • #
NAS 1.26:177548 p 168 N90-18147 • #
NAS 1.26:177548 p 383 N90-29085 * #
NAS 1.26:181905 p 185 N90-19741 * #
NAS 1.26:183151 p 62 N90-13036 • #
NAS 1.26:183355 p 343 N90-29761 '#
NAS 1.26:183757 p 81 N90-13934 • #
NAS 1.26:184935 p 296 N90-25495 * #
NAS 1.26:185369 p 62 N90-13035 • #
NAS 1.26:185517 p 52 N90-12174 • #
NAS 1.26:185518 p 52 N90-12175 • #
NAS 1.26:185607 p 210 N90-21521 *#
NAS 1.26:185608 p 222 N90-22212 * #
NAS 1.26:185855 p 61 N90-12178 * tt
NAS 1.26:185959 p 21 N90-11445 * #
NAS 1.26:186056 p 68 N90-14761 * #
NAS 1.26:186124 p 68 N90-13916 * #
NAS 1.26:186209 p 230 N90-22215 * #
NAS 1.26:186590 p217 N90-22205 • #
NAS 1.26:186615 p 224 N90-22897 * tt
NAS 1.26:186655 p 275 N90-26479 • #
NAS 1.26:186656 p 300 N90-26490 * tt
NAS 1.26:186675 p 296 N90-25497 * #
NAS 1.26:186679 p 296 N90-25496 • tt
NAS 1.26:186707 p 366 N90-29084 • #
NAS 1.26:186730 p 300 N90-26492 • #
NAS 1.26:186791 p 290 N90-26488 * #
NAS 1.26:186811 p 297 N90-25500 * #
NAS 1.26:186818 p 302 N90-26501 * #
NAS 1.26:186825 p 297 N90-25499 • #
NAS 1.26:186831 p 301 N90-26499 • tt
NAS 1.26:186834 p 301 N90-26500 * #
NAS 1.26:186856 p 357 N90-29000 * #
NAS 1.26:186857 p.362 N90-29044 * tt
NAS 1.26:186858 p 367 N90-29780 • #
NAS 1.26:186859 p 373 N90-29830 * #
NAS 1.26:186860 p 379 N90-29874 * #
NAS 1.26:186864 p 301 N90-26498 * #
NAS 1.26:186866 p 269 N90-25458 * #
NAS 1.26:186867 p 301 N90-26497 * #
NAS 1.26:186905 p 302 N90-26503 * #
NAS 1.26:187025 p 342 N90-28959 * #
NAS 1.26:187026 p 343 N90-28960 * #
NAS 1.26:187290 p 354 N90-29777 * #
NAS 1.26:3922(26) p 35 N90-12153 •
NAS 1.26:3922(27) p 36 N90-12154 *
NAS 1.26:3922(28) p 35 N90-12152 •
NAS 1.26:3922(29) p216 N90-22203 *
NAS 1.26:3922(30) p 68 N90-14763 * #
NAS 1.26:3922(31) p 201 N90-21513 * #
NAS 1.26:3922(32) p 269 N90-25457 *
NAS 1.26:4246 p 166 N90-17308 ' #
NAS 1.26:4258 p 259 N90-23887 • #
NAS 1.26:4281 p 314 N90-27244 • #
NAS 1.26:4295 p 265 N90-23897 * tt
NAS 1.55:10032 p 234 N90-22918 • #
NAS 1.55:10034 p 83 N90-13939 * #
NAS 1.60:2999 p 241 N90-22965 " #
NAS 1.60:3037 p347 N90-28965 * #
NAS 1.71 :MFS-28426-1 p334 N90-27261 * #
NAS 1.71:MSC-21560-1 p173 N90-18852 * #
NAS 1.71:NPO-17439-1-CU p 99 N90-16391 ' tt
NAS 1.71:NPO-17653-1-CU p308 N90-27239 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13901-1-NP p 208 N90-21519 *
NASA-CASE-MFS-28234-1 p 203
NASA-CASE-MFS-28426-1 p334
NASA-CASE-MSC-20929-1 p113
NASA-CASE-MSC-21366-1 p297
NASA-CASE-MSC-21560-1 p 173
NASA-CASE-NPO-17439-1-CU
NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1-CU
p99
p308
NASA-CP-10032 p 234
NASA-CP-10034 p83
NASA-CR-172060 p 216
NASA-CR-177537 p 383
NASA-CR-177545 p 103
NASA-CR-177546 p 168
NASA-CR-177548 p 383
NASA-CR-181905 p 185
NASA-CR-183151 p62
NASA-CR-183355 p 343
NASA-CR-183757 p81
NASA-CR-184935 p 296
NASA-CR-185369 p 62
NASA-CR-185517 p 52
NASA-CR-185518 p 52
NASA-CR-185607 p210
NASA-CR-185608 p 222
NASA-CR-185855 p61
NASA-CR-185959 p21
NASA-CR-186056 p 68
NASA-CR-186124 p 68
NASA-CR-186209 p 230
NASA-CR-186590 p217
NASA-CR-186615 p 224
NASA-CR-186655 p 275
NASA-CR-186656 p 300
NASA-CR-186675 p 296
NASA-CR-186679 p 296
NASA-CR-186707 p 366
NASA-CR-186730 p 300
NASA-CR-186791 p 290
NASA-CR-186811 p 297
NASA-CR-186818 p 302
NASA-CR-186825 p 297
NASA-CR-186831 p 301
NASA-CR-186834 p 301
NASA-CR-186856 p 357
NASA-CR-186857 p 362
NASA-CR-186858 p 367
NASA-CR-186859 p 373
NASA-CR-186860 p 379
NASA-CR-186864 p 301
NASA-CR-186866 p 269
NASA-CR-186867 p 301
NASA-CR-186905 p 302
NASA-CR-187025 p 342
NASA-CR-187026 p 343
NASA-CR-187290 p 354
NASA-CR-3922(26) p 35
NASA-CR-3922(27) p 36
NASA-CR-3922(28) p 35
NASA-CR-3922(29) p216
NASA-CR-3922(30) p 68
NASA-CR-3922(31) p 201
NASA-CR-3922(32) p 269
NASA-CR-4246 p 166
NASA-CR-4258 p 259
NASA-CR-4281 p314
NASA-CR-4295 p 265
NASA-SP-7011(328) p8
NASA-SP-7011(329) p48
NASA-SP-7011(330) p 75
NASA-SP-7011(331) p 125
NASA-SP-7011(332) p286
NASA-SP-7011(333) p 125
NASA-SP-7011(334) p 220
NASA-SP-7011(335) p 220
N90-20616 '
N90-27261 '
N90-17252 '
N90-25498 '
N90-18652 '
N90-16391 '
N90-27239 '
N90-22918 '
N90-13939 '
N90-22202 '
N90-29086 '
N90-15591 '
N90-18147 '
N90-29085 '
N90-19741 '
N90-13036 '
N90-29761 '
N90-13934 '
N90-25495 '
N90-13035 '
N90-12174 '
N90-12175 '
N90-21521 '
N90-22212 '
N90-12178 '
N90-11445 '
N90-14761 '
N90-13916 '
N90-22215 '
N90-22205 '
N90-22897 '
N90-26479 '
N90-26490 '
N90-25497 '
N90-25496 '
N90-29084 '
N90-26492 '
N90-26488 '
N90-25500 '
N90-26501 '
N90-25499 '
N90-26499 '
N90-26500 '
N90-29000 '
N90-29044 '
N90-29780 '
N90-29830 '
N90-29874 '
N90-26498 '
N90-25458 '
N90-26497 '
N90-26503 '
N90-28959 '
N90-28960 '
N90-29777 '
N90-12153 '
N90-12154 '
N90-12152 '
N90-22203 '
N90-14763 '
N90-21513 '
N90-25457 '
N90-17308 '
N90-23887 '
N90-27244 '
N90-23897 '
N90-10524 '
N90-12173 '
N90-13925 '
N90-18137 '
N90-25480 '
N90-18136 '
N90-22207 '
N90-22208 '
NASA-SP-7011(336) p 249
NASA-SP-7011(337) p 286
NASA-SP-7011(338) p 286
NASA-SP-7011(339) p 316
NASA-SP-7011(340) p 347
NASA-TM-100450 p 12
NASA-TM-100451 p 223
NASA-TM-101045 p 75
NASA-TM-101891 p 87
NASA-TM-102151 p 20
NASA-TM-102158 p211
NASA-TM-102214-REV-1 ' p 230
NASA-TM-102215 p 105
NASA-TM-102232 p 49
NASA-TM-102234 p 94
NASA-TM-102237 p 35
NASA-TM-102242 p 77
NASA-TM-102251 p 106
NASA-TM-102254 p 269
NASA-TM-102279 p 353
NASA-TM-102784 p 173
NASA-TM-102786 p 241
NASA-TM-102788 p 268
NASA-TM-102792 p 319
NASA-TM-102799 p 337
NASA-TM-102852 p 366
NASA-TM-102907 p 244
NASA-TM-102965 p 204
NASA-TM-103471 p 287
NASA-TM-103494 p 269
NASA-TM-103496 p 276
NASA-TM-103497 p 268
NASA-TM-4160 p 113
NASA-TM-4169 p 169
NASA-TP-2999 p 241
NASA-TP-3037 p 347
NATICK-TR-90-/024 p 249
NATICK/TR-89/039-VOL-1 p 63
NAVEDTRA-10058-C1 p 100
NBDL-89R003 p123
N90-23877 *
N90-25481 *
N90-25482 *
N90-28327 •
N90-28963 *
N90-11441 ' #
N90-22213 * #
N90-13926 * #
N90-14778 ' #
N90-10571 ' #
N90-20645 * #
N90-22216 * #
N90-16399 ' #
N90-13013 " #
N90-15577 ' #
N90-12151 * #
N90-13931 ' #
N90-16400 ' #
N90-26452 * #
N90-28996 * #
N90-18853 * tt
N90-22966 * tt
N90-25453 * t
N90-28329 * tt
N90-28333 * #
N90-29083 * tt
N90-23861 ' #
N90-20617 * #
N90-26485 * tt
N90-25456 * #
N90-26480 * #
N90-25455 • #
N90-17251 * #
N90-17316 ' #
N90-22965 * #
N90-28965 * #
N90-23875 #
N90-13043 #
N90-15584 #
N90-17268 #
N90-26504 #
N90-23866 #
N90-18149 #
N90-26487 #
NCSC-CR-20C-1-90 p 302
NEDU-1-90 p247
NEDU-10-89 p 168
NEDU-2-90 p 287
NHR&88-41 p46 N90-12161
NHR&89-25 p 318 N90-27255
NHRC-89-38 p 318 N90-27256
NHR&69-47 p 354 N90-29773
NHRC-89-49 p 349 N90-29770
NHRC-89-53 p349 N90-29771
NHRC-89-5 p 126 N90-18142
NHRC-89-6 p 10 N90-11440
NHRC-89-7 p 10 N90-10533
NHRC-90-5 p347 N90-28968
NIAR-90-18 p301 N90-26496 #
NIAR-90^ p300 N90-26494 #
NIAR-90-7 p301 N90-26495 #
NISTIR-89/4105 p 35 N90-12150 #
NMRI-88-94 p 113 N90-18134 #
NMRI-89-34 p 122 N90-17261 #
NMRI-89-35 p 51 N90-13025 #
NMRI-89-46 p 50 N90-13024 #
NMRI-89-58 p 122 N90-17263 #
NMRI-89-59 p 126 N90-18140 #
NMRI-89-93 p 127 N90-18144 #
NMRI-90-14 p315 N90-27247 #
NPRDC-TN-90-18 p319 N90-27258 #
NPRDC-TN-90-23 p 354 N90-29777 • #
NPRDC-TN-90-9 p 209 N90-20638 #
NPRDC-TR-89-14 p 62 N90-12181 #
NRL-MR-6482 p9 N90-10531 #
NSF/ENG-88037 p 52 N90-12176 #
NSMRL-SP89-4 p 123 N90-17270 #
NSMRL-1150 p242 N90-22969 #
NSMRL-1151 p221 N90-22885 #
NSMRL-1154 p254 N90-23879 #
NSWC/TR-90-167 p 353 N90-28998 #
F-5
NWC-TP-7027 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NWC-TP-7027 P382 N90-29913 #
OCNR-114289-22
ONR-TR-89-1
ONR-89-1
.... p 78 N90-14769 #
p 145 N90-17302 §
.... p13 N90-11442 #
ORNL/TM-11308 p 167 N90-17315 #
OTA-BP-E-53 P10 N90-11439 #
PB89-100702 P 76 N90-14768 #
PB89-200935 P 61 N90-12179 #
PB89-208334 p 36 N90-12155 #
PB89-209985 P 10 N90-11439 #
PB89-214779 P 35 N90-12150 #
PB89-219489 P 52 N90-12176 #
PB89-222723 p 74 N90-13920 #
PB89-223630 p 49 N90-13015 #
PB90-100181 p98 N90-15579 #
PB90-103367 P 166 N90-17307 #
PB90-155987 p 316 N90-28323 #
PB90-168048 p 337 N90-28331 #
PB90-188707 p 342 N90-28958 #
PB90-780008 p 100 N90-15584 #
PCG-17 p 334 N90-27265 #
PD-CF-9003 P212 N90-21522 #
PNL-SA-17179 p94 N90-15578 #
PNL-SA-17321 p201 N90-21514 #
PSR-1687 P309 N90-27241 #
PSR-1846 p315 N90-27248 #
RADC-TR-89-292 p 224 N90-22895 #
RADC-TR-89-321 p 242 N90-22971 #
RAE-TM-AW-121 p 223 N90-22891 #
RAE-TM-FM-10 p 105 N90-16396 #
REPT-6990 P 185 N90-19741 • #
REPT-72/87/R486U p 77 N90-13932 #
REPT-89-TOU-3-1045 p'76 N90-13928 #
REPT-89-00014-01 p3 N90-10522 #
REPT-90-01 P319 N90-28328 #
R90-1 p 301 N90-26499 * #
SAE PAPER 891431 p 154 A90-27402 *
SAE PAPER 891432 p 119 A90-27403 *
SAE PAPER 891434 p119 A90-27405
SAE PAPER 891435 p 139 A90-27406 "
SAE PAPER 891440 p 154 A90-27411
SAE PAPER 891442 p 155 A90-27413 "
SAE PAPER 891443 p 155 A90-27414 *
SAE PAPER 891444 p 155 A90-27415
SAE PAPER 891445 p 155 A90-27416 •
SAE PAPER 891446 p 155 A90-27417 *
SAE PAPER 891448 p 155 A90-27418
SAE PAPER 891449 p 155 A90-27419
SAE PAPER 891450 p 156 A90-27420
SAE PAPER 891451 p 156 A90-27421
SAE PAPER 891453 p 156 A90-27423 *
SAE PAPER 891458 p 156 A90-27427
SAE PAPER 891459 p 156 A90-27428
SAE PAPER 891460 p 156 A90-27429
SAE PAPER 891471 p 119 A90-27439 •
SAE PAPER 891472 p 157 A90-27440 *
SAE PAPER 891473 p 120 A90-27441
SAE PAPER 891474 p 110 A90-27442
SAE PAPER 891476 p 157 A90-27444
SAE PAPER 891477 p 157 A90-27445 *
SAE PAPER 891478 p 157 A90-27446
SAE PAPER 891479 p 157 A90-27447
SAE PAPER 891481 p 157 A90-27448 *
SAE PAPER 891482 p 158 A90-27449
SAE PAPER 891483 p 158 A90-27450 *
SAE PAPER 891484 p 158 A90-27451
SAE PAPER 891485 p 158 A90-27452 *
SAE PAPER 891486 p 175 A90-29151
SAE PAPER 891487 p 120 A90-27454 *
SAE PAPER 891488 p 111 A90-27455 *
SAE PAPER 891489 p111 A90-27456
SAE PAPER 891490 p 120 A90-27457
SAE PAPER 891491 p 111 A90-27458 *
SAE PAPER 891492 p 111 A90-27459 •
SAE PAPER 891500 p 158 A90-27467 *
SAE PAPER 891502 p 158 A90-27469 *
SAE PAPER 891503 p 158 A90-27470
SAE PAPER 891504 p 159 A90-27471
SAE PAPER 891505 p 159 A90-27472 *
SAE PAPER 891506 p 159 A90-27473 '
SAE PAPER 891507 p 159 A90-27474 '
SAE PAPER 891508 p 159 A90-27475 '
SAE PAPER 891509 p 159 A90-27476 '
SAE PAPER 891510 p 159 A90-27477 '
SAE PAPER 891512 p 111 A90-27478
SAE PAPER 891513 p 160 A90-27479
SAE PAPER 891514 p 160 A90-27480 '
SAE PAPER 891516 p 160 A90-27481
SAE PAPER 891517 p 111 A90-27482 '
SAE PAPER 891530 p 160 A90-27494 •
SAE PAPER 891531 p 160 A90-27495
SAE PAPER 891533 p 160 A90-27497
SAE PAPER 891534 p 160 A90-27498
SAE PAPER 891535 p 161 A90-27499
SAE PAPER 891537 p 161 A90-27501
SAE PAPER 891538 p 161 A90-27502 '
SAE PAPER 891539 p 161 A90-27503 '
SAE PAPER 891540 p 161 A90-27504 '
SAE PAPER 891541 p 161 A90-27505 '
SAE PAPER 891543 p 161 A90-27507 '
SAE PAPER 891544 p 162 A90-27508
SAE PAPER 891545 p 187 A90-28572
SAE PAPER 891546 p 120 A90-27509
SAE PAPER 891547 p 162 A90-27510
SAE PAPER 891548 p 162 A90-27511
SAE PAPER 891549 p 162 A90-27512
SAE PAPER 891550 p 162 A90-27513
SAE PAPER 891551 p 162 A90-27514
SAE PAPER 891552 p 162 A90-27515 •
SAE PAPER 891554 p 163 A90-27516 •
SAE PAPER 891555 p 163 A90-27517 '
SAE PAPER 891556 p 163 A90-27518
SAE PAPER 891569 p 163 A90-27530 '
SAE PAPER 891570 p 163 A90-27531
SAE PAPER 891571 p112 A90-27532 '
SAE PAPER 891572 p112 A90-27533 '
SAE PAPER 891573 p 163 A90-27534
SAE PAPER 891574 p 163 A90-27535
SAE PAPER 891575 p 164 A90-27536
SAE PAPER 891576 p 164 A90-27537
SAE PAPER 891578 p 164 A90-27538
SAE PAPER 891579 p 164 A90-27539 •
SAE PAPER 891580 p 164 A90-27540
SAE PAPER 891581 p 164 A90-27541
SAE PAPER 891583 p 164 A90-27543 *
SAE PAPER 891585 p 165 A90-27544 *
SAE PAPER 891586 p 165 A90-27545 *
SAE PAPER 891587 p 165 A90-27546 *
SAE PAPER 891589 p 165 A90-27548
SAE PAPER 891591 p 165 A90-27550 *
SAE PAPER 891592 p 165 A90-27551 *
SAE PAPER 891595 p 165 A90-27554 *
SAE PAPER 891596 p 120 A90-27555
SAE PAPER 891599 p 166 A90-27557
SAE PAPER 901200 p 312 A90-49276 *
SAE PAPER 901202 p 321 A90-49277 *
SAE PAPER 901203 p 322 A90-49278 *
SAE PAPER 901204 p 322 A90-49279
SAE PAPER 901205 p 322 A90-49280
SAE PAPER 901206 p 322 A90-49281
SAE PAPER 901207 p 322 A90-49282
SAE PAPER 901208 p322 A90-49283
SAE PAPER 901209 p 322 A90-49284
SAE PAPER 901210 p323 A90-49285 *
SAE PAPER 901211 p323 A90-49286 *
SAE PAPER 901212 p 323 A90-49287
SAE PAPER 901213 p 323 A90-49288
SAE PAPER 901214 p 323 A90-49289 *
SAE PAPER 901216 p 323 A90-49291
SAE PAPER 901227 p 307 A90-49299
SAE PAPER 901228 p 307 A90-49300 *
SAE PAPER 901230 p 323 A90-49301 *
SAE PAPER 901231 p 324 A90-49302
SAE PAPER 901233 p 324 A90-49303
SAE PAPER 901242 p 324 A90-49312 *
SAE PAPER 901243 p 324 A90-49313 *
SAE PAPER 901244 p 324 A90-49314
SAE PAPER 901245 p324 A90-49315
SAE PAPER 901246 p 324 A90-49316
SAE PAPER 901247 p 325 A90-49317
SAE PAPER 901248 p 325 A90-49318
SAE PAPER 901250 p 325 A90-49319
SAE PAPER 901251 p 325 A90-49320 *
SAE PAPER 901252 p 325 A90-49321 *
SAE PAPER 901253 p 325 A90-49322 •
SAE PAPER 901254 p 325 A90-49323 *
SAE PAPER 901255 p 326 A90-49324
SAE PAPER 901256 p 326 A90-49325
SAE PAPER 901257 p 326 A90-49326
SAE PAPER 901258 p312 A90-49327 •
SAE PAPER 901259 p312 A90-49328 *
SAE PAPER 901260 p312 A90-49329 *
SAE PAPER 901262 p 308 A90-49330 •
SAE PAPER 901263 p312 A90-49331
SAE PAPER 901264 p 326 A90-49332
SAE PAPER 901265 p 326 A90-49333
SAE PAPER 901267 p 327
SAE PAPER 901268 p 326
SAE PAPER 901269 p 327
SAE PAPER 901287 p 327
SAE PAPER 901288 p 327
SAE PAPER 901289 p 327
SAE PAPER 901297 p 327
SAE PAPER 901299 p 327
SAE PAPER 901300 p 328
SAE PAPER 901301 p 328
SAE PAPER 901302 p 328
SAE PAPER 901303 p 308
SAE PAPER 901304 p 308
SAE PAPER 901323 p 313
SAE PAPER 901324 p 313
SAE PAPER 901325 p313
SAE PAPER 901326 p313
SAE PAPER 901328 p313
SAE PAPER 901329 p 328
SAE PAPER 901331 p 308
SAE PAPER 901332 p 328
SAE PAPER 901333 p 328
SAE PAPER 901342 p 313
SAE PAPER 901344 p 313
SAE PAPER 901347 p314
SAE PAPER 901349 p 308
SAE PAPER 901351 p 329
SAE PAPER 901352 p 329
SAE PAPER 901353 p 329
SAE PAPER 901354 p 329
SAE PAPER 901355 p 329
SAE PAPER 901356 p 329
SAE PAPER 901357 p 330
SAE PAPER 901358 p 330
SAE PAPER 901359 p314
SAE PAPER 901360 p 330
SAE PAPER 901361 p 330
SAE PAPER 901362 p318
SAE PAPER 901370 p 330
SAE PAPER 901379 p 330
SAE PAPER 901380 p 331
SAE PAPER 901381 p 308
SAE PAPER 901382 p 331
SAE PAPER 901383 p 331
SAE PAPER 901384 p 331
SAE PAPER 901385 p 331
SAE PAPER 901386 p 331
SAE PAPER 901387 p 332
SAE PAPER 901388 p 332
SAE PAPER 901390 p 332
SAE PAPER 901408 p 332
SAE PAPER 901415 p 332
SAE PAPER 901416 p 332
SAE PAPER 901417 p 332
SAE PAPER 901418 p 333
SAE PAPER 901427 p 333
SAE PAPER 901428 p 333
SAE PAPER 901429 p 333
SAE PAPER 901432 p 333
SAE PAPER 901433 p 333
SAE-861893 ....
SAIC-89/1587 .
SAND-90-1955
. p285
p50
p383
SCT-89-RR-18 p 192
SDEPL-002 p 53
SERI/STR-232-3569 p 199
SOT/FAA/AM-89/13 p 242
SPIE-1077 p 252
SPIE-1116 p292
SWRI-12-6253 p 3
TABES PAPER 89-1516 p 90
TD-89-0531 p 180
TD-89-1050 p 353
TO89-1051 p 353
TCW9-1056 p316
TD-89-1644 p 337
TO89-3365 p 338
TD-89-3367 p 316
TD-89-4139 p 289
TD-89-4143 p 366
TD-89-4144 p 289
TD-89-4547 p 338
A90-49336 '
A90-49335 '
A90-49337 '
A90-49347
A90-49348
A90-49349
A90-49350
A90-49351
A90-49352
A90-49353
A90-49354
A90-49355 '
A90-49356 '
A90-49363
A90-49364
A90-49365
A90-49366
A90-49367
A90-49368
A90-49369
A90-49370 '
A90-49371 '
A90-49377
A90-49379
A90-49381 '
A90-49383
A90-49384 '
A90-49385 '
A90-49386
A90-49387
A90-49388 '
A90-49389 •
A90-49390 •
A90-49391 '
A90-49392 '
A90-49393 '
A90-49394 '
A90-49395
A90-49400
A90-49407 '
A90-49408 '
A90-49409 '
A90-49410 '
A90-49411 '
A90-49412
A90-49413
A90-49414
A90-49415
A90-49416
A90-49417
A90-49418 '
A90-49423
A90-49424
A90-49425
A90-49426
A90-49428 *
A90-49429 *
A90-49430 *
A90-49433 '
A90-49434 *
N90-25478
N90-13023
N90-29917
N 90-18875
N90-13030
N90-20608
N 90-22970
A90-38864
A90-45201
N 90-11438
A90-20391
N90-19738
N 90-28995
N 90-28994
N 90-28326
N 90-28336
N 90-28337
N90-28325
N90-25492
N90-29082
N90-25493
N90-28338
TDCK-89-1055 p 208 N90-21518 #
F-6
REPORT NUMBER INDEX WRDC-TR-89-7008
TD89-0381
TD89 )^532
TELECOM-PARIS-89-H001
TOP-7-2-51 3
TOXICOLOGY-SER-167
TOXICOUOGY-SER-177
TOXICOLOGY-SER-178
TR-2107
TR-244
TR-305 .
TR-3
TR-454
TR-90-1
TR90-01 1
UCI-51 ..
UC1D-21823-REV-1
UCRL-ID-103792
UCRL-100S1 1
UCRL-101061-REV-1
UCRL-102862
UDR-TR-88-1 04
UILU-ENG-89-1 777
UIUCDCS-R-89-1558
UMTRI-89-34
UP-GRASP-LAB-1 91
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-087281
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-087358
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 18993
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-213880
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-238675
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-266955
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-266955
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-317931
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-444248
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-501908
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-508154
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-929869
US-PATENT-CLASS-1 28-661 .03 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-21 0-355
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-414
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-2
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-252
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-290
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-328
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-408
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-422
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-447
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-458
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-474.4 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-311
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-316
US-PATENT-CLASS-530-362
US-PATENT-CLASS-530-363
US-PATENT-CLASS-530-364
US-PATENT-CLASS-530-387
US-PATENT-CLASS-530-422
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-37
US-PATENT-4,833,233
US-PATENT-4,839,046
US-PATENT-4,852.578
US-PATENT-4,885,930
US-PATENT-4,909,459
US-PATENT-4,923.741
USAARL-89-1 2
USAARL-89-1 3
USAARL-89-1 8
USAARL-89-20
USAARL-89-24
USAARL-89-25
USMRL-89-27
USAARL-89-28
USAARL-89-8
USAARL-89-9
USAARL-90-1 0
USAARL-90-1 1
USAARL-90-6
p63
p63
p62
p 192
p200
p199
p200
p314
p350
p101
p2l7
p210
p354
p334
p62
p204
p366
p8
p78
p200
p104
p185
p185
p316
p297
p203
p 113
p208
p297
p336
p104
p300
p173
p99
p308
p334
p208
p20B
P113
p 113
p203
p297
p297
p297
p203
p297
p297
p297
p297
p 113
p 113
p203
p203
p203
p203
p203
p336
p203
p 113
p206
p336
p300
p297
p337
p74
p121
p121
p166
p99
p192
p207
p9
P47
p334
p383
p24fi
N90-13042
N 90-13039
N90-13038 tf
N90-19743 #
N90-20614 #
N90-20609 #
N90-20613 #
N90-27244 • #
N90-28971 #
N90-15589 #
N90-22883 #
N90-20643 #
N90-29775 #
N90-27262 #
N90-12180 #
N90-20620 #
N90-29081 #
N90-10525 #
N90-14770 #
N90-21512 #
N90-15594 #
N90-18869 #
N90-18869 #
N90-28323 ft
N90-25501 tf
N90-20616 *
N90-17252 '
N90-21519 '
N90-25498 *
N 90-28330
N90-16394 #
N 90-26491
N90-18852 * tf
N90-16391 ' #
N90-27239 " #
N90-27261 * #
N90-21519 *
N90-21519 *
N90-17252 '
N90-17252 *
N90-20616 '
N90-25498 *
N90-25498 •
N90-25498 *
N90-20616 '
N90-25498 *
N90-25498 *
N90-25498 *
N90-25498 •
N90-17252 '
N90-17252 '
N90-20616 '
N90-20616 *
N90-20616 *
N90-20616 *
N90-20616 *
N 90-28330
N90-20616 '
N90-17252 *
N90-21519 *
N 90-28330
N 90-26491
N90-25498 *
N90-28332 #
N90-13919 #
N90-17255 #
N90-17254 #
N90-17311 #
N90-16392 tf
N90-18874 tf
N90-20634 tf
N90-10530 #
N90-12167 #
N90-27263 tf
N90-29916 ft
N90-23870 #
USAFOEHL-89-023RC0111DRA .. p 49 N90-13017 #
USAFSAM-JA-89-21 p 98 N90-15581 #
USAFSAM-JA-90-22 p 347 N90-28967 #
USAFSAM-JA-90-6 p 250 N90-24715 #
USAFSAM-PROC-89-26 p 248 N90-23868 #
USAFSAM-SR-89-5 p 166 N90-17310 #
USAFSAM-SR-89-6 p 204 N90-20622 #
USAFSAM-TR-88-23 p 50 N90-13022 #
USAFSAM-TR-89-20 p 309 N90-27240 #
USAFSAM-TR-a9-21 p 245 N90-23863 #
USAFSAM-TR-89-26 p 302 N90-26505 #
USAFSAM-TR-89-27 p 343 N90-29765 #
USAFSAM-TR-90-3 p 268 N90-25454 #
USARIEM-M-34-189 p 15 N90-10541 tf
USARIEM-M13-90 p 205 N90-20625 #
USARIEM-M4-89 p8 N90-10523 #
USARIEM-M5-90 p 206 N90-20633 #
USARIEM-M59-89 p 47 N90-12164 #
USARIEM-M60-8968 p 50 N90-13020 #
USARIEM-M61-89 p 49 N90-13014 #
USARIEM-M7-90 p 200 N90-20615 #
USARIEM-M8-90 p 205 N90-20624 #
USARIEM-TP-11-90 p 221 N90-22886 #
USARIEM-T11-90 p 247 N90-23865 #
USARIEM-T20-89 p 124 N90-17272 #
USARIEM-T7-90 p 206 N90-20629 #
USARIEM-T8-90 p 207 N90-20636 #
USASC-TR-90-1 p366 N90-29080 #
UTEC-89-036 p 37 N90-12159 #
WRDC-TR-89-7006-VOL-1 p 212 N90-20647 #
WRDC-TR-89-7006-VOL-2 p 193 N90-19748 #
WRDC-TR-89-7008 p 82 N90-13936 #
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A90-10040 *
A90-10041
A90-10042 *
A90-10043
A90-10044
A90-10234
A90-10242
A90-10243
A90-10244
A90-10245
A90-10246
A90-10247
A90-10248
A90-10249
A90-10257
A90-10258
A90-102S9
A90-10260
A90-10261
A90-10262
A90-10263
A90-10267
A90-10268
A90-10270
A90-10271
A90-10272
A90-10273
A90-10274
A90-10275
A90-10357
A90-10358
A90-10359
A90-10365 *
A90-10366
A90-10425 '
A90-10530 ' #
A90-10549 #
A90-10831
A90-10950
A90-11079 #
A90-11080 #
A90-11090
A90-11091 '
A90-11092
A90-11093
A90-11500 '
A90-12246 *
A90-12275
A90-12349
A90-12350
A90-12409
A90-12410
A90-12411
ASO-12490
A90-12491
P1
p3
p3
p4
P 4
p21
P 4
P 4
P11
p11
P 4
p4
P11
P5
P5
P5
P 5
P 5
P11
P13
p5
p6
P6
p6
p6
P6
P6
P6
p13
P14
P14
P14
p14
P14
p21
P11
P11
P7
P.1
P7
P7
p14
P15
p15
p15
P7.
P21
P7
P1
P1
P.7
P?
P8
P1
P2
A90-12492
A90-12671
A90-12672
A90-12792
A90-13132 '
A90-13261 #
A90-13267 #
A90-13269 #
A90-13272 #
A90-13277 # '
A90-13278 #
A90-13279 *#
A90-13289 #
A90-13300 #
A90-13301 •#
A90-13302 #
A90-13303 #
A90-13304 #
A90-1330S #
A90-13306 '#
A90-13308 •#
A90-13606 #
A90-13607 #
A90-13608 #
A90-13609 #
A90-13610 '#
A90-13612 #
A90-13613 #
A90-13614 #
A90-13615 #
A90-13616 #
A90-13617 #
A90-13618 #
A90-13619 #
A90-13620 #
A90-13621 #
A90-13622 ft
A90-13624 tt
A90-1362S #
A90-13626 #
A90-13627 #
A90-13628 •#
A90-13629 #
A90-13630 ' #
A90-13631 #
A90-13632 #
A90-13633 #
A90-13634 #
A90-13635 #
A90-13636 #
A90-13637 #
A90-13638 #
A90-13639 #
A90-13640 #
A90-13673 '#•
P2
P2
P2
P15
P11
p54
p37
P54
p54
p54
p54
p55
pSS
p55
p55
p55
pSS
p37
p55
p56
P51
p37
p23
p37
p37
p37
p38
p56
pS6
p56
P56
p23
p56
P57
p57
p38
p38
p38
p38
p38
p39
P39
P39
p39
P39
p39
p39
P23
p23
P23
p24
P24
P24
p24
p40
A90-13727 #
A90-13729 #
A90-13735
A90-13736
A90-13737
A90-13738
A90-13739
A90-13740
A90-13741
A90-13742
A90-13743
A90-13744
A90-13745
A90-13746
A90-13747
A90-13903
A90-1442S
A90-14446
A90-14631
A90-14998 * tt
A90-14999 #
A90-15051
A90-1S052
A90-15053
A90-1S054
A90-15055
A90-15056
A90-15057
A90-1S058
A90-15059
A90-1S060
A90-15061
A90-15062
A90-15063
A90-15064
A90-15068 •
A90-15070.
A90-15071-
A90-15072
A90-15073
A90-15074 '
A90-15075 *
A90-15076
A90-15077
A90-15078
A90-15079
A90-1S080
A90-15081
A90-15082 *
A90-15083
A90-15084
A90-15085 '
A90-15426 *
A90-15427 *
A90-15428
A90-15429
A90-15430 *
A90-15431
A90-15432 *
A90-15433
A90-15434 *
A90-15435 •
A90-15436 •
A90-15437
A90-15438 '
A90-15439 *
A90-15440 *
A90-15442
A90-15444
A90-15445
A90-15446
A90-15447 '
A90-15477
A90-15478 *
A90-15479
A90-15480
A90-15481
A90-16482
A90-15483
A90-15484
A90-15485 '
A90-15486
A90-15487 •
p40
p40
p40
p40
pS7
p40
p40
P41
p41
p41
p52
P41
P41
P41
p52
p24
p41
P24
P24
p57
p57
p25
P25
p2S
P25
p25
p26
p26
p26
p26
P42
p26
p26
p27
p27
p27
P27
p27
p27
p28
p28
, P28
p28
p28
P42
P42
p28
p28
P29
p29
p29
p29
p57
p57
p57
P58
p58
p58
p58
p58
P59
pS9
p59
p59
p29
P59
p30
p30
P59
p60
P30
p60
P42
p30
p30
P42
P42
p30
p31
p31
p31
p31
p31
A90-15488
A90-15489 *
A90-1S490
A90-15491 '
A90-15492
A90-15493
A90-15494
A90-15495
A90-15496
A90-15497
A90-15498
A90-15499 *
A90-15500
A90-15501 '
A90-15502 '
A90-15503
A90-15504
A90-15505
A90-15506
A90-15507
A90-15508
A90-1S509
A90-1S510
A90-15511
A90-15512 *
A90-15633
A90-15634 ,
A90-15635.
A90-15636
A90-15637
A90-15638
A90-1S639
A90-15640
A90-15641
A90-15800
A90-16035
A90-16047
A90-16057
A90-16160 *
A90-16284 '
A90-16286 '
A90-16299
A90-16352
A90-16360
A90-16420 *
A90-16522
A90-16531 '
A90-16532 '
A90-16533
A90-16534
A90-16535
A90-16536
A90-16537
A90-16538
A90-16S39
A90-16S41
A90-16625 *
A90-16656
A90-16657 *
A90-16658 *
A90-16659 *
A90-16660
A90-16661 •
A90-16694
A90-17116
A90-17117
A90-17118
A90-17119
A90-17120
A90-17214
A90-17249
A90-17273
A90-17274
A90-17275
A90-17401
A90-17402
A90-17403
A90-17404
A90-17406
A90-17409
A90-17410
A90-17414
A90-17420
p31
P32
P43
p32
P43
p43
p32
P43
P43
p32
P32
p32
p33
p43
p44
p44
P44
P44
p44
P44
p4S
P45
p45
p45
P45
p33
p33
p33
p33
p33
p34
p34
p34
p34
p60
p63
p34
p34
p64
p34
p34
P45
p60
p64
p34
p60
p60
p3S
p60
p61
p46
p46
p46
p46
p61
p61
p46
p78
p65
p69
p76
p76
p76
p65
p65
p65
p65
p69
p69
p69
p66
p66
p69
p66
p79
p70
p70
p70
p79
p70
p70
p70
P79
A90-17423
A90-17424
A90-17427
A90-17434 .
A90-17435
A90-17436
A90-17437
A90-17438
A90-17439
A90-17483 '
A90-17514
A90-17515
A90-17516
A90-17517
A90-17518 '
A90-17519
A90-17S20
A90-17521
A90-17522
A90-17523
A90-17524
A90-17525 *
A90-17712
A90-17713 * •
A90-17715
A90-17716 *
A90-17717
A90-17718 *
A90-17719 '
A90-17720 *
A90-17721 *
A90-17772
A90-17774
A90-17778 #
A90-17813
A90-17835
A90-17836
A90-17877
A90-17940 *
A90-17941
A90-17942
A90-17943 •
A90-17944
A90-18125
A90-18582 tt
A90-18619 tt
A90-18924
A90-18925
A90-19125 *
A90-19253
A90-19301 '
A90-19726 #
A90-19919 *#
A90-19945 • #
A90-20024 #
A90-20142 .
A90-20143
A90-20144
A90-20145 '
A90-20146
A90-20147
A90-20148
A90-20149
A90-20176 .
A90-20177 *
A90-20178
A90-20179
A90-20180
A90-20181
A90-20182
A90-20183 '
A90-20184
A90-20391
A90-20456 .
A90-20552
A90-20926 *
A90-20981 '
A90-20982
A90-20983
A90-20984
A90-20985
A90-21302
A90-21303
p70
p79
p79
p79
p80
p80
pBO
pBO
p80pee
P77
P77
P71
p71
pee
P71
p71
P71
p71
p72
P72
p66
P72
p66
P72
P72
p72
p80
p72
p80
p73
p67
p67
p61
p73
p81
p81
P73
p73
p67
p73
p73
p67
p73
p73
p74
p67
p67
p74
p67
p67
p74
p81
p81
p95
p9S
p95
p89
p9S
p96
p96
P96
p101
p105
p89
p10S
p89
p89
p89
p90
p90
p90
p90
p90
p 101
p90
p96
p96
P90
p91
p91
p 101
p102
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A90-21304
A90-21305
A90-Z1307
A90-21308
A90-21309
A90-21310
A90-21437
A90-21457
A90-21458
A90-21524
A90-21525
A90-21633
A90-21730
A90-21731
A90-21851
A90-21852
A90-21853
A90-21854
A90-21909
A90-21910
A90-21911
A90-21912
A90-21913
A90-21914
A90-21915
A90-21916
A90-21924
A90-21998
A90-22094
A90-22095
A90-22151
A90-22740
A90-22746
A90-22801
A90-22802
A90-22803
A90-22804
A90-2280S
A90-22819
A90-22825
A90-22858
A90-22859
A90-23193
A90-23194
A90-23262
A90-23292
A90-23369
A90-23483
A90-23898
A90-23911
A90-23912
A90-23913
A90-23914
A9O-23915
A90-24022
A90-24220
A90-24395
A90-24396
A90-24397
A90-24398
A90-24399
A90-24426
A90-24427
A90-24428
A90-24429
A90-24430
A90-24431
A90-24432
A90-24433
A90-24434
A90-24435
A90-24436
A9O-24437
A90-24746
A90-24747
A90-24748
A90-24749
A90-247SO
A90-24759
A9O-24769
A90-24801
A9O-24802
A90-24803
A90-24804
A90-24805
A90-24817
A9O-24S18
A90-24819
A90-24820
A90-25025
A90-25177
A90-25329
A90-25330
A90-25331
A90-25332
A90-25333
#
#
•
'#
*
*
#
#
'#
#
*#
#
'#
'#
*
*
*
*
*
•
#
'#
'tt
#
#
'It
#
tt
'it
•
•
p102
p102
p102
p102
p102
p102
p91
p99
p100
p91
p100
p 102
p91
p91
p96
p97
p91
p91
p97
p92
p92
p92
p92
p92
p92
p93
p106
p93
p93
p93
P103
P97
p93
P97
p97
p97
p97
P97
p93
p93
p98
p100
p93
P94
p103
p100
P94
p103
p146
p 147
p 147
p147
p147
p147
p147
p107
p107
p107
p107
p107
p108
p 114
p114
p114
p114
p 114
p127
p 114
p115
p 115
p115
p115
p11S
p108
p108
p108
p108
p108
p115
p116
p147
p148
p148
p148
p 148
p116
p116
p116
p116
P127
p168
p109
p109
p 109
P109
p109
A90-25334
A90-25472
A90-25564
A90-2S996
A90-26009
A90-26010
A90-26011
A90-26012
A90-26013
A90-26014
A90-26015
A90-26016
A90-26017
A90-26019
A90-26020
A90-26122
A90-26123
A90-26124
A90-26125
A90-26126
A90-26127
A90-26176
A90-26178
A90-26179
A90-26180
A90-26181
A90-26182
A90-26183
A90-26184
A90-26187
A90-26188
A90-26190
A90-26191
A90-26192
A90-26193
A90-26194
A90-26195
A90-26196
A90-26197
A90-26198
A90-26199
A90-26200
A90-26201
A90-26202
A90-26204
A90-26205
A90-26206
A90-26207
A90-26208
A90-26209
A90-26210
A90-26211
A90-26212
A90-26213
A90-26214
A90-26215
A90-26216
A90-26217
A90-26218
A90-26219
A90-26220
A90-26221
A90-26223
A90-26224
A90-26226
A90-26227
A90-26228
A90-26229
A90-26230
A90-26232
A90-26233
A90-26234
A90-26236
A90-26237
A90-26238
A90-26239
A90-26240
A90-26241
A90-26242
A90-26243
A90-26244
A90-26245
A90-26246
A90-26247
A90-26248
A90-26249
A9O-26250
A90-26251
A90-26252
A90-26253
A90-26255
A90-262S6
A90-26259
A90-26260
A90-26261
A90-26262
#
•
#
#
#
#
#
#
'#
•tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
#
it
#
#
#
it
#
#
#
#
•#
#
#
#
'#
#
#
'#
it
'#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
#
'#
'it
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
•#
'#
#
#
ff
#
•tt
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
it
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
it
•tt
tt
it
p 109
p127
P148
p127
p116
p110
p 117
p 117
p117
P117
p 117
P117
p118
p11B
p148
p127
p128
p 118
p 118
p 118
p148
p 128
p 128
p128
p128
p128
p 128
p148
p129
p 129
p 149
p129
pU9
p 129
p 129
p 129
p130
p130
p 130
p130
p149
p 130
p 149
p149
p130
p149
p 150
p150
p150
p150
p 130
p150
p150
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p 151
p151
p151
p151
p 151
p 152
p 152
p152
p 152
p 152
p153
p 131
p 131
p 131
p131
p131
p 131
p 131
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p131
p132
p132
p132
p132
p153
p 118
p132
p132
p132
p 132
p 118
p133
p133
p133
p133
p133
p153
p133
p133
p153
p133
p 134
A90-26263 #
A90-26264 #
A90-26265 #
A90-26266 tt
A90-26267 #
A90-26268 #
A9O-26269 #
A90-26270 tt
A90-26271 *#
A90-26272 • #
A90-26273 • tt
A90-26274 * tt
A90-26275 #
A90-26276 * #
A90-26277 it
A90-26278 tt
A90-26279 #
A90-26280 #
A90-26281 tt
A90-26282 #
A90-26283 #
A90-26284 #
A90-26285 #
A90-26286 ' #
A90-26287 #
A90-262B8 #
A90-26289 #
A90-26290 * #
A90-26291 #
A90-26292 #
A90-26293 #
A90-26294 • tt
A90-26295 #
A90-26296 #
A90-26297 #
A90-26298 #
A90-26299 #
A90-26300 #
A90-26302 #
A90-26303 #
A90-26304 #
A90-26305 #
A90-26306 • #
A90-26307 #
A90-26308 #
A90-26309 #
A90-26319 '
A90-26320
A9O-26321 •
A90-26322
A90-26378
A90-26379
A90-26380
A90-26566
A90-26567
A90-26762
A90-26766
A90-26767
A90-26768
A90-26769
A90-26850
A90-27402 *
A90-27403 •
A90-27405
A90-27406 *
A90-27411
A90-27413 '
A90-27414 '
A90-27415
A90-27416 *
A90-27417 '
A90-27418
A90-27419
A90-27420
A90-27421
A90-27423 •
A90-27427
A90-27428
A90-27429
A90-27439 *
A90-27440 *
A90-27441
A90-27442
A90-27444
A90-27445 *
A90-27446
A90-27447
A90-27448 •
A90-27449
A90-27450 *
A90-27451
A90-27452 * .
A90-27454 *
A90-27455 *
A90-27456
A90-27457
p134
P134
p134
p134
p 134
p134
p134
P134
p135
p135
p135
p135
p135
p153
p135
p153
p 135
p136
p136
p136
p154
p136
p136
p136
p137
p137
p137
p137
p137
p137
p119
p137
p 138
P154
p154
p 138
p138
p138
p138
p154
p138
p138
p138
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p139
p 110
p119
p110
p119
p 110
p110
p119
p110
p139
p168
p169
p169
p169
p169
p 154
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p119
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p154
p155
p155
p155
p155
p155
p155
p155
p156
p 156
p156
p156
p156
p156
p 119
p157
p 120
p110
p157
p 157
p157
p157
p157
p 158
p 158
p158
p168
p 120
p111
p 111
p 120
A90-27458 "
A90-27459 *
A90-27467 '
A90-27469 *
A90-27470
A90-27471
A90-27472 *
A90-27473 '
A90-27474 *
A90-27475 *
A90-27476 *
A90-27477 *
A90-27478
A90-27479
A90-27480 *
A90-27481
A90-27482 *
A90-27494 *
A90-27495
A90-27497
A90-27498
A90-27499
A90-27501
A90-27502 •
A90-27503 *
A90-27504 '
A90-27505 *
A90-27507 '
A90-27508
A90-27509
A90-27510
A90-2751 1
A90-27512
A90-27513
A90-27514
A90-27515 '
A90-27516 '
A90-27517 '
A90-27518
A90-27530 *
A90-27531
A90-27532 *
A90-27533 *
A90-27534
A90-27535
A90-27536
A90-27537
A90-27538
A90-27539 *
A90-27540
A90-27541
A90-27543 •
A90-27544 *
A90-27545 *
A90-27546 '
A90-27548
A90-27550 *
A90-27551 *
A90-27554 •
A90-27555
A90-27557
A90-27611 *
A90-27622 '
A90-27626 *
A90-27627 •
A90-27628 •
A90-27635 *
A90-27636 •
A90-27702
A90-27703
A90-27704
A90-27705
A90-27721
A90-28074 •
A90-28084 *
A90-28185
A90-28186 '
A90-28572
A90-28744 *
A90-28834
A90-28950 #
A90-29024
A90-29025
A90-29076
A90-29077
A90-29078
A90-29079
A90-29080
A90-29081
A9O-29151
A90-29499
A90-29597 •
A90-29842 •
A90-29843 *
A90-30116 *
A90-30282
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p 165
p165
p165
p120
p166
p 112
p 112
p 112
p112
p 113
p139
p 140
p186
p186
p186
P186
P187
p173
p171
p180
P187
p187
p193
p174
p187
p 171
p171
P174
P174
P174
p 174
p174
p175
P175
p175
P171
P180
p180
P187
p180
A90-30283
A90-30289
A90-30349
A90-30581
A90-30582
A90-30583
A90-30584 '
A90-30585 •
A90-30586
A90-30588
A90-30589
A90-30590
A90-30591
A90-30615 *
A90-30616 '
A90-30617 '
A90-30618
A90-30619 '
A90-30620
A90-30621
A90-30728 tt
A90-30731
A90-30733
A90-30736 tt
A90-30737 #
A90-30738
A90-31326
A90-31327 '
A90-31328 '
A90-31332
A90-31336
A90-31339 '
A90-31342 *
A90-31345
A90-31346 '
A90-31347
A90-31348
A90-31349
A90-313SO
A90-31352
A90-31353 '
A90-31354 '
A90-31355 '
A90-31356 '
A90-31357
A90-31358
A90-31360
A90-31361 '
A90-31362
A90-31363
A90-31364
A90-31365
A90-31367
A90-31368
A90-31369
A90-31370
A90-31371
A90-31373 '
A90-31374
A90-31375 '
A90-31376
A90-31377
A90-31378 •
A90-31379
A90-31380
A90-31381
A90-31382
A90-31383 *
A90-31384 *
A90-31385 '
A90-31386
A90-31387
A90-32110 '
A90-32388 #
A90-32389 #
A90-32390 #
A90-32543
A90-32568
A90-32569
A90-32578
A90-32599
A90-32600
A90-33062 •#
A90-33304 *
A90-33322 •
A90-33327 *
A90-33497 •
A90-33639
A90-33655 *
A90-33656
A90-33657
A90-33658
A90-33659
A90-33660
A90-33661
A90-33662
p 171
p181
p175
P175
p 175
p175
p176
p172
p 176
p176
p181
p176
p176
p172
p194
p172
P172
p172
p172
P172
p187
p187
p177
p181
p188
P188
P188
p181
p181
P188
P181
p188
p182
P189
p182
p189
p189
p189
p182
p189
p189
p189
p190
P190
P190
p190
p182
p190
p177
p182
p182
p183
p183
p183
p183
p183
p 191
p183
p183
p184
p 191
p191
p191
p184
p 191
p184
P191
p192
p184
P184
p184
p185
p210
P195
p201
p201
p195
p195
p195
p195
p208
P202
p208
P202
p195
p208
p213
p211
p202
P202
p202
p209
p196
p202
p203
P203
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N90-13025
A90-33715
A90-33716 '
A90-33734
A90-33735
A90-34000
A90-34001 '
A90-34002 *
A90-34010 *
A9O-34013 '
A90-34014 •
A90-34015 '
A90-34021 *
A90-34030
A90-34035
A90-34276
A9O-34277
A90-34278
A90-34280
A90-34281
A90-34675
A90-34676
A90-34677
A90-34678
A90-34697
A90-34920
A90-35015 '
A90-35686
A90-35880
A90-35881
A90-35882
A90-36148
A90-36150
A90-36154
A90-36286
A90-36287
A90-36288
A90-36289
A90-36290
A90-36291
A90-36292
A90-36294 •
A90-36295
A90-36296
A90-36297
A90-36298
A90-36299 '
A90-36738
A90-36739 *
A90-37763
A90-37820
A90-37973 #
A90-38058
A90-38499
A90-38SOO
A90-38S69 ft
A90-38S76 #
A90-38579 #
A90-388S2
A90-388S3
A90-38858 '
A90-38859 *
A90-38860 *
A90-38861 *
A90-38864
A90-38865 *
A90-38866 *
A90-38868
A90-38869
A90-38870 •
A90-38871
A90-38872
A90-38928
A90-38929
A90-39321 #
A90-39641
A90-39642
A90-39643
A90-39644 •
A90-39645
A90-39646 *
A90-39647 *
A90-39648
A90-39649
A90-39821 *
A9O-40074
A90-40075
A90-40161 #
A90-40264
A9O40278
A90-40377 •
A90-40380
A90-40384
A9O-40389
A90-40390
A90-40391
A90-40750 *
p196
p203
p196
p196
p196
p209
p196
p197
p197
p197
p197
p197
p197
p198
p198
p198
p203
p213
p198
p198
p209
p198
p198
p199
p199
p215
p228
p222
p222
p21S
p21S
p215
p21S
p222
p218
p228
p218
p218
p218
p218
p218
p219
p219
p219
p219
p222
p219
p21S
p219
p216
p229
p229
p229
p220
p216
p216
p216
p257
p257
p252
p257
p257
p252
p252
p252
p252
p252
p253
p257
p253
p253
p253
p246
p246
p253
p246
p246
p246
p246
p243
p243
p247
p247
p243
p243
p243
p258
p253
p253
p243
p2S8
p2S8
p258
p258
p258
p247
A90-40839
A90-41116
A90-41198
A90-41265
A90-41819
A90-41820
A90-41874
A90-41954
A90-42286
A90-42287
A90-42288
A90-42289
A90-42455
A90-42663
A90-42700
A90-43155
A90-43156
A90-43369
A90-43381
A90-43382
A90-43383
A90-43384
A90-4338S
A90-43453
A90-43454
A90-434S5
A90-434S6
A90-43457
A90-43458
A9CM3459
A90-43467
A90-43469
A90-43470
A90-43480
A90-43481
A90-441S1
A90-442SO
A90-44274
A90-44275
A90-44553
A90-44577
A90-44582
A9(M4626
A90-44627
A90-44628
A90-44629
A90-44630
A90-44631
A90-44632
A90-44633
A90-44634
A90-4463S
A90-44636
A90-44637
A90-44638
A90-44639
A90-44641
A90-44642
A90-44651
A90-44652
A90-44653
A90-44654
A90-446SS
A90-44657
A90-44660
A90-44661
A90-44776
A90-44777
A90-44863
A90-44906
A90-44907
A90-44908
A90-44909
A90-4512S
A90-45201
A90-45202
A90-45203
A9O-45204
A90-4520S
A90-4S206
A90-45207
A90-45208
A90-4S209
A90-45210
A9CMS211
A90-45212
A90-45213
A90-4S214
A9O-45215
A90-45216
A90-45217
A90-45218
A90-45219
A90-45220
A90-4S222
A90-45240
#
*
#
•#
•
#
#
#
ft
•
'tt
ft
#
#
#
#
tt
•
•
#
#
#
*
*
•
*
*
#
ft
•
P258
p2S8
p259
p244
p244
p244
p244
p244
p254
p254
p247
P254
p254
p287
p290
p291
p291
p267
p288
p276
p288
p288
p303
p276
p277
p277
p277
p267
p267
p267
p291
p291
p291
p267
p267
p291
p267
p268
p277
p291
p268
p277
p277
p278
p278
p288
p278
p278
p278
p278
p279
p279
p279
p279
p279
p279
p292
p288
p292
p280
p280
p280
p280
p280
p280
p280
p268
p280
p281
p292
p292
p292
p292
p281
p292
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p295
p295
p295
p295
p295
p295
p296
A90-4S242
A90-45243
A90-45741
A90-45781
A90-46399 *
A90-46400
A90-46520
A90-46521
A90-46522
A90-46523
A90-46524
A90-46625
A90-46652
A90-46654
A90-46655
A90-46827
A90-47247
A90-47SOO
A90-47651 '#
A90-47652 #
A90-47653 #
A90-47654 #
A90-47684 ft
A90-47685 #
A90-47687 #
A90-48091
A90-48092
A90-48093
A90-48094
A90-48095
A90-48096
A90-48097 •
A90-48098 *
A90-48099
A90-48100
A90-48101 *
A90-48199
A90-48200
A90-48331
A90-48583 '
A90-48S84
A90-48585 *
A90-48586 *
A90-48587 *
A90-48588
A90-48589
A90-48590
A90-48591
A90-48592
A90-48700
A90-49039 *
A90-49041 *
A90-49046 •
A90-49047 •
A90-49048 *
A90-49049 *
A90-49053 *
A90-49062 *
A90-4906S '
A90-49066 *
A90-49069 *
A90-49070 *
A90-49270 * #
A90-49276 *
A90-49277 *
A90-49278 *
A90-49279
A90-49280
A90-49281
A90-49282
A90-49283
A90-49284
A90-4928S *
A90-49286 *
A90-49287
A90-49288
A90-49289 •
A90-49291
A90-49299
A90-49300 *
A90-49301 *
A90-49302
A90-49303
A90-49312 *
A90-49313 '
A90-49314
A90-4931S
A90-49316
A90-49317
A90-49318
A90-49319
A90-49320 *
A90-49321 *
A90-49322 •
A90-49323 •
A90-49324
p296
p296
p281
p281
p320
p320
p309
p310
p310
p305
p305
p310
p305
p30S
p305
p320
p317
p317
p320
p320
p320
p321
p321
p321
p321
p305
p338
p338
p338
p339
p339
p339
p339
p339
p306
p339
p306
p306
p310
p310
p306
p306
p310
p306
p311
p311
p311
p311
p311
p311
p317
p307
p317
p307
p317
p307
p307
p317
p311
p312
p318
p318
p321
p312
p321
p322
p322
p322
p322
p322
p322
p322
p323
p323
p323
p323
p323
p323
p307
p307
p323
p324
p324
p324
p324
p324
p324
p324
p325
p325
p325
p325
p32S
p325
p32S
p326
A90-49325
A90-49326
A90-49327 •
A90-49328 •
A90-49329 *
A90-49330 *
A90-49331
A90-49332
A90-49333
A90-49335 •
A90-49336 •
A90-49337 *
A90-49347
A90-49348
A90-49349
A90-49350
A90-49351
A90-49352
A90-49353
A90-49354
A9(M9355 •
A90-49356 '
A90-49363
A90-49364
A90-49365
A90-49366
A90-49367
A90-49368
A90-49369
A90-49370 *
A90-49371 '
A90-49377
A90-49379
A90-49381 *
A90-49383
A9CM9384 •
A90-49385 '
A90-49386
A90-49387
A90-49388 *
A90-49389 '
A90-49390 •
A90-49391 •
A90-49392 •
A90-49393 •
A90-49394 •
A90-49395
A90-49400
A90-49407 '
A90-49408 *
A90-49409 *
A90-49410 *
A90-49411 *
A90-49412
A90-49413
A90-49414
A90-49415
A90-49416
A90-49417
A90-49418 *
A90-49423
A90-49424
A90-49425
A90-49426
A90-49428 '
A90-49429 *
A90-49430 *
A90-49433 *
A90-49434 •
A90-49938
A90-60250
A90-50542 •
A90-50701
A90-50702
A90-50740
A90-50788
A90-50789
A90-50790
A90-50791
A90-50822
A90-50823
A90-50824
A90- 50825
A90-50848
A90-50849
A90-50850
A90-51079
A90-51391
A90-51392
A90-51393 '
A90-51394
A90-5139S
A90-S1396
A90-51397
A90-51398
A90-51399
p326
p326
p312
p312
p312
p308
p312
p326
p326
p326
p327
p327
p327
p327
p327
p327
p327
p328
p328
p328
p308
p308
p313
p313
p313
p313
p313
p328
p308
p328
p328
p313
p313
p314
p308
p329
p329
p329
p329
p329
p329
p330
p330
p314
p330
p330
p318
p330
p330
p331
p308
p331
p331
p331
p331
p331
p332
p332
p332
p332
p332
p332
p332
p333
p333
p333
p333
p333
p333
p341
p35S
p355
p344
p355
p341
p341
p341
p341
p344
p350
p344
p344
P344
p345
p345
p345
p355
P34S
p341
p345
p345
p346
p346
p346
p346
p346
A90-51664
A90-51665
A90-51666
A90-52258 •
A90-52259
A90-52260
A90-52401
A90-52402
A90-52403
A90-52753
A90-52946 *
A90-52997 tt
N90-10519 #
N90-10520 ft
N90-10521 #
N90-10522 tt
N90-10523 #
N90-10524 '
N90-10525 tt
N90-10526 ft
N90-10527 #
N90-10528 #
N90-10S29 #
N90-10530 tt
N90-10S31 tt
N90-10532 tt
N90-10533 tt
N90-10534 #
N90-10535 tt
N90-10536 #
N90-10537 ft
N90-10538 #
N90-10539 #
N90-10540 tt
N90-10541 #
N90-10571 '#
N90-10572 #
N90-10S73 tt
N90-10574 #
N90-11437 #
N90-11438 #
N90-11439 tt
N90-11440 tt
N90-11441 '#
N90-11442 tt
N90-11443 tt
N90-11444 tt
N90-11445 *#
N90-11446 tt
N90-12150 tt
N90-12151 '#
N90-12152 •
N90-12153 •
N90-12154 *
N90-12155 tt
N90-12156 tt
N90-12157 #
N90-12158 tt
N90-12159 tt
N90-12160 tt
N90-12161 tt
N90-12162 tt
N90-12163 tt
N90-12164 tt
N90-12165 tt
N90-12166 tt
N90-12167 ft
N90-12168 tt
N90-12169 tt
N90-12170 #
N90-12171 #
N90-12172 #
N90-12173 '
N90-12174 '#
N90-12175 '#
N90-12176 #
N90-12177 #
N90-12178 '#
N90-12179 tt
N90-12180 #
N90-12181 #
N90-12804 •#
N90-13013 '#
N90-13014 tt
N90-13015 #
N90-13016 #
N90-13017 ft
N90-13018 tt
N90-13019 #
N90-13020 #
N90-13021 tt
N90-13022 ft
N90-13023 #
N90-13024 ft
N90-13025 tt
p342
p342
p346
p350
p3S5
pSSO
p342
p342
p342
p356
p356
p356
P2
P2
P2
p3
p8
p8
p8
P8
p8
P9
p9
p9
p9
p9
p10
p10
p10
P12
P12
p12
P12
p12
P15
p20
p20
p20
p20
P3
P3
p 10
p10
P12
P13
p 13
P13
P21
P21
p35
p35
p35
P35
p36
p36
p36
p36
p36
p37
p46
p46
p46
P47
P47
P47
P47
p47
P48
P48
p48
p48
P48
P48
p52
p52
p52
p52
p61
p61
p62
p62
P64
p49
p49
p49
p49
P49
p49
p49
pSO
pSO
pSO
pSO
pSO
p51
G-3
N90-13026 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N90-13026 #
N90-13027 #
N90-13028 #
N90-13029 #
N90-13030 #
N90-13031 #
N90-13032 #
N90-13033 #
N90-13034 #
N9O-13035 * #
N90-13036*#
N90-13037 #
N90-13038 #
N 90-13039
N90-13040 tt-
N90-13041
N90-13042
N90-13043 #
N90-13915 #
N90-13916'#
N90-13917 #
N90-13918 #
N90-13919 #
N90-13920 #
N90-13921 #
N90-13922 #
N90-13923 #
N90-13924 #
N90-13925 '#
N90-13926'#
N90-13927 #
N90-13928 #
N90-13929 #
N90-13930 #
N90-13931 '#
N90-13932 #
N90-13933 #
N90-13934 *#
N 90-1 3935
N90-13936 #
N90-13937 #
N90-13938 #
N 90-1 3939 '#
N90-1 3-140 *#
N90-13941 '#
N90-13942 ' #
N90-13943 • #
N90-13944 '#
N90-13945 *#
N90-13946-*
N90-13947 •#
N90-13948 ' #
N 90-1 3949 '#
N90-13950*#
N90-13951 '#
N90-13952 '#
N 90-1 3953 '#
N90-13954 •#
N90-13955 '#
N90-13956 •#
N90-13957 * #
N 90-1 3958 '#
N90- 14408 tt
N90-14761 •#
N9O-14762 #
N90-14763 • #
N90- 14764 tt
N90-14765 tt
N90-14766 #
N90-14767
N90-14768 tt
N90-14769 tt
N90-14770 #
N90-14771 it
N90-14772 #
N90-14773 #
N90-14774 tt
N90-14775
N90-14776 #
N90-147T7 #
N90-14778 •#
N90-15060 tt
N90-15577'#
N9O- 15578 tt
N90-15579 tt
N9O-15580 tt
N90-15581 #
N90-15582 tt
N90-15583 tt
N90-15584 #
N90-15585 tt
N90-15586 #
N90-15587 tt
N90-15588 tt
N90-15589 tt
N90-15590
p51
p51
pSI
p53
p53
P53
P53
p53
p54
P62
P62
P62
P62
p63
p63
p63
p63
p63
p67
p68
p68
P74
p74
p74
p74
p75
p75
p75
p75
p75
p76
p76
P77
p77
PTT
p77
p78
p81
p81
p82
P82
p82
p83
p84
p84
p84
P84
p84
p85
p85
p85
P85
p85
pS6
p86
p86
p86
p86
p86
p87
p87
p87
p82
p68
p68
p68
p68
P68
p69
p76
p76
p78
p78
p78
p82
p82
p83
p83
p83
p83
P87
p103
p94
P94
p98
P98
p98
p98
p98
p100
p100
p100
p101
p101
p101
p103
N90-15591
N90-15592
N 90-1 5593
N90-15594
N90-15976
N 90-163 90
N90-16391
N 90-16392
N90-16393
N 90-1 63 94
N90-16395
N90-16396
N90-16397
N90-16398
N 90-1 63 99
N 90-1 6400
N90-16689
N90-16693
N90-16695
N90-17251
N90-17252
N90-17253
N90-17254
N90-17255
N 90-1 7256
N90-17257
N90-17258
N90-17259
N90-17260
N 90-1 7261
N90-17262
N90-17263
N90-17264
N90-17265
N90-17266
N90-17267
N90-17268
N90-17269
N90-17270
N90-17271
N90-17272
N90-17273
N90-17274
N90-17275
N90-17276
N90-17277
N90-17278
N90-17279
N90-17280
N90-17281
N90-17282
N90-17283
N90-17284
N90-17285
N 90-17286
N90-17287
N 90-1 7288
N90-17289
N90-17290
N90-17291
N 90-1 7292
N90-17293
N90-17294
N90-17295
N90-17296
N90-17297
N 90-1 7298
N90-17299
N90-17300
N90-17301
N90-17302
N90-17303
N90-17304
N90-17305
N90-17306
N90-17307
N90-17308
N90-17309
N90-17310
N90-17311
N 90-1 731 2
N90-17313
N90-17314
N 90-1 731 5
N 90-1 731 6
N 90-1 761 2
N90-17613
N 90-17614
N90-17615
N 90-1 761 6
N90-17617
N 90-17618
N90-17619
N90-18133
N 90-1 81 34
N90-18135
'# p103
# p104
# p104
# p104
# P104
# p94
'# p99
# p99
# P99
# P104
# p104
# p105
p 105
# p105
•# p105
'# p106
'#. p95
*# p99
•# p95
'# p113
• p 113
# p120
# p121
# P121
# P121
# p121
# P121
# P121
# p122
# p122
# p122
tt p122
# P122
# p123
# p123
# p123
# p123
# p123
# p123
# p123
# P124
# p124
# P 124
# p140
# p140
# p140
# p140
# p140
# p141
« p141
•# p141
# p141
# p141
# P142
# p142
# p142
# p142
# p142
# p143
# p143
# p143
# p143
# P143
# p144
# p144
# P144
# p144
# p144
# p144
# p 145
# p145
# p 145
# p145
# p145
I? p146
# p166
'# p166
# p166
# P166
# p166
tt p167
# p167
# p167
# P167
*# p169
# p124
# p146
i? p167
# p146
# p167
# P124
# p125
# p125
tt P113
# P113
# p125
N 90-1 81 36
N90-18137
N 90-18138
N90-18139
N90-1B140
N 90-18141
N90-18142
N 90-18143
N90-18144
N90-18145
N 90-1 81 46
N 90-18147
N 90-18148
N90-18149
N90-18150
N90-18852
N 90-18853
N90-18854
N90-18855
N90-18856
N90-18857
N 90-188 58
N 90-18859
N90-18860
N90-18861
N 90-1 8862
N 90-1 8863
N 90-18864
N 90-1 8865
N90-18866
N90-18867
N 90-1 8868
N 90-18869
N 90-1 8870
N90-18871
N90-18872
N 90-18873
N 90-18874
N 90-1 8875
N90-18876
N90-19736
N90-19737
N 90-19738
N90-19739
N90-19740
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